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MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM IMPROVED THROUGH STAFF DEVELOPMENT 
This was a twelve month evaluative study of a staff development training 
project in its third year of implementation to train volunteer classroom teachers to 
restructure and improve their mathematics curriculum offerings in the classroom. 
The training focused on teachers using less of their mathematics textbook and 
worksheets and increasing the usage of manipulatives, calculators, and problem 
solving activities. The teachers also volunteered to perform as staff developers at 
their home school sites and trained colleagues at their grade level as well as in their 
school-at-large with MCIP materials and activities. The evaluation was based upon 
quantitative data collected over a period of one year as the teachers attempted to 
implement the components of the MCIP project into their classroom. Qualitative data 
were collected during the first semester of the project via school site visits, written 
reports and assignments, and self assessments. 
The quantitative data were collected from a pre-post survey administered at 
the beginning of the MCIP training and one year after the teachers implemented the 
training in their classrooms. The survey results were analyzed using paired Ltests, 
the McNemar test for significants, and a multivariate analysis of variance reported 
through the Hotelling-Lawley Trace 1 statistic. The results were statistically 
significant and indicate the MCIP participants used less of their mathematics textbooks 
and worksheets during the training year, and increased their usage of manipulatives, 
calculators, and problem solving activities. They also incorporated more cooperative 
learning in their classrooms and facilitated more student discussion in their lessons. 
Many of their lessons during the training year focused on problem solving activities 
and applications of math to real life situations. Over half of the participants reported 
that they provided home learning activities which promoted the cooperation of students 
and their parents working to apply math to everyday life situations. 
The participants also performed effectively as mathematics staff developers at 
their home school sites by training colleagues with the MCIP materials and activities. 
The evaluative study shows the MCIP staff development project successfully addresses 
the challenge of restructuring and improving elementary mathematics curriculum. 
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
In school mathematics the United States is an underachieving nation, and our 
curriculum is helping to create a nation of underachievers. We are not what we ought 
to be; we are not even close to what we can be. It is time for change - a time to renew 
mathematics in the United States. (Second International Mathematics Study, 1986) 
Beginning with A Natjon At Rjsk. a variety of reports during the 1980s have 
decried the quality of public education in our country. A recent study by the U.S. 
Office of Education (1987) comparing U.S. and Japanese schooling stated that 
improving the quality of education in the United States is necessary for our economic 
survival. 
These reports have emphasized the fact that elementary and secondary students 
are not achieving as well as they should in basic skills, particularly in academic 
tasks that require higher-order thinking such as problem solving in mathematics. 
Ginsberg (1989) found that mathematics instruction in the United States is 
typically inappropriate and/or poorly conceived. Textbooks are often confusing, 
workbooks are dull, and homework assignments can be impossible to comprehend. He 
strongly suggests many teachers--almost all of whom are well-intentioned and 
devoted to their students--are ill-prepared to teach math, do not like to teach it, and 
are afraid to teach it. 
1 
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Stingier and Perry (1987) found that U.S. teachers spend little time offering 
thorough explanations of math concepts and procedures. Stevenson et al., (1987) 
reports that U.S. teachers spend considerably less time imparting information than do 
Chinese and Japanese teachers. When U.S. teachers do talk, they are more likely to 
give directions than to discuss content. 
In their examination of U.S. mathematics classrooms, Romberg and Carpenter 
(1986) identified a typical situation where there is extensive teacher-directed 
explanation and questioning in the context of whole-group instruction followed by 
students working on paper and pencil assignments at their seats. Peterson and 
Fennema (1985) found that 43% of class time in math was spent in whole-group 
instruction and 47% of the time was spent with students doing seatwork. 
Goodlad (1984) found that the following pattern consistently characterized 
teaching and classrooms regardless of the grade level or subject matter: (a) a 
predominance of whole-group instruction; (b) each student working and achieving 
alone within a group setting; (c) the teacher functioning as the central figure in 
determining activities and conducting instruction; (d) a predominance of frontal 
teaching and monitoring of students' seatwork by the teacher; and (e) students rarely 
engaged in active learning directly from one another or in initiating interaction with 
teachers. 
Researchers have also documented that most of the time spent in elementary 
math classrooms is focused on the teaching and learning of lower-level skills and 
concepts in math rather than on higher order thinking (Porter, Floden, Freeman, 
Schmidt, & Schwille, 1987). 
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Peterson and Fennema (1985) found that during fourth grade math classes, 
students spent only 15% of their time engaged in learning higher-level math content, 
62% of their time engaged in learning lower-level math content, and 13% of their 
time not engaged in learning math at all. 
Peterson (1988) sums up the picture of U.S. elementary math classrooms today 
as teacher-directed whole-group instruction on predominately low-level math 
content followed by teacher monitoring of individual student seatwork that 
emphasizes mathematical knowledge and skills. 
The Histocy of MCIP 
The purpose of this study was to review and evaluate the Chicago Archdiocesan 
Schools' efforts in improving mathematics education at the elementary level. 
In 1986, the Chapter II Principals' Advisory Committee of the Chicago 
Archdiocese identified the improvement of teaching in science and mathematics as one 
of two primary needs in their schools. Principals indicated they were eager to move 
from a textbook-based curriculum to an activities and problem solving oriented 
mathematics curriculum. In 1987 over 225 school evaluation visitations in the 
Chicago Archdiocesan schools documented the need for teacher training in delivery of 
mathematics instruction. 
The Curriculum Committee of the Archdiocesan Education Office in response to 
national reports on the state of mathematics curriculum and instruction and to local 
needs identified by elementary principals, revised their mathematics objectives 
according to guidelines from both the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics and 
the National Assessment of Education Progress. 
The Curriculum Committee determined that setting goals for mathematics 
improvement was not enough and requested technical assistance with the imple~ 
mentation of the revised mathematics curriculum from the School of Education at 
Loyola University, Chicago. A grant was written in 1986 to the Illinois Board of 
Higher Education requesting funding from the Federal Education For Economic 
Security Act Title II (Public Law 98-377) by two professors from the Education 
Department of Loyola University. 
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The grant entitled "Mathematics Curriculum Improvement Project" (MCIP), is a 
teacher-leader staff development training model designed to provide training to 
elementary classroom teachers in implementing an activity-oriented approach to 
mathematics curriculum and instruction. MCIP addresses four needs identified in an 
assessment instrument designed by the Chicago Archdiocesan Education Office and 
administered to 360 elementary school principals. The four needs identified by more 
than half of the principals as having highest priority are: (a) workshops and 
institutes for professional development of teachers; (b) provision of consultation 
services for curriculum and/or instructional problems at individual schools; (c) 
provision of consultation services for short and long-range planning and research at 
individual schools; and (d) provision of resources for innovative programs. More 
detailed analysis of this data indicates that three of these four needs have highest 
priority among Black and Hispanic schools; have shown little change in priority since 
1976; and have been viewed as ineffectively addressed within the system by over 
75% of the principals. 
Because of minimal resources, staff development in the Chicago Archdiocesan 
schools is more problematic than in other school systems. Each school is organized as 
a district but without necessary resources for curriculum or staff development 
personnel. The principals identified that classroom teachers have great powers. as 
decision-makers in their classrooms. Therefore, teachers need to be trained to act 
with the principal as curriculum leaders. 
The vision of MCIP is to combine the resources of Loyola University, the 
Archdiocesan School System and other interested public and private school systems, 
and the Illinois Board of Higher Education to: 
- improve the mathematics competencies of teachers; 
- implement a mathematics activities-oriented curriculum faithful to the 
objectives outlined by the Archdiocesan Education Office Curriculum 
Committee, the Illinois State Board of Education, and the National Council of 
Teachers of Mathematics; 
- develop a group of teacher-leaders; and, 
- develop an internship program for excellent elementary education students. 
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MCIP attends to three of the five policy objectives of the Illinois Board of Higher 
Education designed to assist with efforts to improve elementary education in the state: 
- to improve preparation of new teachers; 
- to improve school curricula and instruction in mathematics; and 
- to assist with district-defined teacher training, retraining and 
inservice training. 
The Mathematics Activity Teachers Handbook (M.A.T.H.) is the fundamental 
component of the MCIP program. The handbook was written to demonstrate how to 
6 
make mathematics instruction more productive. M.A.T.H. is intended as an aid for 
teachers who wish to free themselves from the tyranny of traditional textbook design. 
There are nine main chapters in the handbook: Data Collection and Graphing, 
Algebra, Probability, Statistics, Coordinate Geometry, Integers, Fractions, Ratios and 
Percents, and Whole Numbers and Decimals. These topics complement the content 
objectives of the Office of Catholic Education of the Chicago Archdiocese. There are 
appendices in the handbook that were developed in response to teacher input and 
interest. 
Each chapter begins with a discussion question. The discussion question is 
intended to relate the topic to students' real life experiences. Following each 
discussion question is a suggested bridge activity to assist students to make the 
transition from discussion of concepts to actual hands-on classroom learning 
activities. 
Each chapter has four to five learning activities from which to choose. They are 
designed to meet the developmental needs of students rather than provide standard 
grade level experiences typically published in textbooks. 
Suggested home learning activities and games are provided for each topic. These 
activities assist students with continued practice and application of classroom 
instruction at home utilizing parent involvement. 
Each chapter concludes with sample evaluation questions upon which teachers 
may expand to assess the effectiveness of their instruction. Appendices were 
developed and added to the handbook in response to teachers who expressed particular 
needs and concerns as they implemented the M.A.T.H. curriculum. 
7 
The handbook is organized in loose-leaf notebooks to act as living documents for 
school-wide implementation. The successful implementation of M.A.T.H. is focused on 
easy access to the material at each school site and ease of instructional delivery in the 
classroom. M.A.T.H. meets 95% of the mathematics Model Learning Objectives for the 
end of grades 3, 6, and 8 developed by the State of Illinois. 
Title II Archdiocesan funds have been used for development of M.A.T.H. materials. 
In 1986 five major chapters and appendices were completed. In the second year of 
funding, four additional major chapters and appendices had been completed. By 
1988, the year of this study, all of the major chapters had been completed. These 
chapters correspond to the Archdiocesan mathematics curriculum goals. All of the 
learning activities in M.A.T.H. are designed to reinforce basic skills while introducing 
higher level mathematics concepts. 
MCIP began in the Spring of 1986. The inservice served three purposes: to 
improve the mathematics competence of the participants, to help them become lead 
teachers in their schools, and to acquaint them with the best classroom materials 
available. The timing of the summer inservice program is divided equally among 
these three major topics. 
The inservice plan was divided into three components. Thirty teachers from the 
Archdioscean schools worked with Loyola faculty and graduate students to develop and 
pilot M.A.T.H. handbook activities. During Summer and Fall 1986, 40 teachers 
participated in workshop training to develop existing school personnel as 
instructional leaders in mathematics. 
Each principal who committed to the school particpation had to agree to do the 
following: 
_ select a teacher from his/her school who is interested in curriculum 
development and enjoys the confidence of his/her colleagues; 
_ support this teacher's efforts to work with one other teacher in his/her 
school and two or three other teachers in another school; 
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- reserve 10-15 minutes of each monthly faculty meeting to a discussion of the 
progress of this program; and 
- share information about his/her school's progress at monthly council 
meetings. 
MCIP focused on improving the teachers' mathematics background in algebra, 
statistics, probability, geometry and data collection. Participants attended 4 days of 
inservice amounting to 24 hours of training. Following the inservice workshop, ten 
hours of training with one teacher from their school and two or three teachers from 
another school occurred. The participants had available to them up to ten hours of 
assistance from undergraduate students enrolled at Loyola University. Participants 
received a stipend of $225 for their work during this phase. They also had the option 
of receiving up to four hours of graduate credit at reduced cost. They received $50 
for their participation and implementation of one chapter from the handbook. 
Participants were also expected to continue training and implementation of M.A.T.H. 
learning activities throughout the 1986-87 school year. 
MCIP received additional monies of $50,000 in 1987 and expanded the inservice 
training to include additional mathematical content training sessions on graphing, 
statistics, probability, and calculators. State-of-the-art materials were introduced 
from DePaul University, Fresno State College, and the Pentathlon Institute. 
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The Activities Integrating Math and Science (AIMS) from Fresno, California was 
employed at a cost of nearly $1,000. This National Science Foundation disseminated 
program was received most enthusiastically by the MCIP participants. 
In addition, the 1987 MCIP summer institute sponsored a special session with 
David Page, a nationally known expert on the use of calculators in the classroom. 
Topics involving parent involvement, curriculum reform, and the latest educational 
research were addressed by leading authorities including Dr. Ralph Tyler, Dr. Herb 
Walberg, and Dr. Anita Pankake. In the third year of MCIP, the focus of this 
dissertation study, $65,000 was granted to the program to train 53 teachers from 
38 schools in the Chicagoland area. 
The 47 teachers selected to participate in MCIP/88 came from elementary 
schools in the Chicago and.Joliet Catholic dioceses, the Chicago public school system, 
suburban public schools, and the Hillel Torah Jewish school system. Forty-two 
percent of the teachers worked in schools serving a large minority population; 21 % 
of the participants were minority men and women. All of the schools were in Illinois 
with 8% of the schools in Lake County, 3% in DuPage County, 3% in Will County, and 
86% in Cook County. Eighty percent of these participants were private school 
teachers. 
MCIP/88 selected the best of the training programs from the previous years and 
added additional resources to meet teacher needs. Educational directors from local 
museums, zoos, and educational service centers gave presentations to inform teachers 
of educational programs available to them back at their home school sites. 
Staff development training focused on conducting research, creating an inservice 
budget, developing local inservice programs, working with the building principals to 
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implement workshop training for all faculty members at the school site, and 
developing local resources to improve mathematics curriculum. Six objectives were 
developed for the participants of MCIP/88. 
Objective ttl 
Twenty-five participants from the 1987 summer workshop will expand their 
leadership skills developed in the program by extending the MCIP program to a total 
school effort. The selected schools have agreed to the following: 
Analysis of the school mathematics curriculum to provide for: 
a) schoolwide use of M.A.T.H. chapters on a monthly basis; 
b) parent training in home learning strategies for math at monthly PTA or 
Home/School meetings; 
c) at least two community math events; 
d) a school display of students' M.A.T.H.; 
e) timely news releases; 
f ) weekly sharing sessions for teachers; 
g) a math focus for the 1988-89 academic year inservice effort; 
h ) a summer math take-home activities booklet; and 
i ) development of a plan to have algebra as the standard eighth grade curriculum 
within two years. 
Classroom mathematics instruction will be characterized by: 
a) extensive use of problem solving; 
b) use of calculators; 
c) reading instruction in mathematics; 
d) library activities in mathematics; 
e) use of manipulatives; 
f ) use of computers; and 
g) integration of math in other content areas. 
Objective #2 
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In addition to the 25 veteran participants mentioned in Objective #1, 25 new 
participants will be selected for the summer institute. All participants will increase 
their own competencies in mathematics. The summer institute will focus on problem 
solving, classroom application of historical mathematics, classroom applications of 
calculators and computers, and integration of mathematics instruction with science 
and other subject areas. 
Objective #3 
New participants will learn staff development skills so that they may become 
mathematics leaders, first in their own school, and second, within their school 
system. They will work towards institutionalizing the improved mathematics 
curriculum. 
Objective #4 
New participants will implement the MCIP program in their own school and 
train at least three additional colleagues. 
Objective #5 
The MCIP will prepare 25 undergraduate education majors for leadership roles 
as mathematics teachers. Candidates must be elementary education majors who are 
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minoring in mathematics and have a minimum B+ overall grade point average. These 
interns will attend the same sessions as the participants and work with them in_ their 
schools. 
Objective #6 
Participants will continue to implement MCIP in their schools during the 
remaining academic year. 
The Problem 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the MCIP/88 staff development 
training of participants by measuring if the participants could change their attitudes 
about when to introduce new mathematics concepts into the elementary school 
curriculum. Also, the study examined if participants could change two instructional 
behaviors, namely, how they planned for and how they taught mathematics to their 
students. 
MCIP/88 builds upon the success of the 1986 and 1987 programs. Activities 
that were highly rated in 1987 were kept and/or expanded. In two years MCI P has 
shown that 84 talented and dedicated teachers can change their mathematics 
curriculum. MCIP/88 attempts to show that these were not unique events (Schiller, 
1988). 
Research auestjons 
The evaluation was based on the following questions: 
1 . Did participants gain more confidence in their ability to teach mathematics 
during the year they participated in MCIP? 
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2. Did the attitude of participants change in terms of how they rated the 
importance, difficulty, and enjoyment of teaching mathematical topics over a one year 
period? 
3. Did the participants change their opinion regarding the importance of 
following the sequential order of textbook topics when planning for and teaching 
mathematics as they participated in MCIP/88? 
4. Was the frequency of manipulative activities increased in the participants' 
mathematics lessons after MCIP training? 
5. Did the opinion of the participants change when recommending what grade 
level to introduce mathematics topics into the elementary school curriculum as 
measured by a pre and post assessment? 
6. Did the participants change the frequency of use of instructional activities in 
the areas of classroom discussion, cooperative learning, home learning activities, 
work sheets, drilling activities, calculators, problem solving, use of textbook, 
manipulatives, and use of learning center materials during the MCIP training year? 
7. Did the participants change their opinion regarding what mathematics topics 
they plan to introduce the coming school year as measured by a pre and post assess-
ment? 
8. Did the participants show evidence of wanting to participate differently in 
curriculum decision making after MCIP training? 
9. Were the participants active as staff developers in their home schools as they 
participated in MCIP during the 1988-89 school year? 
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Limitations of the Study 
The findings of this study can relate only to the subjects participating in the 
MCI P/88 project. The majority of the subjects are classroom teachers in the Chicago 
Archdiocesan Schools. The rest of the subjects are from public and private schools in 
the Chicagoland area. All of the subjects volunteered to participate in the training and 
received payment for their year-long participation. The technique of random 
sampling for data collection was not observed. 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the MCIP/88 staff development 
training of participants by measuring if the participants could change their attitudes 
about when to introduce new mathematics concepts into the elementary school 
curriculum. Also, the study examined if participants could change two instructional 
behaviors, namely, how they planned for and how they taught mathematics to their 
students. 
An important feature in the study was to evaluate the MCIP grant to determine if 
this training can be a viable means to improve elementary mathematics teaching in 
the classroom. The justification, importance of the study, the problem, the research 
questions, and the limitations of the study were included in this chapter. 
Chapter II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
This chapter presents a review and discussion of literature used by the 
researcher as a foundation by which to evaluate the MCIP Program. The first section 
of the review summarizes the status of elementary mathematics education in the 
United States from an international, national, and State of Illinois perspective. 
International Perspective 
In 1982 students and teachers from 500 8th and 12th grade mathematics classes 
in the United States participated with 12 countries in the Second International 
Mathematics Study (SIMS). SIMS is a comprehensive study of the teaching and 
learning of mathematics. The SIMS study specifically addresses problems in 
international education requiring quantitative methods. The central purpose of the 
study is to identify how patterns of school organization and teaching practices affect 
the achievement of students. 
The Second International Mathematics Study has three purposes. They are: 
- to investigate the ways in which mathematics was taught at this time. 
- to describe student attainment in terms of both attitude and achievement. 
- to relate these outcome variables to the curriculum studied and the way it was 
taught. 
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United States' participation in 1982 was intended as a means to evaluate 
mathematics curriculum and student performance. This information would be the 
basis to guide mathematics educators in determining mathematic goals for the future. 
As data was collected it became apparent that an urgent response was necessary 
to address the disappointing results which began to emerge. 
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The performance of U.S. students on the international mathematics tests was 
at or below the international average for the younger group (eighth grade) and 
was very low for the older group (twelfth grade college preparatory 
mathematics). In some cases, the advanced senior high school group placed 
among the lowest one-fourth of the nations in the Study. (p. 5) 
An analysis of the data points to the curriculum as the major problem in the 
United States. "It is the mathematics curriculum that shapes the textbooks that set 
the boundaries of instruction. It is the mathematics curriculum that distributes goals 
and content during the years of schooling." (p. 9) 
The SIMS Study suggests the fault of the mathematics curriculum in the United 
States is due to content design; it does not provide teachers with a means by which to 
cover mathematics topics in depth. Learning goals and expectations are diffused and 
unfocused. Mathematics content and learning objectives are carried over year after 
year, thereby creating a curriculum that is shaped by unmastered mathematics 
content introduced from previous years. 
From an international perspective, our eighth grade curriculum resembles 
much more the end of elementary school than the beginning of secondary school. 
And at the twelfth grade level, many topics are dealt with only briefly, rather 
than a few topics being pursued in depth. Consequently, again from an 
international point of view, relatively few of our students are engaged in a 
full-fledged course in calculus and those who are so enrolled are achieving at 
only average levels, at best. 
The mathematics curriculum, furthermore, fails to fairly distribute 
opportunities to learn for children. As early as the junior high school grades, 
tremendous differences are created in what mathematics U.S. children have the 
opportunity to learn and, therefore, in what they are able to achieve. These 
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differences in opportunity set boundaries on the degree to which individual 
students are able to reach their fullest potential, boundaries that leave less to 
reward individual efforts than in any of the other countries for which data were 
available. Nor are these differences in opportunity-to-learn distributed 
appropriately so that each student receives the challenge most appropriate to her 
or his abilities. Socially, as well as organizationally, the mathematics 
curriculum in U.S. schools falls very short of its potential. (p. 11) 
National Perspective 
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) 
The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) is a congressionally 
mandated project established to conduct national surveys of the educational 
performance of American youth. NAEP is supported by the U.S. Department of 
Education, Office of Educational Research and Improvement, and the Center for 
Education Statistics. Since 1983, Educational Testing Service has assumed 
responsibility for the administration of the project which had been previously 
administered by the Education Commission of the States. 
Since 1972 NAEP has assessed the mathematical performance of students 
ranging from 9 to 17 years of age. The most recent report published in 1986 
includes a study of mathematical performance of 3rd, 7th and 11th grade students. 
The overall finding of NAEP's 1986 survey of the state of school mathematics in 
the U.S. concludes that: 
While average performance has improved since 1978, the gains have been 
confined primarily to lower-order skills. The highest level of performance 
attained by any substantial proportion of students reflects only moderately 
complex skills and understandings. Most students, even at age 17, do not possess 
the breadth and depth of mathematics proficiency needed for advanced study in 
secondary school mathematics. (p. 10) 
NAEP describes current mathematics instruction as dominated by teacher 
explanation, extensive use of the chalkboard, and lessons designed exclusively around 
textbooks and workbooks. Innovative forms of instruction which may include small 
group activities, laboratory work, and special projects are non-existent. 
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Evidence concerning the nature of mathematics education suggests that the 
curriculum continues to be dominated by paper and pencil drills on basic 
computation. Little evidence appears of any widespread use of calculators, 
computers, or mathematical projects. This picture reflects classrooms more 
concerned with students' rote use of procedures than with their understanding of 
concept development of higher-order thinking skills. (p. 12) 
Among NAEP's recommendations to improve the state of school mathematics in 
the United States is the clear message that: 
... to retain a prominent place in today's technological world, our nation clearly 
needs to increase the percentage of secondary school students taking advanced 
mathematics classes. However, care should be taken to implement reforms at all 
grades, not just at the high-school level. Increasing course requirements at the 
upper grade levels will ensure that fewer students reject the opportunity to take 
more mathematics, but it will not address the fact that students in elementary 
and middle schools also need more challenging curricula. (p. 120) 
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics 
Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics 
In response to a call for reform in the teaching and learning of mathematics in 
the early 1980s from such reports as A Nation at Risk, and Educating Americans for 
the 21st Century, The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics established the 
Commission on Standards for School Mathematics as a means to improve the quality of 
school mathematics in the United States. 
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Qurrjcu!um and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics is a document 
published by NCTM to provide a set of standards for the K-12 level to guide educators 
in evaluating the quality of mathematics curricula and student achievement in U.S. 
classrooms. 
The Standards is a document designed to establish a broad framework to guide 
reform in school mathematics in the next decade. In it a vision is given of what 
the mathematics curriculum should include in terms of content priority and 
emphasis. The challenge we issue to all interested in the quality of school 
mathematics is to work collaboratively to use these curriculum and evaluation 
standards as the basis for change so that the teaching and learning of mathematics 
in our school is improved. {p. v) 
The Standards reflects a consensus of the Commission that all students need to 
learn more and varied mathematic concepts and that instruction in mathematics must 
be significantly revised. 
The Commission was charged with two tasks to address the national call for 
reform: 
1 . Create a coherent vision of what it means to be mathematically literate both 
in a world that relies on calculators and computers to carry out mathematical 
procedures and in a world where mathematics is rapidly growing and is extensively 
being applied in diverse fields. 
2. Create a set of standards to guide the revision of the school mathematics 
curriculum and its associated evaluation toward this vision. 
NCTM defines a standard as a statement that can be used to judge the quality of a 
mathematics curriculum or methods of evaluation. Standards represent what is 
valued. 
NCTM states three reasons why they have adopted a set of standards to improve 
mathematics: (a) to ensure quality; (b) to indicate goals; and, (c) to promote 
change. 
For NCTM the development of standards as statements of criteria for 
excellence in order to produce change was the focus. Schools, and in particular 
school mathematics, must reflect the important consequences of the current 
reform movement if our students are to be adequately prepared to live in the 
twenty-first century. The standards should be viewed as facilitators of reform. 
(p. 2) 
The goals reflected from the standards address the concern for mathematical 
literacy for all students. The five goals for students are: (a) to learn to value 
mathematics; (b) to become confident in their ability to do mathematics; (c) to 
become problem solvers; (d) to learn to communicate mathematically; and (e) to 
learn to reason mathematically. 
The Standards are divided into four sections: K-4, 5-8, 9-12, and Evaluation. 
Each grade area has its own distinct curriculum standards to use as a guide in 
evaluating and developing mathematical learning activities. For the purposes of this 
research the elementary standards will be reviewed. 
NCTM finds that the mathematics curriculum in the U.S. at the K-4 level is in 
need of reform. The reform must include an examination and change of content, and 
approaches to instruction. 
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A long-standing preoccupation with computation and other traditional skills 
have dominated both what mathematics is taught and the way mathematics is 
taught at this level. As a result, the present K-4 curriculum is narrow in 
scope; fails to foster mathematical insight, reasoning, and problem solving; and 
emphasizes rote activities. Even more significant is that children begin to lose 
their belief that learning mathematics is a sense-making experience. They 
become passive receivers of rules and procedures rather than active 
participants in creating knowledge. (p. 15) 
The K-4 standards are based on several assumptions to improve mathematics 
curriculum and student learning outcomes. The K-4 curriculum should: 
1 . be conceptually oriented, 
2. should actively involve children in doing mathematics, 
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3. emphasize the development of children's mathematical thinking and reasoning 
abilities, 
4. emphasize the application of mathematics, 
5. include a broad range of content, and 
6. make appropriate and ongoing use of calculators and computers. 
Mathematics curriculum at the 5-8 level was evaluated by NCTM to be routine. 
and irrelevant. 
Many students view the current mathematics curriculum in grades 5-8 as 
irrelevant, dull, and routine. Instruction has emphasized computational facility 
at the expense of a broad, integrated view of mathematics and has reflected 
neither the vitality of the subject nor the characteristics of the students. 
(p. 65) 
NCTM suggests an ideal 5-8 curriculum would expand students' knowledge of 
numbers, and incorporate computation, estimation, measurement, geometry, 
statistics, probability, patterns and functions, and the fundamental concepts of 
algebra. Each of these mathematics topics should be taught as an integrated whole, not 
in isolation. The connection between them should be a prominent feature of the 
curriculum. 
Other needed features of the 5-8 curriculum include: 
1 . emphasis on the application of mathematics to real-world situations as well 
as other settings pertinent to middle school students, 
2. development of communication skills with and about mathematics and 
mathematical reasoning, and 
3. include the use of calculators, computers, and videos when appropriate. 
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The need to reform mathematics curricula in the United States is necessary and 
immediate. NCTM suggests that the Standards advocates students' active involvement 
in learning, a stance that has important implications for the way content is to be 
treated during instruction. Rather than a routine presentation of mathematical ideas 
in a polished, finished form for students to assimilate, instruction should provide 
frequent opportunities for students to generate, discuss, test, and apply mathematical 
ideas and verify their findings. 
State of Illinois Perspective 
Illinois State Goals for Learning 
The Illinois State Board of Education introduced reform legislation in 1985 to 
provide an opportunity for local school districts and the State Board to work 
cooperatively to improve education in the state. A key component to the legislation 
was a mandate to develop learning goals and assessment systems in the areas of 
mathematics, language arts, biological and physical sciences, social studies, fine arts, 
and physical development and health. 
Public Act 84-126 effective August 1, 1985, amended The School Code of 
Illinois to include a definition of schooling and a requiremerit that goals for learning 
be identified and assessed. 
The new law requirements include that: 
1 . The State Board of Education must establish goals consistent with the primary 
purpose of schooling. 
2. Local school districts must establish student learning objectives which are 
consistent with the primary purpose of schooling and which meet or exceed goals 
established by the State Board. 
3. School districts must also establish local goals for excellence in education. 
4. The State Board must establish assessment procedures for local school 
districts. 
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s. School districts must assess student learning to determine the degree to which 
local goals and objectives are being met. 
6. School districts must develop local plans for improvement in those areas 
where local goals and objectives are not being met. 
7. School districts must disseminate the local goals and objectives to the public, 
along with information on the degree to which they are being achieved and, if not, what 
appropriate corrective actions are being taken by the district. 
8. The State Board must approve the local school district objectives, assessment 
systems, plans for improvement, and public reporting procedures. 
Beginning in 1987 each school district in Illinois was required to submit its 
goals and objectives for student learning to the State Board of Education. The district 
goals were to meet or exceed the State Goals for Learning and had to identify local goals 
for excellence in education .. 
The broad and general state goals for mathematics consisted of the following: 
- perform the computations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, 
and division using whole numbers, integers, fractions and decimals; 
- understand and use ratios and percentages; 
_ make and use measurements, including those of area and volume; 
_ identify, analyze and solve problems using algebraic equations, 
inequalities, functions and their graphs; 
- understand and apply geometric concepts and relations in a variety 
of forms; 
- understand and use methods of data collection and analysis, including tables, 
charts, and comparisons; and 
- use mathematical skills to estimate, approximate and predict outcomes and 
to judge reasonableness of results. 
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The State goals are broadly stated and are intended as terminal goals that all 
students must achieve by the completion of their elementary and secondary school 
years. The legislative intent was to focus less on when or how the desired knowledge 
and skills are acquired, and more on the ultimate results of local school district 
efforts. Each school district has been given the maximum flexibility for deciding how 
to meet their specific mathematical goals for all students. 
Local districts are required to write and submit their mathematics goals to the 
State Board of Education for approval. The goals must meet or exceed the State Goals 
for learning. Each district must begin by identifying what learning objectives 
students must meet upon completion of their schooling. The approved learning 
objectives should then become the framework within the school district used to 
measure student learning outcomes. 
The goals generated by each school district may serve as a basis for its 
district-level assessment program but are not meant as the basis for the State to 
assess student learning outcomes. State assessment has been based on the more 
district-level assessment program but are not meant as the basis for the State to 
assess student learning outcomes. State assessment has been based on the more . 
general learning goals in the State Goals for Learning listed above. 
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The intent of this new reform movement in the State of Illinois is to extend the 
usefulness of school mathematics. The State is promoting a revision in mathematics 
curriculum to include problem solving, increased use of technology, concepts of 
elementary statistics and probability, real-life applications, geometric concepts and 
skills, and estimation and mental mathematics. 
Summary 
The SIMS, NAEP, NCTM Standards, and the State of Illinois Reports present data 
which clearly indicates that mathematics education in our schools needs immediate 
restructuring. The SIMS report states students in U.S. schools have less of an 
opportunity to learn advanced mathematics due to inadequate mathematics curriculum. 
Teachers are not given appropriate training and materials to cover mathematics 
concepts in depth. The NAEP study identifies that mathematics curriculum in the U.S. 
is inadequate due to a major emphasis on paper and pencil drills and lessons designed 
exclusively upon textbooks and workbooks. 
NCTM Standards suggests a complete restructuring of mathematics is an 
immediate need in this country. This restructuring should focus on changing 
mathematics curriculum to allow students to become active learners when learning 
mathematics, with emphasis on application, reasoning and thinking skills, and most 
importantly, demonstration throughout each lesson that mathematics is a sense-
making experience. 
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The intent of the State of Illinois reform movement is to mandate each school 
district to revise mathematics curriculum to extend the usefulness of mathematics for 
each student. The authors of the Mathematics Curriculum Improvement Project 
attempt to address some of the inadequacies of mathematics education on a local level 
through the development and implementation of their training model. 
The next section of the literature review will focus on the process of educational 
change. The survey questions written to evaluate and measure the effectiveness of the 
MCIP training were designed to identify whether or not the participants could change 
their attitudes about when to introduce new mathematical concepts into the 
curriculum as well as their approach to planning for and teaching mathematics to 
their students. 
The Process of Change 
Sarason (1971) states that educational change depends on what teachers do and 
think - its' as simple and as complex as that. Berman and McLaughlin (1978) find 
that successful educational change requires the serious and active participation of the 
classroom teacher. MCIP is based on the premise classroom teachers will be trained 
with improved mathematics curriculum offerings and train others in their home 
schools to improve the state of mathematics at the building level. 
A study by Lortie (1975) done in Dade County, Florida involving 
approximately 6,000 teachers reveals the general condition most classroom teachers 
are involved in as they go about the business of education. 
1 . Teacher training does not equip teachers for the realities of the classroom. 
Nor is it to be expected to do so in light of the abruptness of the transition. 
2. The cellular organization of schools means that teachers struggle with their 
problems and anxieties privately, spending most of their time physically apart 
problems and anxieties privately, spending most of their time physically apart 
from their colleagues. 
3. Partly because of the physical isolation and partly because of norms of not 
sharing, observing, and discussing each other's work, teachers do not develop a 
common technical culture. 
According to Lortie (1975), the lack of a technical culture, an analytic 
orientation, and a serious sharing and reflection among teachers creates ambiguity 
and ad-hoc-ness. "The teacher's craft...is marked by the absence of concrete models 
for emulation, unclear lines of influence, multiple and controversial criteria, 
ambiguity about assessment timing, and instability in the product." (p. 136) 
4. When teachers do get help, the most effective source tends to be fellow 
teachers, and secondly administrators and specialists. 
5. Effectiveness of teaching is gauged by informal, general observation of 
students. Teachers rely heavily on their own informal observations. 
6. Lortie found that "striking success with one student" here and one student 
there was the predominant source of pride. 
7. One of the predominant feelings that characterize the psychological state of 
teachers and teaching is uncertainty. "Teachers are not sure that they can make 
all students learn. (p. 132) 
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Fullan (1982) states that if change is to happen, it will require that teachers 
understand themselves and be understood by others. He also believes that the notion 
of change is a highly personal experience in which each teacher who is affected by the 
change must be given the opportunity to work through the experience so that the 
rewards at least equal the cost. 
Fullan (1982) describes educational change as "change in practice". Change is 
not a single entity. It is multidimensional. There are three components to consider as 
educational change is attempted in implementing a new policy or program: (a) the 
possible use of new or revised materials; (b) the possible use of new teaching 
approaches; and (c) the possible alterations of beliefs. Fullan (1982) states all 
three aspects are critical because together they represent the means of achieving a 
three aspects are critical because together they represent the means of achieving a 
particular educational goal or set of goals. 
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Change is defined by many researchers not as an event, but as a process to which 
there are three broad phases. Phase one is defined as initiation. This entails the 
process that leads into and includes a decision to adopt or proceed with change. Phase 
two is implementation. It is at this point when first experiences of attempting to put 
an idea or program into practice occur. The implementation phase generally lasts two 
to three years. Phase three is institutionalization. It is at this point that change will 
be built into the system or will disappear through a decision to discard or through 
attrition (Berman & McLaughlin, 1978; Rosenblum & Louis, 1979; Yin et al., 1977; 
Zaltman et al., 1973). The time frame from initiation to institutionalization takes 
about three to five years. Information should be provided and assessments should be 
made throughout the process (Hall & Loucks, 1977; Fullan & Park, 1981 ). 
Doyle and Ponders (1978) identify the criteria teachers observe when 
considering change as congruence, instrumentality, and cost. Congruence is associated 
with the teachers' estimate of how their students will react to the change. 
Instrumentality refers to the procedural content and clarity of the proposal for 
change. Fullan (1982) clarifies this point by stating that teachers must have some 
understanding of the operational meaning of the change before they can make a 
judgement about it. Cost is defined as the ratio of investment to return as far as the 
teacher is concerned. Doyle and Ponders (1978) identify money as a minor 
consideration; personal costs in time, energy, and threat of sense of adequacy, with no 
evidence of benefit in return, seem to surface as the major problems with changes in 
education over the past 20 years. However, Huberman (1981) finds when change 
does involve a sense of mastery, excitement, and accomplishment; the incentives for 
trying new practices are powerful. 
factors Affecting Change 
Joyce (1979) defines educational change as technically simple and socially 
complex. The difficulties with change are due in large part to the planning and 
coordinating of a multi-level social process involving hundreds of teachers. Many of 
the curriculum developments and educational change adoptions of the 1960s and 
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1970s did not get implemented in practice, even when implementation was desired 
(Silberman, 1970; Fullan, 1972; Fullan & Pomfret, 1977). Implementation is the 
process of putting into practice an idea, program, or set of activities new to the people 
attempting or expected to change. There are major factors that affect and promote 
change. Fullan (1982) states the change process can be regarded in three phases: 
(a) factors leading up to and affecting adoption; (b) factors affecting implementation; 
and (c) outcomes. 
Figure 1 outlines 15 factors Fullan has identified in his research as influencing 
implementation (the extent to which teachers and students change attitudes, 
behaviors, etc.) in the direction of desired change. The identified factors encompass a 
system of variables which interact to promote change in a positive direction. Fullan 
(1982) stresses that the more these factors are supporting implementation, the 
more change in practice will be accomplished. 
Egure 1. Factors affecting implementation 
A Characteristics of the Change 
1 . Need and relevance of the change 
2. Clarity 
3. Complexity 
4. Quality and practicality of program 
B. Characteristics at the School District Level 
5. The history of innovative attempts 
6 . The adoption process 
7. Central administrative support and involvement 
8. Time-line and information system (evaluation) 
9. Staff development and participation 
1 O. Board and community characteristics 
C. Characteristics at the School Level 
11 . The Principal 
12. Teacher-teacher relations 
1 3. Teacher characteristics and orientations 
D. Characteristics External to the Local System 
1 4. Role of government 
1 5. External assistance 
The following sections amplify Fullan's ideas as contained in each lettered section of 
the previous outline. 
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Characteristics of Change 
Four characteristics of change that enhance successful implementation are: 
need, clarity, complexity, and quality and practicality of materials. Fullan ( 1982) 
notes many innovations are attempted without a careful examination of what is 
perceived to be priority needs. Rosenblum and Louis (1979) found that the degree to 
which educators identify unmet needs was one of the four readiness factors associated 
with successful implementation. Other studies have identified that implementation is 
more effective when relatively focused or specific needs are identified (Emrick & 
Peterson, 1978; Louis & Sieber, 1979). 
Clarity of goals and means is a continuous problem in the change process 
(Fullan, 1982). Gross et al., (1971) found that a majority of teachers are unable to 
identify the essential features of the innovation they are using. Problems related to 
clarity have been found in almost every study of significant change (Aoki et al., 1977; 
Charters & Pellegrin, 1973; Miles, 1978; Simms, 1978, Weatherley, 1979). 
Fullan (1982) further states that lack of clarity represents a major problem at the 
implementation stage; teachers find that the change is not clear as to what it 
represents in practice. 
Complexity in Fullan's research is viewed as the difficulty and extent of change 
required of the teachers responsible for implementation. Change can be evaluated 
with regard to difficulty, skill required, and the extent of adjustment of beliefs, 
teaching strategies, and use of materials. Fullan (1982) suggests that complexity 
creates problems for implementation; however, it can result in greater change 
because more is being attempted. Berman and Mclaughlin (1977) found that 
ambitious projects may be less successful in absolute terms of the percent of goals 
achieved, but they usually stimulate more teacher change than projects attempting 
much less. 
The last factor identified as affecting change is the quality and practicality of 
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learning materials, technologies, or other products. The National Diffusion Network 
(NON) confirms: "well articulated adoption materials, which ... are complete, well 
organized, comprehensive and detailed" and address "how to" concerns are more 
effective at the implementation stage; at earlier awareness stages, concise overview 
materials are better (Emrick et al., 1977; Emrick & Peterson, 1978). Learning 
materials especially at the time of initial implementation must pass the test of the 
practicality ethic of teachers (Doyle & Ponders, 1977-78). Berman (1981) states 
that for implementation to gather momentum teachers must experience some sense of 
meaning and practicality relatively early in the process of attempting change; 
otherwise they will eventually abandon the effort. 
To summarize this section on the characteristics of change, Fullan (1982) notes 
the lack of a demonstrable need for change, the lack of a clear picture of the 
discrepancy between current practice and what is proposed, insufficient attention to 
the complexity of change in terms of extent and difficulty, and the lack of adequately 
developed and good quality practical materials constitutes one major barrier to 
implementation. Implementation is a problem of individuals developing meaning in 
relation to specific policy or program directions (Fullan, 1982). 
Change is a difficult personal and social process of unlearning old ways and 
learning new ones (Marris, 1975; Sarason, 1981 ). Deeper meaning and solid change 
must be born over time; one must struggle through ambivalence before one is sure for 
oneself that the new version is workable and right (Fullan, 1982). 
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.c.naracteristics at the School District Level 
Fullan (1982) has identified six factors that make changes within school 
systems effective. The six factors are: the history of innovative attempts, the 
adoption process, central administrative support and involvement, staff development 
approaches, the time-line and information system, and board/community 
characteristics. 
The more teachers have had negative experiences with previous implementation 
attempts in the district or elsewhere, the more cynical or apathetic they will be about 
the next change presented regardless of the merit of the new idea or program 
(Sarason, 1971). Districts, provinces or states, and countries can develop an 
incapacity for change as well as a capacity for it (Berman & McLaughlin, et al., 
1979; Lambright et al., 1980). 
Fullan (1982) found that opportunistic and bureaucratically oriented adoption 
decisions are followed by limited implementation. Berman & McLaughlin (1979) 
state if the decision to change has been carefully considered with appropriate 
commitment and follow-through by the district, implementation is more likely to be 
taken seriously by teachers and principals. Rosenblum and Louis (1971) found that 
the degree of community and staff participation in the early phases of the planning 
process turned out to be negatively related to successful implementation. Giacquinta 
(1973) suggests for most large scale changes only a few district administrators make 
the big decisions. Fullan (1982) has concluded that the solution is not for everyone 
to participate in the planning, but it is the quality of the planning process that is 
essential. Miles (1980) supports this notion stating the quality of the adoption 
process already sets the stage for subsequent success or failure. Fullan (1982) 
believes that for change in practice to succeed, it is necessary to have 
implementation-level participation in which decisions are made about what does. and 
what does not work. 
The role of the district administrative team in the process of change is critical. 
Fullan (1982) suggests that individual teachers and single schools can bring about 
change without the support of central administrators, but district-wide change will 
not occur. Although it has always been said that the superintendent and the principal 
are critical to educational change, it is only recently that we are beginning to 
understand more specifically what that means in practice (Emrick & Peterson, 
1978). Rosenblum and Louis (1979) suggest that a degree of centralization is 
necessary for implementing comprehensive changes across schools, and that strong 
norms of classroom autonomy in some districts may actually inhibit organizational 
and district-wide changes. Fullan (1982) goes on further to state that the chief 
executive officer and other key administrators set the conditions for implementation 
to the extent that they show specific forms of support and active knowledge and 
understanding of the realities of attempting to put a change into practice. 
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Educational change consists of learning new ways of thinking and doing, new 
skills, knowledge, attitudes, etc. Staff development is one of the key factors related to 
this change in practice (Fullan, 1982). The amount of staff development training is 
not necessarily related to the quality of implementation, but it can be if it combines 
pre-implementation training with training during implementation, and uses a variety 
of trainers (Louis & Rosenblum, 1981 ). Pre-implementation training in which 
intensive sessions are used to orient people to new programs does not work (Berman 
& McLaughlin, 1978; Downey et al., 1975; Miles, 1978; Smith & Keith, 1971 ). 
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one shot workshops prior to and even during implementation are not helpful 
(Rosenblum & Louis, 1979). Workshop trainers and program consultants are 
frequently ineffective. Consultants inside the district are unclear about their role and 
how to be effective consultants (Simms, 1978; Lippitt, 1979). Teachers state they 
learn best from other teachers, but research shows that they interact with each other 
very infrequently (Lortie, 1975). When teachers are trained as staff developers, 
they can be very effective in working with other teachers (Stallings, 1980). 
Teachers say they need direct outside help, if it is practical and concrete; and they 
find those qualities to be the exception rather than the rule (Fullan, 1982). 
Researchers report that concrete and skill-specific training is effective, but "only 
for the short run" {McLaughlin & Marsh, 1978). 
Fullan {1981) suggests that most inservice programs are not designed to 
provide the ongoing, interactive, cumulative learning necessary to develop new 
concepts, skills, and behavior. He further proposes that failure to realize a need for 
inservice work during implementation is a common problem. 
Huberman {1981) states that no matter how much advanced inservice or staff 
development training occurs, it is when people actually try to implement new 
approaches that they experience specific concerns and doubts. He believes that it is 
extremely important for teachers to obtain support at early stages of implementation. 
Mclauglin and Marsh {1978) stress that skill-specific training by itself has only a 
transient effect because the use of new materials and methods is often mechanical 
without underlying theory assimilated. Learning new skills through demonstration 
and practice does not necessarily include the learning of the conceptual underpinnings 
necessary for lasting use {Joyce & Showers, 1980; Bussis et al., 1976; Hall & 
necessary for lasting use (Joyce & Showers, 1980; Bussis et al., 1976; Hall & 
Loucks, 1978; McLaughlin & Marsh, 1978). 
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Fullan (1982) has found that staff development typically is unsuccessful due to 
a lack of understanding that implementation, whether voluntary or imposed, is really 
a process of resocialization. Resocialization is interaction. Learning by doing, 
concrete role models, meetings with resource consultants and fellow implementors, 
practice of behavior, ambivalence, gradual self-confidence all constitute a process of 
gaining the meaning of change more clearly. He further states that successful staff 
development programs combine concrete teacher specific training activities, ongoing 
continuous assistance and support during the process of implementation, and regular 
meetings with peers and others. 
The issue of time is a neglected aspect of the implementation process. Sarason 
(1971) recognized time as a critical factor. In practice, the desire of the agents of 
change to get started - not only because of internal and external pressures but also 
because of the awareness, sometimes dim, that the road ahead will not be smooth -
results in bypassing the different aspects of the time perspective problem, a bypass 
that might have no immediate adverse consequences, but can be counted on to produce 
delayed, and sometimes fatal difficulties. (p. 219) 
Fullan (1982) proposes that a major problem many educators had in attempting 
change in the 1960s and 1970s was the lack of a time perspective about implementa-
tion. The decision-makers had an adoption time perspective, not an implementation 
time perspective. He suggests it was not politically wise to indicate that effective 
action would take several years to come to fruition, or spending time and energy with 
implementation difficulties in programs X and Y was necessary when pressure existed 
tor programs A, Band C to be developed and adopted. Impatience arising from the 
desire to bring about much-needed educational reform resulted in hasty decisions, 
unrealistic time-lines, and inadequate logistical support during the implementation 
because due dates arrived quicker than problems could be solved (Sarason, 1971 ). 
Central decision-makers know the complexities of the adoption process; 
practitioners know the complexities of the implementation process. They live in two 
different subjective worlds. What appears to be rational to one world looks like 
resistance to change in the other (Cowden & Cohen, 1979). 
The complexities of the implementation process and the slow development of the 
meaning of change at the individual level makes it obvious that change is a time 
consuming affair. A time line is needed which is neither unrealistically short nor 
casually long (Fullan, 1982). 
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Corwin (1973) found that community support of the school was correlated 
positively with innovativeness. Rosenblum and Louis (1979) found that external 
environmental factors pressing on the school result in change occurring. Miles 
(1980) asserts that attending to political stabilization in relation to the community 
is one of the primary tasks of planning and implementing new programs. In contem-
plating or introducing innovations, districts frequently ignore the community and/or 
the school board (Rosenblum & Louis, 1979; Bass & Berman, 1979). Fullan 
(1982) notes: (a) most school communities are usually not directly involved in 
implementation; (b) they can become aroused against certain innovations; and, (c) 
neither highly stable nor highly turbulent school communities constitute effective 
environments for implementation. The role of individual parents rather than 
community groups may provide one of the most powerful leverages to better 
community groups may provide one of the most powerful leverages to better 
implementation. 
_school-level factors 
Goodlad (1975) states the school is the unit of change. Three factors influence 
how schools promote successful implementation. They are the role of the principal, 
peer relationships, and teacher orientations (Fullan, 1982). These three factors 
impact the character and climate of the school as an educational organization. 
Various studies on school effectiveness show principals strongly influence the 
likelihood of change, but it also indicates that most principals do not play 
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instructional leadership roles (Fullan, 1981; Leithwood & Montgomery, 1981 ). 
Berman and McLaughlin (1977) found educational projects having the active support 
of the principal were most likely to succeed. Berman and McLaughlin (1978) go on to 
suggest that one of the best indicators of active involvement is whether the principal 
attends workshop training sessions. Fullan (1982) believes that unless principals 
gain an understanding of a given program and concerns of the teachers in relationship 
to it, he or she will not be able to provide support for implementation. Emrick and 
Peterson (1977) identified administrative support as one of the key factors 
influencing successful implementation of new programs at the building level. 
The change process is influenced and supported by peer relationships which 
emerge in the school (Fullan, 1982). With change defined as a process of 
resocialization; interaction is the primary basis for social learning. New meanings, 
new behaviors, new skills depend significantly on whether teachers are working as 
isolated individuals (Lortie, 1975; Sarason, 1971) or exchanging ideas, support, and 
positive feelings about their work (Little, 1981; Rutter et al., 1979). Fullan 
(1982) has found in his research that the quality of working relationships among 
teachers is strongly related to implementation (Berman & McLaughlin 1979; 
Rosenblum & Louis, 1979; Miles et al., 1978). 
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Fullan (1982) has identified a teacher's sense of efficacy also leads to successful 
implementation and positive student learning. In school effectiveness research, one of 
five generalizations related to improvement in student learning is concerned with 
whether teachers think and expect that all students regardless of family background 
can reach appropriate levels of achievement (Edmonds, 1979; Cohen, 1980). The 
Rand study found a strong relationship between a teacher's sense of efficacy and 
positive impact of change on various measures of success, including percentage of 
goals achieved, reports of improved student performance, and teacher change 
(Berman & McLaughlin, 1977). Edmonds and Rutter (1979) suggests that efficacy 
is more of an organizational feature of schools which come to have a school-wide 
emphasis and expectation that teachers can improve student learning. 
The External Eovicooment 
The last set of factors that Fullan has identified which influence educational 
changes are government agencies and external assistance. In the United States the 
major authorities of our educational system are the state departments of education and 
federal agencies. Other agencies such as regional R & D laboratories and centers also 
attempt to support educational implementation across the country (1982}. 
Legislation, new policies, and new program initiatives arise from public 
concerns that the educational system is not doing an adequate job of teaching basics, 
developing career-relevant skills for the economic system, producing effective 
citizens, and meeting the needs of recent immigrants or handicapped children or 
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cultural minorities (Fullan, 1982). The problem arises because local school 
systems and external authority agencies have not learned to sufficiently establish a 
processual relationship with each other (Cowden & Cohen, 1979). Lack of role 
clarity, ambiguity about expectations, absence of regular interpersonal forums of 
communication, ambivalence between authority and support roles of external 
agencies, and solutions which are worse than the original problems combine to erode 
the likelihood of implementation (Fullan, 1982). He concludes that the difficulties in 
the relationship between external and internal groups are central to the problem and 
process of meaning. 
Federal and state governments are the major direct and indirect sources of 
external assistance to school systems in our country (Fullan, 1982). Technical 
assistance for implementation (materials, consultancy, staff development, etc.) are 
frequently available in federal or state-sponsored innovative programs. Louis and 
Rosenblum (1981) found that outside assistance or stimulation can have a powerful 
influence on implementation, depending on factors that exist at the local level. 
Summary 
To summarize the change process in education and the process of successful 
implementation of new programs Fullan (1982) states the following: 
Change involves the development of meaning in relation to a new idea, 
program, or set of activities. It is individuals who give meaning and yet these 
individuals are insignificant parts of a gigantic, loosely organized, complex, 
messy social system which contains myriad different subjective worlds. 
Effective implementation depends upon the makeup of the local district, the 
character of individual schools and teachers, and the existence and form of 
external relationships interacting to produce conditions for change or non-
change. It takes a combination of the right factors to support and guide the 
process of resocialization which respects the maintenance needs of individuals 
and groups and at the same time facilitates, stimulates, prods people to change 
through a process of incremental and decremental fits and starts on the way to 




The purpose of this study was to evaluate the MCIP/88 staff development 
training of participants by measuring if participants could change their attitudes 
about when to introduce new mathematical concepts into the elementary school 
curriculum. Also, the study examined if participants could change two instructional 
behaviors, namely how they planned for and how they taught mathematics to their 
students. This chapter includes a description of the subjects, a description of the staff 
development training, an outline of the survey instrument and procedures observed, 
an explanation of the evaluation rationale, and a description of the statistical 
procedures used in the evaluation study. 
The Sample 
Participants in MCIP/88 were drawn from a target population of 50 schools 
from both the public and private sectors of Cook, DuPage, Lake, and Will Counties in 
Illinois. Recruitment announcements were sent out to Archdiocese of Chicago teachers 
who had participated in extended MCIP inservice over the previous two year period. 
Invitations also went out to teachers who had not had prior experience in the MCIP 
program. There were 47 teachers who volunteered to participate in the MCIP/88 
training. Thus, these 47 teachers became the sample for this research study. 
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A profile of the participants reveals 25 of the teachers had previous experience 
with MCIP training. The remaining 22 teachers had no prior experience in the . 
program. Twenty-two participants were self-contained elementary classroom 
teachers. Eleven were subject area mathematics teachers. Twelve of the remaining 
teachers had other teaching responsibilities. The majority of teachers (31 %) had one 
to five years of teaching experience. Nineteen percent had six to ten years of 
experience. Twenty-five percent had 11 to 15 years of experience. Twelve percent 
had 16 to 21 years of experience, and 10% had 23 to 35 years of experience. 
Fifty-two percent of the participants indicated they had taken three to five college 
mathematics courses before participating in MCIP/88; 8% indicated they had no 
mathematics course work before the training; and 8% indicated they had taken 1 O to 
12 mathematical courses before their participation in the training. Thirty-four 
participants in the training program have a BA degree. Twelve have an MA degree. 
One participant indicated she had a Certificate of Advanced Study Degree. 
Description of the Staff Development Training 
The 1988 summer workshop was scheduled and implemented over a six day 
period on August 1, 3, 8, 10, 15, and 17. The workshop met for six hours each day 
from 9:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M. The scheduled learning activities included the following. 
Mathematics Instruction 
In small group formats, the participants were instructed in the use of teaching 
strategies to incorporate algebra, measurement, use of calculators, statistics, 
probability, computers, and integration of mathematics with music into their 
classroom curriculum. AIMS (Activities Integrating Math and Science) materials and 
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classroom curriculum. AIMS (Activities Integrating Math and Science) materials and 
training were also included in the series. 
Three hours of the workshop were devoted to training the participants with 
written material from the M.A.T.H. appendices that included incorporating math with 
physical education, teaching mental math tricks, incorporating math with social 
studies and art, and reviewing strategies to teach math to special education students. 
During each workshop day, a one hour lecture series was planned with experts in 
various fields. The lecture series consisted of the following: hands-on science, 
parent involvement, resource presentation by area museums, zoos, and other 
community agencies, staff development, reading in science and math, and math and the 
library. 
Six M.A.T.H. Handbook chapters were chosen as a basis for workshop instruction 
to improve mathematics teaching in the participants classrooms. These chapters 
included: coordinate geometry, data collection and graphing, whole numbers and 
decimals, integers, fractions, and ratio and percents. Mathematics Pentathlon games 
were scheduled the last hour of each workshop day to teach the participants how to 
motivate and encourage elementary aged students to review and practice basic math 
facts through the use of card game formats. 
Application and Outside Assignments 
Each day participants were gathered in small group planning sessions to discuss 
how to incorporate the workshop training into a staff development plan for their home 
school sites. Each participant was required to choose three teachers from their school 
and provide ten hours of MCIP training and share materials with them. They were 
expected to work as a team to improve the mathematics curriculum within their 
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school setting. They also discussed and planned how to use a budget stipend of $150 
that was to be given to them at the end of the workshop to assist in the implementation 
of their staff development plan. The independent homework assignments chosen to 
support and reinforce the MCIP staff development training included reading 
assignments on selected staff development components and theories, an assignment to 
prepare a detailed budget plan that would assist in implementing staff development 
plans at each participant's home school site, and an outline of how each participant 
would introduce MCIP to their home school faculty. 
follow-Up Meetings 
Follow-up meetings after the August workshop were scheduled to provide each 
participant with continued training, support and a vehicle to report successes and 
concerns to the project directors. Small group meetings were held in convenient 
locations for participants during the first three months after the summer workshop. 
Each small group was facilitated by an experienced MCIP participant who had three 
years of training. Each meeting was scheduled after a school day and lasted for one and 
one-half hours. The participants shared his/her experiences as they began to 
implement their staff development plan at their school site. Group problem solving 
and strategy sessions took place as needed. 
In December a whole group meeting was scheduled. Each participant was 
encouraged to invite all of the members of their team and their building principal to 
attend. Discussions and mid-year formative program evaluations occurred. 
The Survey Instrument and Procedures 
The participants received an attitude survey developed by this researcher and 
the principal investigator of MCIP on the first day of the August workshop (Appendix 
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C). Each participant responded confidentially to 28 items. Each participant was 
asked about his/her teaching background, his/her confidence in teaching mathematics, 
the importance of following the order of a math textbook when planning and teaching 
mathematics, the use of manipulative materials in math lessons, his/her desire for 
greater participation in making decisions about mathematics curriculum in their 
respective schools, and the degree to which each regarded the importance, enjoyment 
and ease of teaching mathematic concepts typical of an elementary mathematics 
curriculum. They were asked at what grade level they would recommend the 
introduction of particular math topics, and what topics they had introduced the past 
school year to their students. They also indicated what math topics they were planning 
to introduce the coming school year. On the sixth day of the workshop each participant 
was given a portion of the same survey which addressed at what grade level they would 
recommend introducing math topics to their students and what topics they planned to 
introduce the next school year. 
Exactly 12 months after the MCI P/88 workshop training each participant was 
mailed a post-survey. The survey contained the same items as the pre-survey. New 
sections were added that requested the participants to indicate what instructional 
strategies they had implemented in their mathematics lessons from the school year 
just completed. Questions about how participants may have acted as a staff developer 
in their grade level, with their entire school faculty or with other educators in 
various settings were also asked. Participants concluded the post-survey by 
indicating whether or not they had continued to pursue professional mathematics 
training or course work after the MCIP staff development training. 
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To gain an in-depth view and understanding of what effect the MCIP/88 staff 
development training had upon the participants, a doctoral graduate student working 
with the project was assigned to assist in the selection of five participants to monitor 
and observe during the training session. This graduate student was also assigned to 
visit and observe each of these participants at their home school site as they attempted 
to implement their staff development plan during the first half of the school year. 
Throughout the semester, information was obtained via telephone conversations, 
school site visits, written reports and assignments, as well as through staff and self 
evaluation forms. 
The Evaluation Rationale 
There are a variety of approaches to evaluation. Worthen and Sanders (1973) 
define evaluation as determining the worth of a thing. They suggest that it involves 
obtaining information for use in judging the worth of a program, product, procedure, 
objective, or the potential utility of alternative approaches designed to attain 
specified objectives. In Ralph Tyler's Eight Year Study he defined evaluation as the 
process of comparing performance data with clearly specified objectives. Scriven 
(1967) states that the goal of evaluation is to answer questions of selection, adoption, 
support, and worth of educational materials, and activities. Stufflebeam (1971) 
distinguished evaluation from research by stating, "The purpose of evaluation is to 
improve, not to prove." Isaac and Michael (1981) describe improvement as a 
judgment made regarding what constitutes worth or value. They suggest evaluation is 
a term typically associated with how effective or ineffective, how adequate or 
inadequate, how good or bad, how valuable or invaluable, and how appropriate or 
inappropriate a given action, process, or product is in terms of the perceptions of the 
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inappropriate a given action, process, or product is in terms of the perceptions of the 
individual who makes use of information provided by an evaluator. 
There is a difference between evaluation and research. Research has its origin in 
science. It is oriented toward the development of theories with most inquiries based on 
paradigms of experimental design. It is from this point that hypotheses are derived 
from theory and tested under controlled conditions and situations. 
On the other hand, evaluation is a by-product of technology. Its focus is not 
derived from theory building; rather it is product delivery or mission 
accomplishment. The main focus of evaluation is to provide feedback that can lead to 
successful outcomes defined in practical, concrete terms. Isaac and Michael (1981) 
describe three major components of evaluation: (a) setting objectives; (b) designing 
the means to achieve these objectives; and (c) constructing a feedback mechanism to 
determine progress toward, and attainment of, the objectives. The evaluation of 
MCI P/88 conducted by this researcher is based upon the above stated components of 
evaluation as stated by Isaac and Michael from their published work, Handbook jn 
Research and Evaluation. 
The Statistical Design 
To evaluate the MCIP/88 program, nine evaluation questions were written to 
address the two independent variables of instruction and curriculum and two 
dependent variables of attitude and teaching behaviors. The analysis of the program is 
based on before and after scores (means) of each participant who completed a year of 
participation in the project. The statistical method chosen to measure the dependent 
variables was a paired 1 test. A paired 1 test, is a parametric statistic, which follows 
the assumption of normality. It is assumed the sample being tested is drawn from a 
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population that is normally distributed. Each participant was paired with 
him/herself and tested twice within a 12 month period. A paired 1 test was used to 
determine if there was a difference between the two means of each participant. If a 
difference was found, the next step was to determine if the difference was large enough 
to be considered statistically significant or whether the differences were related to 
chance. The alpha level to determine statistical significance was set at .05 for this 
study. If the t score was less than .05, the t score was considered statistically 
significant. If the t score was at or above .05 it was determined that the means were 
unequal and there was no statistical significance. The strength of the paired 1 test is 
that it controls for nuisance variables (outside or uncontrollable influences) by 
pairing the participant with him/herself. The known weakness of the paired 1 test is 
it does not indicate whether a statistically significant difference is an important 
difference. The evaluator must judge for himself by examining differences and 
determining if they are large enough to be considered important educationally. 
In order to determine if there was a difference between experienced and 
non-experienced MCIP participants on their mean scores, each group was partitioned 
(defined as separated into their own group) for the paired t tests. 
The McNemar Test was chosen to analyze statistically if participants actually did 
what they planned to do when introducing new mathematics topics to their students 
during the 1988-89 school year. The test was also used to analyze if the participants 
were planning differently throughout the school year, and if they had changed their 
opinion of when to introduce new mathematics topics into the elementary school 
curriculum. The McNemar Test is most often used in before and after experimental 
designs to detect any significant changes in proportions of subjects from one category 
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to another. The strength of this test is its ability to detect differences in changes of 
proportions for dichotomous variables. The McNemar tabulates a 2 x 2 table for each 
pair of dichotomous variables. The test is not performed for variables with more than 
two values and a chi-square statistic is computed for cases having different values for 
the two variables. 
A third statistical procedure was chosen to examine if interaction occurred 
between the independent and dependent variables of when to introduce mathematics 
topics into the elementary school curriculum. A multivariate analysis of variance 
was used to detect interaction. Analysis of variance is defined as a method of 
identifying, breaking down, and testing for statistical significance variances that come 
from different sources of variance. Kerlinger (1964) defines this as the dependent 
variable which has a total amount of variance, some of which is due to the 
experimental treatment, some to error, and some to other causes. Analysis of 
variance is designed to work with these different variances and sources of variance to 
detect possible interaction and/or statistical significance. 
Multivariate analysis is a procedure that categorizes a family of analytic 
methods whose main characteristic is the simultaneous analysis of k independent 
variables and m dependent variables. To analyze the survey data of when participants 
indicated they would introduce mathematics topics into the curriculum after MCIP 
training, a multivariate analysis was performed. The MANOVA was used to look for 
interaction between the independent variables of time and group membership 
(experienced MCIP participants and non-experienced participants) with the 
dependent variable of attitude. 
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The Hotelling-Lawley's 1 test is the multivariate statistic reported. This 
procedure is used to test the assumption of the equality of means for repeated measure 
designs in which there are more than two variables. The results of these analyses are 
reported in Chapter 4. 
Chapter IV 
PRESENT ATIC>r\l AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate MCI P/88 staff development training by 
measuring if participants could change their attitudes about when to introduce new 
mathematical concepts into the elementary school curriculum. Also, the study 
examined if participants could change two instructional behaviors, namely how they 
planned for and how they taught mathematics to their students. This chapter includes 
a presentation of the findings and an analysis of the data. 
An attitude survey was administered to all 47 of the MCIP/88 participants on 
the first day of the workshop training. A portion of the same survey was administered 
the sixth day of the workshop which asked each participant what grade level they 
would recommend introducing math topics to their students and what topics they 
planned to introduce the coming school year. One year after the MCIP/88 workshop 
training each participant was mailed a post-survey. Thirty-three participants 
responded and mailed back the post-survey. There was a 70% return of all post 
surveys. 
A quantitative evaluation of MCIP/88 will be based upon analyzed data from the 
pre/post surveys. A qualitative evaluation of MCIP/88 will be based upon 
observations, school site visits, written reports, and evaluations of five randomly 
selected MCIP participants. The qualitative data were synthesized by a doctoral 
graduate student working with the MCIP/88 project. 
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survey Results and Analysis 
The questions on the pre and post surveys were written to address five areas of 
evaluation of MCIP/88. The five areas were: (a) an examination of each participant's 
attitude change regarding the importance, difficulty and enjoyment of teaching math 
topics; (b) an analysis of each participant's recommendation of when to introduce 
mathematics topics into the elementary school curriculum; (c) an analysis of how 
each participant instructed his/her students; (d) an analysis of math curriculum 
offerings each participant included in his/her math lessons; and (e) an examination of 
how each participant performed as a staff developer at his/her home school site to 
begin to institutionalize the components of MCIP into the school culture. 
Analysis of Attitude Changes 
The attitude changes of the participants were evaluated from the following two 
survey questions. 
Question 1 
Did participants gain more confidence in their ability to teach mathematics 
during the year they participated in MCIP? 
Table 1 
summary of Participants' Confidence Level to Teach Mathematics 
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Referring to Table 1 the frequency distribution of the responses indicates on the 
first day of MCIP training 91.5% of the participants were confident teaching 
mathematics. Of the participants 8.5% indicated they were not confident as they 
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taught mathematics. One year later the confidence level of the participants dropped to 
66_7% with 33.3% indicating they were not confident teaching. This researcher 
questioned why there would be such a dramatic decrease in the confidence level of the 
participants one year after the training. The eight participants who indicated they 
were very unconfident were contacted by phone for clarification. Seven of the 
participants were very surprised they had responded as being very unconfident and 
indicated they wanted to change their response to the item. Five participants changed 
their response to confident, two chose very confident, and one individual responded she 
was very unconfident teaching mathematics but would not elaborate her concerns to 
this researcher. 
The adjusted frequency distribution indicates the confidence level of 
participants dropped from 91.5% to 87.7% after one year in the MCIP program and 
the unconfident level rose from 8.5% to 11.2%. The Second International 
Mathematics Study (SIMS) addresses the issue of teacher confidence and states the 
following: 
While the levels of training and experience of U.S. mathematics teachers 
were not markedly dissimilar from those of teachers in high-achieving 
countries, some major differences were noted in the attitudes of teachers. The 
U.S. teachers reported that mathematics was rather easy to teach. The Japanese 
stated that it was difficult to teach . 
... Japanese teachers perceive teaching mathematics as a difficult, demanding 
enterprise, the success of which had considerable impact on the achievement of 
their students. By contrast, U.S. teachers seemed to see teaching mathematics as 
less demanding and to view the learning of mathematics as an enterprise over 
which they had relatively little control. (p. 67) 
The data imply on the first day of the MCIP/88 workshop 91.5% of the 
participants were confident teaching mathematics. Many of these participants may 
have been following a teaching format described by Goodlad (1984) as typical of most 
U.S. classrooms regardless of grade level or subject matter. The format is described 
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as: (a) a predominance of whole-group instruction; (b) each student working and 
achieving alone within a group setting; (c) the teacher functioning as the central 
figure in determining activities and conducting instruction; (d) a predominance of 
frontal teaching and monitoring of students' seatwork by the teacher; and (e) students 
rarely engaged in active learning directly from one another or in initiating 
interaction with the teacher. 
One year later after completing MCIP training 87.7% of the participants 
indicated they were confident teaching mathematics. This may imply that as the 
teachers restructured their mathematics curriculum offerings, increased hands-on 
math activities into the lessons, incorporated more problem solving and higher order 
thinking skills into the lessons, and increased student interaction and cooperative 
learning into the classroom, the teaching of mathematics became more challenging for 
the teacher. This attitude change may reflect what the Japanese teachers indicated in 
the SIMS report that teaching mathematics is a difficult, demanding enterprise. 
Table 2 
.summary Table of Confidence Level of Participants' by Group Membership 
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Referring to Table 2 the 33 participants were divided into separate groups of 
first time participants in the MCIP training and participants who have participated 
before (repeat participation) in MCIP. Eleven first time participants who indicated 
they were confident when teaching mathematics appear to maintain this attitude after 
one year. There were four first time participants (26%) who were not confident 
teaching mathematics after one year in the program. 
The experienced MCIP participants appear to maintain their confidence level as 
they participated in the program another year. One participant who initially claimed 
to be unconfident when teaching math has appeared to gain confidence over time. 
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Question..2 
Did the attitude of participants change in terms of how they rated the 
importance, difficulty, and enjoyment of teaching mathematical topics over a one year 
period? 
The data presented to answer this evaluation question begins with a view of how 
the participants rated the importance, difficulty, and enjoyment of teaching 
mathematics by group membership on the first day of the MCIP workshop. Tables 3, 
4 and 5 summarize the rating responses of the participants by group membership of 
' 
first time participants and participants who had prior training. 
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Table 3 
summary of Participants' Rating of Importance of Math Topics by Group Membership 
li == 47 Yi 1 w li1 Nat All 
!ME 
.8Jgebra 
First Time 1 9.15 23.40 4.26 
Done Before 27.66 14.89 10.64 
1ntegers 
First Time 12.77 25.53 6.38 2.13 
Done Before 19.15 29.79 4.26 
Probability 
First Time 6.52 21.74 13.04 4.35 
Done Before 6.52 26.09 19.57 2.17 
Statistics 
First Time 4.35 21.74 15.22 2.17 2.17 
Done Before 4.35 28.26 21.74 
Coordinate Geometry 
First Time 2.17 34.78 6.52 2.17 
Done Before 10.87 36.96 6.52 
Data Collection 
First Time 4.35 23.91 13.04 2.17 2.17 
Done Before 8.70 34.78 10.87 
Whole Numbers 
First Time 36.96 8.70 
Done Before 34.78 17.39 2.17 
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Table 3 (continued) 
N == 47 Yi 1 lli Nat All 
ll& 
fl_atio/fercents 
First Time 19.57 19.57 6.52 
Done Before 28.26 23.91 2.17 
fractions 
First Time 34.04 12.77 
Done Before 31 .91 21.28 
Graphing 
First Time 10.87 32.61 2.17 
Done Before 19.57 34.78 
Math Games 
First Time 31 .91 10.64 4.26 
Done Before 19.15 27.66 6.38 
Computer Software 
First Time 10.87 21.74 10.87 2.17 
Done Before 15.22 28.26 10.87 
Learning Center 
First Time 22.22 17. 78 6.67 
Done Before 13.33 17 .78 20.00 2.22 
Legend: 
VI = Very Important NI = Not Important 
= Important Nat All IMP = Not At All Important 
UN = Undecided 
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Table 4 
summary of Participants' Rating of How Much They Like to Teach Math Topics by 
Group Membership 
N = 47 LA Lot .L OIL A Lot 
AJgebra 
First Time 4.44 15.56 15.56 4.44 4.44 
Done Before 22.22 15.56 15.56 2.22 
Integers 
First Time 26.09 19.57 
Done Before 17.39 30.43 4.35 2.17 
Probability 
First Time 22.22 15.56 6.67 
Done Before 13.33 17 .78 24.44 
Statistics 
First Time 11.36 22.73 6.82 2.27 
Done Before 9.09 20.45 25.00 2.57 
Coordinate Geometry 
First Time 22.22 20.00 2.22 
Done Before 22.22 28.89 4.44 
Data Collection 
First Time 6.52 13.04 26.09 
Done Before 13.04 28.26 13.04 
Whole Numbers 
First Time 15.22 26.09 4.35 
Done Before 19.57 32.61 2.17 
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Table 4 (continued) 
N = 47 LA Lot .L QJJ. OIL A Lot 
aatio/Percents 
First Time 4.44 24.44 13.33 2.22 
Done Before 13.33 33.33 4.44 4.44 
fractions 
First Time 10.57 32.61 2.17 
Done Before 28.26 26.09 
Graphing 
First Time 10.87 26.09 6.52 2.17 
Done Before 32.61 15.22 6.52 
Math Games 
First Time 21.74 19.57 4.35 
Done Before 23.91 21. 74 8.70 
Computer Software 
First Time 8.89 17.78 17 .78 
Done Before 13.33 17.78 24.44 
Learning Center 
First Time 11. 90 23.81 14.29 
Done Before 7 .14 21.43 21.43 
Legend: 
LA Lot = Like A Lot OIL = Dislike 
L = Like OIL A Lot = Dislike A Lot 
UN = Undecided 
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Table 5 
_summary of Participants' Rating of Ease of Teaching Math Topics by Group 
Membership 
N = 47 E .!::! 
Algebra 
First Time 8.51 19.15 14.89 4.26 
Done Before 6.38 19.15 23.40 4.26 
Integers 
First Time 26.09 15.22 4.35 
Done Before 6.52 28.26 8.70 10.87 
Probability 
First Time 19.57 15.22 8.70 2.17 
Done Before 8.70 17.39 23.91 4.35 
Statistics 
First Time 10.87 17.39 10.87 6.52 
Done Before 4.35 21.74 23.91 4.35 
Coordinate Geometry 
First Time 2.22 15.56 17.78 8.89 2.17 
Done Before 17.78 31.11 4.44 2.22 
Data Collection 
First Time 2.17 19.57 21.74 2.17 
Done Before 6.52 34.78 13.04 
Whole Numbers 
First Time 13.04 30.43 2.17 
Done Before 26.09 21.74 6.52 
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Table 5 (continued) 
t:i = 47 ~ E .t! \IH 
B.atio/Percents 
First Time 2.17 13.04 15.22 13.04 2.17 
Done Before 10.87 17.39 10.87 13.04 2.17 
fractions 
First Time 4.35 28.26 2.17 6.52 4.35 
Done Before 17.39 26.09 4.35 6.52 
Graphing 
First Time 6.52 34.78 2.17 2.17 
Done Before 23.91 21.74 4.35 4.35 
Math Games 
First Time 8.70 19.57 17.39 
Done Before 19.57 26.09 8.70 
Computer Software 
First Time 4.35 19.57 21.74 
Done Before 15.22 17.39 19.57 2.17 
Learning Center 
First Time 4.44 15.56 21.74 6.67 
Done Before 6.67 13.33 19.57 4.44 
Legend: 
\tE = Very Easy H = Hard 
E = Easy \IH = Very Hard 
UN = Undecided 
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The overall trend as the data is examined indicates that experienced participants 
generally rated the 13 items more importantly than the first time participants. 
coordinate geometry, data collection, fractions, and graphing were the highest rated 
items of importance by the experienced participants. 
The rating pattern of first time participants indicates they disliked teaching 
algebra, probability, and statistics more than the experienced participants. They also 
indicated they found algebra, probability, statistics, and coordinate geometry difficult 
to teach. Both groups indicated they found ratio/percents, fractions, and graphing 
somewhat difficult to teach. 
The data contained on Tables 6, 7, 8 are a summary of rating responses all 33 
participants noted on their surveys during the first day of the workshop and one year 
later. This researcher examined the data to look for trends establishing a change in 
attitude over a one year period. 
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Table 6 
SlJmmary of Importance Rating of Math Topics - One Year Later 
~ 1 w N.l N At All 
1.ME 
Algebra 
First Time 46.81 38.30 14.89 
Done Before 51.50 36.40 9.10 3.00 
lotegers 
First Time 31. 91 55.32 10.64 2.13 
Done Before 51.50 39.40 3.00 6.10 
Probabiljty 
First Time 13.04 47.83 32.61 6.52 
Done Before 24.20 54.50 18.20 3.00 
Statistics 
First Time 8.70 50.00 36.96 2.17 
Done Before 18.20 60.60 15.20 6.1 0 
Coordinate Geometry 
First Time 13.04 71.74 13.04 2.17 
Done Before 36.40 54.50 6.10 3.00 
Data Collection 
First Time 13.04 58.70 23.91 
Done Before 56.30 37.50 6.30 
Whole Numbers 
First Time 71.74 26.09 2.17 
Done Before 78.80 18.20 3.00 
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Table 6 (continued) 
Y.l 1 Nat All 
.I.ME 
Batio/Percents 
First Time 47.83 43.48 8.70 
Done Before 63.60 30.30 3.00 3.00 
fractions 
First Time 65.96 34.03 
Done Before 78.80 21.20 
Graphing 
First Time 30.43 67.39 2.17 
Done Before 45.50 48.50 6.10 
Math Games 
First Time 51.06 38.30 10.64 
Done Before 72.70 21.20 6.10 
Computer Software 
First Time 26.09 50.00 21.74 
Done Before 36.40 42.40 21.20 
Learning Center 
First Time 35.56 35.56 26.67 26.67 2.20 
Done Before 36.40 48.50 12.1 0 3.00 
Legend: 
VI = Very Important NI = Not Important 
= Important NAI = Not at All Important 
UN = Undecided 
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Table 7 
summary of Like to Teach Math Topics - One Year Later 
LA LOT l w Dl.L PILA LOT 
Algebra 
First Time 26.67 31 .11 31.11 6.67 
Done Before 39.40 39.40 12.1 0 9.1 0 
integers 
First Time 17.39 56.52 23.91 2.17 
Done Before 30.30 48.50 9.10 12.1 0 
probability 
First Time 13.33 40.00 40.00 6.67 
Done Before 27.30 30.30 39.40 3.00 
Statistics 
First Time 9.09 31.82 47.73 9.09 
Done Before 21.20 39.40 36.40 3.00 
Coordinate Geometry 
First Time 22.22 51 .11 24.44 
Done Before 33.33 57.60 9.10 
Data Collection 
First Time 19.57 41.30 39.13 
Done Before 59.40 31.30 9.40 
Whole Numbers 
First Time 34.78 58.70 6.52 
Done Before 54.50 39.40 6.10 
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Table 7 (continued) 
LA LOT L D..LL DILA LOT 
aatio/fercents 
First Time 17 .78 57.78 17.78 6.67 
Done Before 36.40 48.50 12.1 0 3.00 
fractions 
First Time 39.13 58.70 2.17 
Done Before 45.50 51.50 3.00 
Qrapbino 
First Time 43.48 41.30 13.04 
Done Before 48.50 39.40 12.1 0 
Math Qames 
First Time 45.65 41.30 13.04 
Done Before 72.70 21.20 6.10 
Computer Software 
First Time 22.22 35.56 42.22 
Done Before 36.40 39.40 24.20 
Learning Center 
First Time 19.05 45.24 35.71 
Done Before 31.30 53.10 15.60 
Legend: 
LA LOT = Like A Lot D = Dislike 
L = Like DILALOT = Dislike A Lot 
UN = Undecided 
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Table 8 
summary of Ease of Teaching Math Topics - One Year Later 
ti= 47 ~ E w .l:::i Y!::i 
AJgebra 
First Time 6.38 27.66 42.55 19 .15 
Done Before 21.90 46.90 25.00 6.30 
Lotegers 
First Time 6.52 54.35 23.91 15.22 3.00 
Done Before 15.20 57.60 15.20 9.10 
probability 
First Time 8.70 36.96 39.13 13.04 
Done Before 12 .1 0 36.40 39.40 12.01 
Statistics 
First Time 4.35 32.61 41.30 15.22 
Done Before 9.10 45.50 36.40 9.10 
Coordinate Geometry 
First Time 20.00 46.67 22.22 11 . 11 
Done Before 30.30 54.50 9.10 6.10 
Data Collection 
First Time 8.70 54.35 34.78 
Done Before 53.10 34.40 12.50 
Whole Numbers 
First Time 39.13 52.17 8.70 
Done Before 54.50 39.40 3.00 
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Table 8 (continued) 
N = 47 ~ E .!::f 
.B.atio/Percents 
First Time 13.04 30.43 26.09 26.09 
Done Before 18.20 45.50 18.20 18.20 
fractions 
First Time 21.74 54.35 6.52 13.04 
Done Before 21.20 63.60 6.10 9.10 
Graphing 
First Time 30.43 56.52 6.52 6.52 
Done Before 45.50 45.50 3.00 6.10 
Math Games 
First Time 28.26 45.65 26.09 9.10 
Done Before 66.70 21.20 3.00 
Computer Software 
First Time 19.57 36.96 41.30 2.17 
Done Before 27.30 45.50 6.10 
Learning Center 
First Time 11 .11 28.99 48.89 6.67 
Done Before 18.80 46.90 25.00 9.40 
Legend: 
'v£ = Very Easy H = Hard 
E = Easy ~ = Very Hard 
UN = Undecided 
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The data from Table 6 - Importance Rating - indicate the participants rated 
algebra, integers, coordinate geometry, whole numbers, fractions, graphing, and 
ratio/percents the same in importance over a one year period. The participants 
clearly increased their importance ratings for data collection and math games. Data 
collection had the largest gain of importance moving from 71.74% to 93.80%. The 
rating of like to teach data collection rose from 60.87 to 90. 70%. The ease of 
teaching data collection rose from 63.05% to 87.50%. Math games rose in 
importance from 89.36% to 93.90%. The rating of like to teach math games 
increased from 86.95% to 93.90%. The ease of teaching math games rose from 
73.91% to 87.90%. 
Use of math computer software remained in the same range of importance over 
the one year time span but there was a definite increase of participants who felt it was 
easier to use after their MCIP training. The ease of using software rose from 56.53% 
to 72.80%. 
Another area to note is the importance rating of using learning center 
activities/materials in mathematics lessons remained the same but the ease of 
incorporating learning center activities/materials into the math curriculum rose 
from 40.10% to 65.70% after the MCIP/88 training. 
Probability and statistics both show an increase in importance from the 
participants. Probability rose in importance from 60.87% to 78.70%. However, 
40% of the participants were undecided as to how much they liked to teach probability 
and were also unsure how easy it is to teach this topic. Statistics gained in importance 
from 58.70% to 78.80%. Again a trend developed in which 36.40% of the 
participants were unsure how much they like to teach statistics and are also unsure 
how easy it is to teach this topic. The participants acknowledged the importance of 
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these two math topics in the elementary mathematics curriculum but appeared to lack 
the training and knowledge to incorporate them into their own classroom math 
offerings. 
Analysis of Instructional Changes 
The instructional methodologies participants used in their mathematics lessons 
during the MCIP training year will be addressed from the following two questions. 
Question 4 
Was the frequency of manipulative activities increased in the participants' 
mathematics lessons after MCIP training? 
Table 9 












The data contained in Table 9 indicate 95.6% of the participants were using 
manipulative materials in their math lessons before MCIP/88. One year later all of 
the participants who responded to the survey indicated they were using manipulatives. 
Table 10 






1 - 2 Days 
(29) 65.9% 
(20) 62.5% 
3 - 4 Days 
( 1 0) 22. 7% 
(10) 31.3% 
s Days 
( 3) 6.8% 
(2) 6.3% 
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Table 1 O clearly shows there was an increase of manipulative usage in the 3-4 
day category. The increase rose by 8.6%. This may well indicate the training 
received in the MCIP workshop influenced the increased usage of manipulatives on a 
consecutive basis. The 1-2 day range of usage remained constant throughout the year 
which suggests these participants needed further training to learn how to incorporate 
manipulative materials into their lesson plans on a daily basis. 
Table 11 
Paired t test - Use of Manipulatjyes 
t:l ~ 
Day 1 31 0.94 
One Year Later 32 1.00 












Table 11 reports the results of a paired 1 test which tested for significance of 
change with regard to manipulative materials. The increased usage of manipulatives 
was not statistically significant at the .05 alpha level. 
Question 6 
Did the participants change the frequency of use of instructional activities in the 
areas of classroom discussion, cooperative learning, home learning activities, 
worksheets, drilling activities, calculators, problem solving, use of textbook, 
manipulatives, and use of learning center materials during the MCIP training year? 
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Table 12 
summary Table of freguency of lostructiooal Activities Used Duri•CJ the Training Year 
N == 33 M2ra Satm .Less. 
Classroom discussion ( 2 0) 64.5% ( 6 ) 19.4% ( 5 ) 16.1% 
Cooperative learning ( 2 7) 87.1% ( 3 ) 9.7% ( 1 ) 3.2% 
Home learning ( 1 8) 58.1% ( 1 2) 38.7% ( 1 ) 3.2% 
Work sheets ( 4) 12.9% ( 1 2) 38.7% ( 1 5) 48.4% 
Drilling activities ( 5 ) 16.1% ( 1 7) 54.8% ( 9 ) 29.0% 
Calculators ( 2 1 ) 70.0% ( 7) 23.3% ( 2 ) 6.7% 
Problem solving ( 2 5) 80.6% ( 5 ) 16.1 % ( 1 ) 3.2% 
Textbook ( 1 ) 3.2% ( 1 2) 38.7% ( 1 8) 58.1% 
Manipulatives ( 2 6) 83.9% ( 4 ) 12.9% ( 1 ) 3.2% 
Learning Center activities ( 1 O ) 35.7% ( 1 6) 57.1% ( 2 ) 7.1% 
Table 12 lists ten areas of instructional strategies that participants rated as to 
the amount of their usage during the MCIP training year. To summarize the findings, 
58.1 % of participants decreased the use of mathematics textbooks in their lessons, 
48.4% decreased the use of worksheets in their classrooms during the 1988-89 
school year. Of the participants 57.1% indicated they used learning center activities/ 
materials about the same as before MCIP training, 54.8% indicated they used the same 
amount of drilling activities. Of the participants 87 .1 % indicated they increased the 
use of cooperative learning, 83.9% increased the use of manipulatives, 80.6% 
increased problem solving activities in their lessons, 70.0% used more calculators, 
64.5% facilitated more classroom discussion in their lessons and 58.1 % provided 
more home learning activities throughout the 1988-89 school year as they 
participated in the MCIP/88 project. 
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Analysis of Curriculum Changes 
The curriculum changes participants made in their mathematics lessons during 
the MCIP training year will be addressed from the following survey questions. 
Question 3 
Did the participants change their opinion regarding the importance of following 
the sequential order of their textbook topics when planning for and teaching 
mathematics as they participated in MCIP/88? 
Table 13 
















Referring to Table 13 the participants did change their opinion of the 
importance of following the sequential order of textbook topics as they planned for and 
taught mathematics to their students. On the first day of MCIP/88 48.9% agreed it 
was not at all important to follow the sequence of the mathematics textbook closely. 
One year later 64.6% agreed it was not important. This was a gain of 15.7% of 
participants who appeared comfortable to change the order in which they may have 
used the textbook in their mathematics lessons. 
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Table 14 
uest tor following Order ot Textbook by Group Membership 
Standard 
First Time N ~ Deviation 1 .EBtl 
Day One 1 5 2.67 0.90 11 .48 0.0001 
One Year Later 1 3 3.77 1.36 9.97 0.0001 
Degree of Freedom 1 3 -1 . 23 1.24 -3.59 0.0037* 
Repeating Participants 
Day One 1 8 3.89 0.76 21. 76 0.0001 
One Year Later 1 8 3.72 1 .49 10.62 0.0001 
Degree of Freedom 1 8 0.17 1.38 0.51 0.6156 
*Significant .05 
The 1 test results on Table 14 show that the first time participants' change in 
attitude of the importance of not following the sequential order of the text is 
statistically significant at the .05 alpha level after one year of participation in the 
project. Their change in attitude is not due to chance. The experienced participants' 
1 test results are not statistically significant at the .OS alpha level. 
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Table 15 





One Vear Later 
Done Before 
First Time 

















Difference exists between the two groups on first day 
1 8 3.72 1.48 0.9280 
-0.0899 
1 5 3.76 1.36 0.9290 
No difference between groups one year later 
1 8 -0. 1 6 1.38 0.0063* 
-2.9006 
1 3 1 .23 1 .23 0.0070* 
Change over time due to group membership 
There is an interaction, it appears to exist between treatment and time. 
The 1 test results on Table 15 indicates a difference of opinion existed between 
the first time and experienced participants in regard to the importance of following 
the sequential order of the textbook during the first day of the workshop training. The 
experienced participants indicated they did not believe it was as important to follow 
the sequential order of their textbook as closely as first time participants when 
planning for and teaching mathematics. 
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One year later the 1 test results shows there was no longer a difference of 
opinion between the first time and the experienced participants. The first time 
members changed their opinion and reflected what the experienced members had stated 
that it was not important to closely following the sequence of the text. The 1 test 
results indicates there was a change of attitude over time correlating with group 
membership and this was statistically significant. 
Table 16 
summary Table of t test tor following Order of Textbook Day One/One Year Later 
N = 33 
Day One 
One Year Later 











Deviation 1 PR>T 
1.02 18. 76 0.0001 
1 .41 14.74 0.0001 
1.48 -1 . 58 0.124 7 
The summary of the 1 test on Table 16 for all of the participants in the program 
shows there was not a statistically significant change in attitude for all of the 
participants over a one year period. 
To summarize up to this point after one year in the program there was a 
statistically significant change of attitude of first time participants who stated it was 
not important to follow the sequential order of the mathematics textbook when 
planning for and teaching mathematics. A majority of the experienced MCIP members 
had expressed this opinion throughout the training year. 
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A follow-up question was written in the survey to gather more information on 
whether participants did skip around and not follow their math textbook when 
planning for and teaching mathematics to their students. 
Table 17 












Table 17 shows an increase of participants skipping around as they used their 
texts. At the beginning of the workshop 89.1 % of participants indicated they skipped 
around as they used their mathematics textbook. One year later 93.8% indicated on 
the survey that they skipped around when using their textbook to plan for and teach 
mathematics. 
Table 18 
Summary Table of Skipping Around in Textbook by Group Membership 
First Time 
Repeat Participants 
N Skill Do Not Skip 







Table 18 looks at this question from the point of view of group membership. 
The data show no difference between first time and experienced participants. 
Table 19 
.s.umroary Table of t test for Skipping Around in Textbook 
N == 33 
Day One 
One Year Later 


















Table 19 examines the results of the paired 1 test which tested if the 
participants' planning and teaching behaviors were statistically significant. The 




Did the opinion of the participants change when recommending what grade level 
to introduce mathematics topics into the elementary school curriculum as measured 
by a pre and post assessment? 
Table 20 summarizes the experienced and first time MCIP participants' 




_summary Table of Recommended Grade Level tor Introducing Math Topics Difference 
Between first Time and Experienced Participants - Day l and Day 6 
DB = Done Before FT = First Time *Statistically Significant 0.05 
DAY1 - DAY6 
~ SQ 1 Prob> I ~ 1 Prob> T 
Algebra 
DB 2.33 2 .11 -1. 8 8 0.06 1.36 1.38 - 1 . 81 0.07 
FT 3.76 2.86 -1. 9 9 0.06 2.45 2.52 -1 . 8 7 0.06 
Integers 
DB 2.55 2.23 -0.67 0.50 1.08 1.35 -1. 78 0.08 
FT 3.00 2.44 -0.67 0.50 1.95 1 .91 -1 . 82 0.07 
Probability 
DB 3.08 2.35 -1 .44 0.15 1.72 1.62 -1 . 33 0.18 
FT 4.09 2.32 -1. 44 0.15 2.45 2.08 -1 . 35 0.18 
Statistics 
DB 3.66 2.35 -2.01 .05* 2.52 1.89 -0.71 0.47 
FT 5.09 2.38 -2.01 .04 * 3.00 2.60 -0. 72 0.46 
Coordinate Geometry 
DB 2.52 1.93 -3 .59 .0009* 1.36 1.43 -1 . 92 0.06 
FT 4.90 2.46 -3.66 .0007* 2.50 2.42 -1 . 9 8 0 .05* 
Data Collection 
DB 2.00 2.44 -1. 7 9 0.08 0.64 0.81 -1 . 05 0.30 
FT 3.38 2.72 -1. 8 0 0.07 1.00 1 .41 -1 . 08 0.28 
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Table 20 (continued) 
Me.an ~ 1 Prob> I 1 Prob> T 
Whole Numbers 
DB 0.28 0.67 -0.6 7 0.50 0.20 0.40 -0. 70 0.48 
FT 0.32 1.53 -0.71 0.47 0.40 1.33 -0. 74 0.45 
aatjo/Percents 
DB 3.50 1.69 -1. 0 0 0.32 2.32 1.88 -1. 72 0.09 
FT 4.09 2.21 -1. 0 2 0.31 3.27 1.88 -1 . 72 0.09 
fractions 
DB 1.32 1.43 -1 .43 0.15 0.60 1.04 -1 . 24 0.22 
FT 2.04 1.90 -1. 4 7 0.14 1.09 1.57 -1 . 24 0.20 
Graphing 
DB 1.80 1 .91 -0.45 0.64 0.52 1.00 -1 . 81 0.07 
FT 2.04 1 .74 -0.45 0.65 1.22 1.57 -1 . 86 0.06 
Math Games 
DB 0.40 0.95 1.78 0.08 0.28 0.61 0.27 0.75 
FT 0.04 0.21 1.64 0.10 0.22 0.68 0.27 0.78 
Computer Software 
DB 0.76 1.01 -0.4 7 0.63 0.24 0.43 -1. 93 0.06 
FT 0.95 1.59 0.49 0.62 0.36 1.45 -2.04 0.04 
Learning Center 
DB 1.04 1.43 0.92 0.35 0.66 0.91 0.10 0.91 
FT 0.68 1.05 0.90 0.36 0.63 1.04 0.10 0.91 
The data contained on Table 20 indicate on the first day of the workshop all of 
the experienced participants recommended an earlier introduction of math topics into 
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the elementary school curriculum. Six days later (on the last day of the workshop) 
all of the participants had lowered their recommendations of when to introduce these 
math topics. The first time participants appeared to have changed their 
recommendations to correlate closely with the recommendations of the experienced 
participants. 
Table 21 
summary Table of t test tor Recommended Grade Level To Introduce Math Topics (After 
Jraining) Difference Between Day 1 and Day 6 
REC. 
VARIABLE t::l ~ si 1 Efhl GRl\DE 
Algebra 45 -1 . 07 2.44 -2 .93 0.0054* 1 
Integers 44 -1 . 36 2.16 -4 .1 9 0.0001 * 1 
Probability 45 -1 . 53 2.46 -4 .1 9 0.0001 * 2 
Statistics 45 -1 . 60 2.39 -4 .50 0.0001 * 2 
Coordinate Geometry 46 -1. 70 2.43 -4. 73 0.0001 * 2 
Data Collection 46 -1 . 83 2.52 -4.91 0.0001 * 2 
Whole Numbers 46 -0 .09 0.46 -1 .27 0.2094 K 
Ratio and Percentage 45 -1. 02 1.92 -3 .56 0.0009* 1 
Fractions 46 -0 .83 1.54 -3 .64 0.0007* K 
Graphing 46 -1 . 07 1.70 -4 .24 0.0001 * 1 
Math Games 46 0.00 0.89 0.00 1.0000 K 
Software 46 -0 .33 1.01 -2. 1 8 0.0341 * K 
Learning Center 46 -0 .32 0.99 -2 .06 0.0460* K 
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Table 21 shows the results of the 1 test which tested if the recommended changes 
of the participants were statistically significant. All of the topic recommendation 
changes noted on the sixth day survey were statistically significant except for whole 
numbers and math games. Both of these math topics had been recommended by the 
participants to be introduced at the Kindergarten level on the pre/post surveys. 
Table 22 
summary Table of Participants' Recommended Introducing Math Topics Over a One 
Year 
period 
Day 1 - Day 6 N= 47 Day 1 - Day 6 - 1 year later 
1 year later N...= 33 by Grade level 
Algebra K 1- 2. 3.. ~ 5.. a l.. .a 
Day 1 17. 78 22.22 8.89 15.56 6.67 8.89 2.22 13.33 4.44 
Day 6 28.89 31 .11 6.67 8.89 13.33 4.44 2.22 2.22 2.22 
1 Yr. 25.00 18.80 18.80 12.50 3.10 3.10 6.30 9.40 3.10 
Integers 
Day 1 20.45 25.00 6.82 4.55 13.64 13.64 11 .36 4.55 
Day 6 38.64 29.55 9.09 9.09 6.82 4.55 2.27 
1 Yr. 22.60 22.60 3.20 24.80 9.70 6.50 9.70 
Probabjljty 
Day 1 11 .11 13.33 15.56 6.37 17.78 8.89 15.56 6.67 4.44 
Day 6 22.22 28.89 17.78 6.67 8.89 13.33 2.22 
1 Yr. 25.80 15.10 9.70 9.70 25.80 3.20 9.70 
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Table 22 (continued) 
K 1. 2. .6.. z. 
_statistics 
Day 1 8.89 4.44 15.56 4.44 20.10 8.89 15.56 11 . 11 11 . 11 
Day 6 17 .78 20.00 17.78 4.44 15.56 15.56 2.22 2.22 4.44 
1 Yr. 16.70 23.20 6.70 6.70 20.00 10.00 6.70 10.00 
coordinate Geometry 
Day 1 10.87 17.39 10.87 8.70 13.04 13.04 8.70 13.04 4.35 
Day 6 32.61 21. 74 10.87 15.22 8.70 4.35 2.17 2.17 2.17 
1 Yr. 19.40 29.30 6.50 12.90 9.70 12.90 6.50 3.20 
Data Collection 
Day 1 32.61 8.70 17.39 10.87 2.17 10.87 4.35 6.52 6.52 
Day 6 52.17 26.09 17.39 2.17 4.35 
1 Yr. 65.60 15.60 9.40 6.30 3.10 
Whole Numbers 
Day 1 84.78 4.35 6.52 2.17 2.17 
Day 6 82.61 13.04 2.17 2.17 
1 Yr. 87.50 6.30 3.10 3.10 
Ratio and Percents 
Day 1 8.89 6.67 11 .11 11 . 11 20.00 20.00 20.00 2.22 
Day 6 13.33 20.00 13.33 17. 78 11 .11 15.56 8.80 
1 Yr. 9.70 16.10 12.90 9.70 16.10 19.40 12.50 3.20 
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Table 22 (continued) 
K 1. 2. l.. 
fractions 
Day 1 34.78 21. 74 15.22 8.70 10.87 8.70 
Day 6 58.70 23.91 4.32 6.52 2.17 4.35 
1 Yr. 40.60 21. 70 15.60 9.40 9.40 3.10 
,Graphing 
Day 1 32.61 15.22 15.22 17.39 8.79 6.52 4.35 
Day 6 56.52 26.09 4.32 6.52 4.35 6.52 4.35 
1 Yr. 53.10 18.80 6.30 6.30 6.30 9.40 
Math .Games 
Day 1 86.96 6.52 2.17 
Day 6 84.78 8.70 2.17 
1 Yr. 96.90 3.10 
Computer Software 
Day 1 56.52 21. 74 10.87 6.52 2.17 2.17 
Day 6 71.74 17.39 4.35 2.17 2.17 
1 Yr. 75.00 18.80 3.10 3.10 
Learning Center 
Day 1 58.54 14.63 12.20 12.20 2.44 
Day 6 63.41 24.39 7.32 2.44 2.44 
1 Yr. 71.00 16 .10 9.70 3.20 
The data from Table 22 indicate that a trend developed in which over the course 
of a year's time all of the participants readjusted their recommendations of when to 
introduce elementary math topics. Generally, participants did recommend that by the 
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4th grade 11 of the math topics featured in the MCIP program should be introduced 
into the elementary mathematics curriculum. 
Statistics and ratio and percents were the only two math topics that a few of the 
participants appeared to recommend introducing during the fifth through seventh 
grades as noted from the data on the post survey assessment. 
Table 23 
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Table 23 (continued) 
YABIABLE t:l MEm 1 EfuI 
Qoordjnate Geometry 
Day 1 1 4 5.21 2.46 7.95 0.0001 
1 Year 1 4 2.79 2.29 4.55 0.0005 
Degree of Freedom 1 4 -2 .43 2.71 -3 .35 0.0052* 
Data Collection 
Day 1 1 4 3.79 2.75 5.15 0.0002 
1 Year 1 5 1.53 2.29 2.59 0.0275 
Degree of Freedom 1 4 -2.21 2.39 -3 .46 0.0042* 
Whole Numbers 
Day 1 1 4 0.43 1.60 1.00 0.3356 
1 Year 1 5 0.47 1.30 1.39 0.1868 
Degree of Freedom 1 4 0.00 0.39 0.00 1.0000 
Ratio and Percentage 
Day 1 1 4 4.50 2.18 7.74 0.0001 
1 Year 1 4 3.29 2.33 5.27 0.0002 
Degree of Freedom 1 4 -1 . 21 2.19 -2 .07 0.0585 
fractions 
Day 1 1 4 2.57 1.95 4.93 0.0003 
1 Year 1 5 1.47 1 .51 3.77 0.0021 
Degree of Freedom 1 4 -1 . 07 1.59 -2 .52 0.0257* 
Table 23 (continued) 
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Table 23 is a summary of 1 test results of the first time participants' 
recommendations of when to introduce mathematics topics into the elementary school 
curriculum. 
All of the first time participants lowered their recommendations of when to 
introduce math topics. The recommendation changes were statistically significant for 
algebra, probability, statistics, coordinate geometry, data collection, fractions, and 
graphing. Two math topics, integers and ratio and percents were rated to be 
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introduced into earlier elementary grades but these recommendations were not found 
to be statistically significant at the .05 alpha level. Whole numbers, math games, 
computer software, and use of learning center activities/materials were recommended 
by these participants to be introduced to students during Kindergarten and these 
recommendations remained the constant after one year. 
Table 24 
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Table 24 (continued) 
.Y,ARIABLE I::l 1 .EfuI 
.Q.Qocdinate Geometry 
Day 1 1 8 2.67 2.03 5.58 0.0001 
1 Year 1 7 2.24 2.17 4.26 0.0006 
Degree of Freedom 1 7 -0 .4 7 1.59 -1 . 22 0.2388 
Data Collection 
Day 1 1 8 1.83 1.98 3.93 0.0011 
1 Year 1 7 0.65 1.50 1. 78 0.0938 
Degree of Freedom 1 7 -1 . 1 8 1.47 -3 .30 0.0045* 
Whole Numbers 
Day 1 1 8 0.39 0.78 2.12 0.0488 
1 Year 1 7 0.18 0.73 1.00 0.3322 
Degree of Freedom 1 7 -0. 12 0.86 -0. 57 0.5795 
Ratio and Percentage 
Day 1 1 8 3.33 1.78 7.93 0.0001 
1 Year 1 7 3.35 1.90 7.27 0.0001 
Degree of Freedom 1 7 -0 .06 1.68 -0. 1 4 0.8867 
fractions 
Day 1 1 8 1 .61 1.54 4.44 0.0004 
1 Year 1 7 1.24 1.52 3.35 0.0041 
Degree of Freedom 1 7 -0 .35 1.54 -0. 95 0.3583 
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Table 24 (continued) 
YABIABLE t:l 1 .eEhl 
Graphing 
Day 1 1 8 1 .94 1.80 4.59 0 .0003 
1 Year 1 7 1.12 1.65 2.79 0.0132 
Degree of Freedom 1 7 -0 .82 1 .42 -2 .38 0.0299* 
Math Games 
Day 1 1 8 0.56 1 . 1 0 2.15 0.0463 
1 Year 1 7 0.00 0.00 
Degree of Freedom 1 7 -0 .4 7 1.07 -1 . 82 0.0879 
Computer Software 
Day 1 1 8 0.89 1.08 3.50 0.0028 
1 Year 1 7 0.53 1.07 2.04 0.0577 
Degree of Freedom 1 7 -0 .29 1.26 -0. 96 0.3513 
Learning Center 
Day 1 1 6 1.38 1.54 3.56 0.0028 
1 Year 1 6 0.63 1.02 2.44 0.0276 
Degree of Freedom 1 4 -0 .86 1.56 -2 .05 0.060 
Table 24 is a summary of 1 test results of the experienced participants' 
recommendations of when to introduce mathematics topics into the elementary school 
curriculum 
The data from Table 24 show the experienced MCIP participants had initially 
recommended that the 13 math topics featured in MCIP should be introduced into the 
elementary math curriculum by the 4th grade. These recommendations remained 
constant over a one year period. At the conclusion of the MCIP/88 training, the 
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experienced participants recommendations to introduce statistics, data collection, and 
graphing earlier into the elementary math curriculum were statistically significant 
at the .05 alpha level. 
To summarize the evaluation question up to this point the participants did 
change their opinion of when to recommend introducing mathematics topics featured in 
the MCIP workshop training. Most of the changes proved to be statistically 
significant. The first time MCIP participants lowered their recommendations (after 
six days of training) of when to introduce math topics into the elementary math 
curriculum. The experienced MCIP participants expressed during the first day of the 
workshop that they believed that the math topics featured in the MCIP training should 
be introduced by the fourth grade. One year later both groups recommended 
introducing the featured math topics by the fourth grade except for statistics and 
ratio/percents. 
As the data clearly point out the participants had a statistically significant 
attitude change of when to introduce mathematics topics into the elementary math 
curriculum. This researcher therefore used a multivariate analysis of variance 
(MANOVA) to test whether there was an interaction of group membership, MCIP 
training, and time that could have influenced these recommendation changes. 
Tables F-1 through F-26 ( Appendix F) provide a detailed summary of the 
MANOVA results to detect interaction and a listing of all of the means and the standard 
deviations of the math topic recommendations. 
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Table 25 
s_ummary Table of MANOYA Testing of Group Membership Effecting and Influencing 
Mathematics Topic Recommendations 
Algebra 
** E(2, 28) = 2.46 Prob> E 0.1283 
Integers 
** E(2, 27) = 2.13 Prob> E = 0.1562 
Probability 
** E(2, 28) = 2.25 Prob> E = 0.1448 
Statistics 
** E(2, 27) = 1.65 Prob> E = 0.2100 
Coordinate Geometry 
** E(2, 29) = 4.86 Prob> E = 0.0355* 
Data Collection 
** E(2, 29) = 4.38 Prob> E = 0.0452* 
Whole Numbers 
** E(2, 29) = 0.30 Prob> E = 0.5881 
Ratio and Percents 
** E(2, 29) = 1.05 Prob> E = 0 .3131 
Fractions 
** E(2, 29) = 1.75 Prob> E = 0.1966 
Graphing 
** E(2, 29) = 0.88 Prob> E = 0.3572 
Math Games 
** E(2, 29) = 1.29 Prob> E = 0.2662 
Table 25 (continued) 
Computer Software 
** E(2, 29) = o .oo 
Learning Center Materials 
** E(2, 25) = 1 .26 
** (Hotelling-Lawley Trace) 
Prob>£ = 0.9603 
Prob>£ = 0 .2729 
Table 25 is a summary Table of MANOVA Testing of Group Membership 
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Effecting and Influencing Mathematics Topic Recommendations. The results 
demonstrate that the effect of group membership did influence the recommendations of 
coordinate geometry and data collection only. The effect of group membership did not 
influence the participants recommendations for the other 11 math topics. 
Table 26 
Summary Table of MANOYA Testing of Time Effecting and Influencing Mathematics 
Topic Recommendations 
Algebra 
** E(2, 27) = 3.21 Prob>£ = 0.0561 * 
Integers 
** E(2, 26) = 6.28 Prob>£ = 0.0060* 
Probability 
** E(2, 27) = 10.42 Prob>£ = 0.0004* 
Statistics 
** E(2, 26) = 12 .11 Prob>£ = 0.0002* 
Coordinate Geometry 
** E(2, 28) = 11 .57 Prob> E = 0.0002* 
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Table 26 (continued) 
Data Collection 
** E(2, 28) = 12.90 Prob> E = 0.0001 * 
Whole Numbers 
** E(2, 29) = 1 . 1 8 Prob> E 0.3232 
Ratio and Percents 
** E(2, 29) = 1.05 Prob> E = 0.0142* 
Fractions 
** E(2, 28) = 5.69 Prob> E = 0.0085* 
Graphing 
** E(2, 28) = 9.23 Prob> E = 0.0008* 
Math Games 
** E(2, 28) = 4.07 Prob> E = 0.0281 * 
Computer Software 
** E(2, 28) = 4.56 Prob> E = 0.0192* 
Learning Center Materials 
** E(2, 24) = 4.75 Prob> E = 0.0182* 
** (Hotelling-Lawley Trace) 
Referring to Table 26 the data listed on this table are a condensed summary of 
the MANOVA procedure used to test for the effect of time influencing the participants 
math topic recommendations. The F statistics listed are all statistically significant 
except for the math topic of whole numbers. The time ranges of Day One to Day Six and 
Day One to One year are shown to be significant ( Appendix F). Therefore, the effect of 
time was a significant influence on the participants' recommendations of when to 
introduce mathematics topics into the elementary school mathematics curriculum. 
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Table 27 
summary Table of MANOYA Testing for Interaction of Group Membership And Time 
!ofluencing Mathematics Topic Recommendations 
Algebra 
** E(2, 27) = 5.98 Prob>£ = 0.0071 * 
Integers 
** E(2, 26) = 0.28 Prob>£ = 0.7546 
Probability 
** E(2, 27) = 2.01 Prob>£ = 0.1534 
Statistics 
** E(2, 26) = 0.88 Prob>£ = 0.4269 
Coordinate Geometry 
** E(2, 28) = 3.05 Prob>£ = 0.0633 
Data Collection 
** E(2, 28) = 1 .43 Prob>£ = 0.2569 
Whole Numbers 
** E(2, 28) = 1.18 Prob>£ = 0.3232 
Ratio and Percents 
** E(2, 28) = 1.56 Prob>£ = 0.2282 
Fractions 
** E(2, 28) = 0.82 Prob>£ 0.4502 
Graphing 
** E(2, 28) = 0.28 Prob>£ = 0.7593 
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Table 27 (continued) 
Math Games 
** E(2, 28) = 0.91 Prob> E 0.4145 
Computer Software 
** E(2, 28) = 1 .63 Prob> E = 0.2134 
Learning Center Materials 
** E(2, 24 = 0.72 Prob> E = 0.4970 
** (Hotelling-Lawley Trace) 
Referring to Table 27 the data listed in this table are a condensed summary of 
the MANOVA procedure used to test for interaction of the effects of group membership 
and time. The F statistics listed are not statistically significant at the .05 alpha level 
except for the topic of algebra. Therefore, the recommendations for algebra were 
influenced by the interaction of the effects of group membership and time. There was 
no interaction of group membership and time influencing the rest of the 
recommendations of when to introduce math topics into the elementary school 
curriculum. 
Question Z 
Did the participants change their opinion regarding what mathematics topics 
they plan to introduce the next school year as measured by a pre and post assessment? 
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Table 28 
summary Table of Mathematics Topics Participants Planned Introduction Before 
MCIP/88 Training Compared to What They Planned One Year Later in Their Math· 
Classes tl ~ Yes. 
Algebra 
Day 1 47 34.04 65.96 
1 Year 33 19.40 80.60 
Integers 
Day 1 47 38.30 61.45 
1 Year 33 22.60 77.40 
Probability 
Day 1 47 63.82 36.17 
1 Year 33 22.60 77.40 
Statistics 
Day 1 47 59.57 40.43 
1 Year 33 32.30 67.70 
Coordinate Geometry 
Day 1 47 46.81 53.19 
1 Year 33 19.40 80.60 
Data CoHectjon 
Day 1 47 46.81 53.19 
1 Year 33 6.50 93.50 
Whole Numbers 
Day 1 47 19.15 80.85 
1 Year 33 9.70 90.30 
1 01 
Table 28 (continued) 
Classes 
Batio & Percents 
Day 1 47 48.30 61. 71 
1 Year 33 19.40 80.60 
fractions 
Day 1 47 23.41 76.59 
1 Year 33 12.90 87 .10 
Graphing 
Day 1 47 27.66 72.34 
1 Year 33 6.50 93.50 
Math Games 
Day 1 47 31.91 68.09 
1 Year 33 6.50 93.50 
Computer Software 
Day 1 47 57.45 42.55 
1 Year 33 26.70 73.30 
Learning Center 
Day 1 47 80.86 19 .15 
1 Year 33 43.30 56.70 
Referring to Table 28 the yes column reveals an overall pattern one year after 
the MCIP/88 training that the participants did increase their plans to include more 
coverage of math topics in their mathematics lessons. The topics of probability, data 
collection, use of learning center activities/materials, statistics, coordinate 
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geometry, graphing, math games, and the use of math computer software had the 
largest gains of participants who indicated they planned to incorporate these topics 
into their math classroom offerings during the 1989-90 school year. 
Table 29 
summary Table of McNemar Test of Symmetry Results 
Are the Participants Planning Their Mathematics Curriculum Offerings Differently 




























A McNemar test of symmetry was used to detect if the planning behaviors listed 
in Table 29 were statistically significant. The results of the McNemar test on Table 
29 indicates the participants' change of planning to include more math topics into the 
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classroom curriculum was statistically significant at the .05 alpha level only for the 
topic of statistics. 
Analysis of Participants' Performance as Staff Developers 
The performance of the participants to act as staff developers at their home 
school sites will be examined from the following two questions. 
Question a 
Did the participants show evidence of wanting to participate differently in 
curriculum decision making after MCIP/88 training? 
Table 30 























An analysis of the data on Table 30 reveals that before MCIP/88 training 
89.4% of the participants wanted to participate more actively in curriculum 
decision-making. After the training and during the 1988-89 school year the figure 
rose to 97.0%. Only 3% of the participants did not want to participate more actively 
in decision-making after the training year. The participants were evenly divided in 
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their choice of wanting to make decisions at the classroom, grade level, and school-
wide. Only six teachers indicated they were interested in making curriculum 
decisions that would impact their school district. 
Table 31 
summary of Where Participants Wanted to Make Mathematics Curriculum Decisions 
N = 33 
Classroom 
Day One 
One Year Later 
Grade Level 
Day One 
One Year Later 
Schoof-Wide 
Day One 
One Year Later 
District-Wide 
Day One 

















Referring to Table 31 the post data summary indicates the areas of classroom 
and grade level had the largest percentage increase of where participants wished to 
make mathematics curriculum decisions. 
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Table 32 
summary of t test Results for Curriculum Decision Making 
ti.== 33 
Significance *.05 1 PR>T 
QJassroom Level 
Day One 0.52 0.51 5.83 0.0001 
One Year Later 0.82 0.39 12.00 0.0001 
Degree of Freedom 0.30 0.53 3.19 0 .0025* 
~rade Level 
Day One 0.48 0.51 5.49 0.0001 
One Year Later 0.79 0.42 10.90 0.0001 
Degree of Freedom 0.30 0.47 3.73 0.0007* 
Schoof-Wide 
Day One 0.79 0.42 10.90 0.0001 
One Year Later 0.85 0.36 13.39 0.0001 
Degree of Freedom 0.06 0.50 0.70 0.4880 
District-Wide 
Day One 0.21 0.42 2.94 0 .0061 
One Year Later 0.18 0.39 2.67 0.0119 
Degree of Freedom -0 .03 0.39 -0 .44 0.6617 
Table 32 contains the results of the 1 test which tested if the participants' 
wishes to participate more actively in decision-making were statistically significant. 
The increased interest of the participants to be decision- makers in the classroom and 
at grade level was statistically significant. The areas of school-wide and district level 
decision-making were not statistically significant. 
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Table 33 
summary of first Time Participants' Interest io Decision Making 
f:! == 15 Yes N:2 
Classroom 
Day One 60.00 40.00 
One Year Later 73.33 26.67 
Grade Level 
Day One 46.67 53.33 
One Year Later 66.67 33.33 
School-Wide 
Day One 80.00 20.00 
One Year Later 03.33 6.67 
District Wide 
Day One 20.00 80.00 
One Year Later 13.33 86.67 
Referring to Table 33 the data summary shows first time participants were 
interested in increasing their decision-making in the classroom, at their grade level, 
and school-wide. After one year, interest in curriculum decision making increased 
for the classroom and grade levels but decreased for school and district levels .. 
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Table 34 
summary of t test of first Time Participants' Interest io Decision Making 
N = 15 
Significance *.05 1 .PBiI 
Qlassroom Level 
Day One 0.60 0.51 4.58 0.0004 
One Year Later 0.73 0.46 6.20 0.0001 
Degree of Freedom 0.13 0.52 1.00 0.3343 
Grade Level 
Day One 0.47 0.52 3.50 0.0035 
One Year Later 0.67 0.49 5.29 0.0001 
Degree of Freedom 0.20 0.41 1.87 0.0824 
School-Wide 
Day One 0.80 0.41 7.48 0.0001 
One Year Later 0.93 0.26 14.00 0.0001 
Degree of Freedom 0.13 0.52 1.00 0.3343 
District-Wide 
Day One 0.20 0.41 1 .87 0.0824 
One Year Later 0.13 0.35 1.47 0.1643 
Degree of Freedom -0.07 0.26 -1 . 0 0 0.3343 
Table 34 contains the results of the 1 test which tested if the first time 
participants' wishes to participate more actively in decision-making was statistically 
significant. The results indicate that the first time participants' increased wishes to 
make decisions at various levels of school was not statistically significant at the .05 
alpha level. 
Table 35 
summary ot Experienced Participants' Interest io Decision Making 
N = 18 
QI ass room 
Day One 
One Year Later 
Qrade Level 
Day One 
One Year Later 
School-Wide 
Day One 
One Year Later 
District-Wide 
Day One 


















Referring to Table 35 the data summary shows experienced participants were 
interested in increasing their decision-making in the classroom and at their grade 
level only. There was no apparent change over the period of one year for decisions to 
be made school-wide or for the district. 
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Table 36 
_aummary of t test of Experienced participants' Interest in Decision-Making 
N = 18 
Significance *.05 I .EfuI 
Classroom Level 
Day One 0.44 0.51 3.69 0.0018 
One Year Later 10.89 0.32 11 .66 0.0001 
Degree of Freedom 0.44 0.51 3.69 0.0018* 
Grade Level 
Day One 0.50 0.51 4.12 0.0007 
One Year Later 0.89 0.32 11 .66 0.0001 
Degree of Freedom 0.39 0.50 3.29 0.0043* 
School-Wide 
DayOne 0.78 0.43 7 .71 0.0001 
One Year Later 0.78 0.43 7 .71 0.0001 
Degree of Freedom 0.00 0.49 0.00 1 .0000 
District-Wide 
Day One 0.22 0.43 2.20 0.0416 
One Year Later 0.22 0.43 2.20 0.0416 
Degree of Freedom 0.00 0.49 0.00 1 .0000 
Table 36 contains the results of the t test which tested if the experienced 
participants' wishes to participate more actively in decision-making was statistically 
significant. The results show the increased decision-making in the classroom and at 
grade-level were statistically significant. Decision-making activities that occurred 
school-wide and at the district level were not significant. 
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o.uestioo 9 
Were the participants active as staff developers in their home schools as they 
participated in MCI P during the 1988-89 school year? 
Table 37 
east survey Summary of Participants' Performing as Staff Developers 
AS A RESULT OF MCIP TRAINING I HAVE 
Given inservice to other teachers in grade level 
Given inservice to my school faculty 
Worked with parent groups in my school community 
Given inservice to teachers outside my school 
Attended math conferences to keep current 
Attended university math classes to gain new skills 
Other activities: 
- given inservice to two/more districts 
- integrated new math into curriculum 
- pursuing masters degree 
- see more relationships in math 








Table 37 summarizes the results of a self assessment completed by the 
participants regarding how they performed as staff developers during the MCIP 
training year. Ninety-seven percent of the participants indicated they provided 
inservice training to other teachers in their grade level. Eighty-four percent stated 
they provided MCIP inservicing to the entire school faculty. Forty-five percent 
worked with parent groups. Thirty-six percent provided inservice training to 
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teachers outside of their home schools. Sixty percent continued professional 
development in mathematics education by attending other math inservice programs 
and workshops. Thirty-three percent continued professional training by attending 
university mathematics courses. Twenty percent of the participants indicated other 
math related activities that they pursued to continue professional growth and 
development. To summarize the data above, participants overwhelmingly performed 
as staff developers at their home school sites and began the process of 
institutionalizing the components of MCIP into their school culture to begin the 
challenge of restructuring elementary mathematics curriculum. 
ouamative Data and Analysis 
The next portion of this chapter will be a synthesis of qualitative data collected 
during the MCIP/88 workshop and the preceding five months of the implementation 
phase of the project. During the MCIP workshop five participants were selected as 
representative members to be monitored during the first semester of the 1988-89 
school year. Two of the teachers were experienced MCI P participants, and the 
remaining three teachers were new to the workshop and the program. The purpose of 
selecting these participants and monitoring their work with MCIP was to obtain in-
depth information about their perceptions, successes, failures, suggestions, needs and 
ideas of MCIP on an individual basis as well as from the teachers each trained during 
the 1988-89 school year. 
Procedure 
During the workshop each participant was interviewed to obtain information 
about his/her background, MCIP goals for the semester, budget plans, and staff 
development plans. Throughout the semester, follow-up information was obtained via 
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telephone conversations, school site visits, written reports and assignments, as well 
as through staff and self evaluation assessments. 
During the course of the semester, the participants conducted a minimum of ten 
hours of MCIP in-service with 27 teachers and/or administrators. Four of the 
participants presented an overview of the MCIP program to the entire faculty of their 
respective schools. One participant also conducted two district in-service meetings 
using a hands-on approach to introduce MCIP to seventy teachers. These district-wide 
staff development meetings were requested by the assistant superintendent who had 
received positive feedback about MCIP from teachers and administrators. 
Needs Assessment and Training 
Each participant conducted a needs assessment at their home school site to 
identify what mathematical needs were necessary to address to begin the process of 
improving mathematics curriculum offerings in the classroom. The following topics 
and areas were identified by the home school teams: 
problem solving 
software for math problem solving 
fractions 
card games to teach math 
math pentathlon games 





Each training participant determined with his/her teachers when the ten hour 
inservice would be scheduled. Times agreed upon ranged from once a week lunch 
meetings, to after school workshops, to evening gatherings, as well as training 
sessions held during released school time. In addition to the formal training sessions, 
each training participant met individually with his/her teachers and in some 
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instances went into the classroom to model appropriate teaching behaviors to assist in 
the successful implementation of training. 
a_udget Analysis 
Budget decisions were part of the training participants duties. Expenditures 
were as follows: 
Categories Dollar Amount % of budget 
teaching materials $860 33% 
teacher stipends $1420 55% 
refreshments $280 11 % 
prizes, awards $15 1% 
Evaluations 
During the first semester of the 1988-89 school year the participant trainers 
and their teachers conducted evaluations of their performance as they attempted to 
improve the mathematics curriculum in their classrooms. They also completed an 
overall evaluation of the MCIP program. The following is a capsulized profile of these 
evaluations: 
The home school teachers receiving MCIP inservice training taught in grades K-
a in public and private schools. The administrators who were involved in the training 
were also from K-8 public and private schools. The teaching experience of the home 
school teachers ranged from first year teacher to a veteran teacher of 30 years. The 
math background of the teachers included a minimum college undergraduate 
requirements of two courses to teachers with math endorsements and graduate math 
classes completed. The majority of the teachers were first introduced to MCIP 
through the training they were receiving from the onsite trained MCIP participant. 
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The MCIP curriculum used by these newly trained teachers to MCIP included: 
art and math 
AIMS materials 
card games 
parent involvement math activities 
number lines 










math pentathlon activities 
special education packets 
algebra 
coordinate geometry 




math pentathlon activities 
whole number chapter 
coordinate geometry 





math and art 
Teachers comments regarding the success of incorporating these MCIP 
components into their math curriculum offerings included: 
"They all have been very successful because many use hands-on techniques, and 
most interest the students." 
"Components that are hands-on have been successful because of the manipula-
tives." 
"Card games because all of the students like to play cards." 
"The estimating and cards were most successful because they were very 
motivational. The questions for discussion are right there!" 
"AIMS was especially good." 
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"Children learn concepts that could be difficult to learn in a fun and interesting 
way." 
"Home learning activities ... parents love them!" 
"Everything I've used has been successful." 
A question posed to the teachers regarding if they would recommend MCI P to 
others received the following replies: 
"Yes, because it has many excellent ideas and activities that involve math." 
"Yes, but not without some inservice." 
"Yes, the children liked it." 
"Yes, because of the children's' high degree of interest." 
"Yes. It has added a lot to my math program. Most of the activities involve more 
than one area or skill in math. I liked that." 
"Yes. I have loaned my materials to other teachers and they are copying 
portions." 
"Yes, great enrichment." 
"Yes, the information is a valuable teaching tool and is important as a supple-
ment to the textbook. Also there are good activities for parental involvemenVhome 
learning." 
"Yes, it is a great way to learn math concepts. The family is involved with home 
learning activities. The activities are fun for the children as well as the teacher." 
"Yes, as an addition to regular curriculum. I liked the hands-on activities for 
the older students." 
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"Yes! It has helped me to enjoy teaching math more. Kids enjoy math more as a 
result." 
The teachers evaluated the strengths of the MCIP program as follows: 
The teacher can deviate from the text. 
The hands-on activities. 
There are specific directions for the teachers. 
There are numerous activities for all age levels. 
The variety. 
The practice of skills through exploration. 
It can be adapted to various ability groups. 
The strong, student-involved activities. 
Its application to every day living and strengthening of concepts taught. 
Teachers working with teachers. 
Money for materials. 
Adaptability of units. 
The incorporation of math into other subject areas. 
The use of higher level thinking skills. 
The availability of home learning activities. 
The teachers evaluated the weaknesses of the MCIP program as follows: 
Directions could be clearer in many of the activities. 
The activity sheets should be written and developed "ready to use." 
Many of the worksheets need to be rewritten and made to look more 
attractive to the eye. 
Too much material presented at once. 
More worksheets needed for the same idea. Once a sheet is used what 
will the teacher who has the students the following year do? 
Some of the chapters really need polishing. 
More copies need to be made available or be offered for sale. 
More activities are needed for younger students. Teachers lose 
motivation and excitement having to adapt everything all the time. 
Some activities are dull. 
Suggestions are needed on how to get better parental response. 
How can the excellent home learning ideas be made more effective? Aid for 
evaluation is needed. 
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To summarize the evaluation from the teachers it is evident that they suggested 
a much more formal and professional appearance of the MCIP materials was needed. 
They also recommended using some of the grant money to professionally publish the 
materials and offer them for sale to interested teachers. 
The teachers were asked for suggestions of how to improve the MCIP materials. 
The following is suggested advice: 
Section for each chapter to challenge gifted students. 
Plenty of inservice available for the different units throughout the year. 
More activities using manipulatives are needed. 
A listing of materials needed should be listed at the beginning of the 
lessons. 
More suggestions for evaluation are needed. 
More home learning activities would be appreciated. 
More card games would be welcomed. 
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Suggested teaching materials that supplement MCIP activities would be 
helpful. 
summarization 
The following summary was written and shared with this researcher from the 
doctoral graduate student who was assigned to observe the five target MCIP 
participants and the teachers they trained at their home school site. 
Enthusiasm ran high for MCIP. All of the teachers using MCIP, will continue 
to use the materials and will recommend MCIP to their colleagues. All of the 
teachers expressed a desire to have a more professional product and would be 
willing to pay for the improvement. The teachers were very interested in 
having ready made materials available to them. They would welcome new math 
ideas and are willing to try new teaching methods. They were honest and frank in 
their evaluations. Most of them appreciated and valued the fact that through MCIP 
the teachers had an opportunity to work with their peers and share ideas. MCIP 
has made an impact in the participating schools. MCI P will remain in the math 
curriculum of most of the teachers because it was fun, motivational and highly 
successful. 
Chapter V 
FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
I ntroductjon 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the MCIP/88 staff development 
training of participants by measuring if the participants could change their attitudes 
about when to introduce new mathematical concepts into the elementary school 
curriculum. Also, the study examined if participants could change two instructional 
behaviors, namely, how they planned for and how they taught mathematics to their 
students. The evaluation was based upon quantitative data collected from a pre/post 
survey administered the first day of the MCI P/88 workshop and 12 months after the 
participants attempted to implement the components of MCIP into their classroom, and 
at their grade level or throughout their school with selected colleagues who agreed to 
be trained with MCIP materials. Qualitative data were collected via school site visits, 
written reports and assignments, self and staff assessments and phone conversations 
during the first semester of the 1988-89 school year. The findings of this study are 
intended to substantiate if: 
... MCIP/88 builds upon the success of the 1986 and 1987 programs. Activities 
that were highly rated in 1987 were kept and/or expanded. In two years MCIP 
has shown that eighty-four talented and dedicated teachers can change their 
mathematics curriculum. MCIP/88 attempts to show that these were not unique 
events. (Schiller,. 1988) 
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Summary of Eiodioos 
The questions on the pre/post surveys were written to address five areas of 
evaluation of MCIP/88. The five areas were: (a) a measurement of each participant's 
attitude regarding their confidence to teach mathematics and an analysis of their 
ratings of the importance, difficulty, and enjoyment of teaching math topics; (b) an 
analysis of each participant's recommendation of when to introduce mathematics topics 
into the elementary school curriculum; (c) an analysis of how each participant 
instructed his/her students; (d) an analysis of the math curriculum offerings that 
each participant included in his/her lessons; and (e) an examination of how each 
participant performed as a staff developer at his/her home school site in their initial 
efforts to institutionalize the components of MCIP into the school culture. 
The data collected to address these questions were presented in chapter four. 
This section of chapter five will present the findings of each question and a discussion 
of research to support and assist in the interpretations of the findings. 
findings of Attitude Changes 
Questions 1 and 2 were written to analyze the attitudes of participants who 
trained in the project. A measurement of the participants' attitudes assisted this 
researcher in the development of a profile of the participants perception of 
themselves as mathematics teachers. The profile also suggests how the participants 
rated the importance and ease of teaching elementary math topics. From this profile 
this researcher can evaluate if the participants began to restructure their 
mathematics lessons to provide better student learning outcomes. 
Sarason (1971) states that educational change depends on what teachers do and 
think. Huberman and Miles (1984) have found that change in practice must be 
preceded by change in beliefs and understanding. 
ouestjons 1 & 2 
Did participants gain more confidence in their ability to teach mathematics 
during the year they participated in MCIP? 
Did the attitude of participants change in terms of how they rated the 
importance, difficulty and enjoyment of teaching mathematics topics over a one year 
period? 
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The data indicate that 26% of the participants exhibited a decline in their 
confidence as mathematics teachers during participation in the MCIP training year. 
This may indicate that their confidence in teaching mathematics was based upon the 
success of using a traditional approach to teaching. This approach incorporates 
extensive teacher-directed explanation and questioning in the context of whole-group 
instruction followed by students working on paper and pencil assignments at their 
seats. (Carpenter and Romberg, 1986) This may also indicate that the MCIP training 
encouraged these teachers to begin to restructure their mathematics curriculum 
offerings by increasing hands-on activities, incorporating more problem solving and 
higher order thinking skills into their lessons, and increasing student interaction and 
cooperative learning into the classroom. As the teachers began to restructure their 
lessons it may have become more challenging to teach mathematics. Hence, their 
confidence level dropped. As the SIMS report states, teaching mathematics is a 
difficult, demanding enterprise. 
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An analysis of the data from Question 2 reveals that the attitude of the 
participants changed regarding how they rated the importance, difficulty, and ease of 
teaching featured math topics in the MCIP project. After one year of MCIP/88 
training, the importance rating for data collection and math games had the greatest 
gains. Participants overwhelmingly agreed that these two topics were much more 
important and easier to teach after one year of MCIP training. The topics of math 
computer software and use of learning center materials remained the same in 
importance on the pre/post surveys, but participants indicated on the post survey that 
these two topics were easier to incorporate into their lessons and enjoyed doing so. 
The topics of probability and statistics increased in importance on the post-survey; 
however, 40% of the participants acknowledged they did not have the training or 
knowledge to incorporate them into their own classroom math offerings. The rest of 
the topics remained constant in importance, difficulty, and ease of teaching on the 
pre/post survey. 
The data suggest that the attitudes of the participants did change as they received 
workshop and follow-up training. The participants recognized the importance of many 
of the topics featured in the MCIP project and attempted to incorporate them into their 
math lessons during the training year. This fact may also account for the decline in 
confidence on the part of some of the participants. Marris (1975) and Sarason 
(1981) state change is a difficult personal and social process of unlearning old ways 
and learning new ones. Deeper meaning and solid change must be born over time; one 
must struggle through ambivalence before one is sure for oneself that the new version 
is workable and right (Fullan, 1982). 
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findings of Recommendations to Introduce Math Topics 
The following evaluation question was written to analyze the participants' 
recommendation of when to introduce math topics into the elementary mathematics 
curriculum. This question is the heart of the evaluation study because a major goal of 
MCIP/88 was to train participants with new skills and methodology to introduce the 
full gamut of elementary math topics into the early grades of elementary school. 
Grouws (1988) states that teachers determine: (a) how much time is allocated 
to a subject, such as math over the course of a year; (b) what topics are taught; (c) 
what topics are taught to what students; and (d) to what standards of achievement a 
topic is taught. Collectively these four factors determine student opportunity to learn; 
they are a major influence on student achievement. He also states mathematics is a 
basic skill learned primarily in school. Because of the many important math topics 
and the limited amount of school time allotted for them, decisions about what content to 
include in the curriculum are critical. 
Questions 
Did the opinion of the participants change when recommending at what grade 
level to introduce mathematics topics into the elementary school curriculum as 
measured by a pre- and post-assessment? 
The data indicate that on the first day of MCIP/88 training, all of the experienced 
participants recommended the math topics featured in MCIP should be introduced into 
the elementary math curriculum by the fourth grade. At the end of the workshop, six 
days later, all of the experienced participants had lowered their recommendations of 
when to introduce these math topics to the second grade. 
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At the end of the workshop the first time participants also lowered their 
recommendations of when to introduce math topics into the elementary curriculum to 
the second grade. One year later both groups showed a regression of means of when to 
recommend introducing math topics. All of the participants indicated on the post-
survey that they would recommend introducing these math topics by the fourth grade 
year except tor ratio/percents and statistics. These two topics were recommended to 
be introduced at the fifth and sixth grades respectively. 
The participants' recommendations are important to the evaluation of the 
MCIP/88 project. They clearly provide evidence that the workshop training and 
subsequent follow-up activities were effective in changing the thinking of these 
classroom teachers regarding how to structure math curriculum offerings for their 
students. Grouws (1988) states that teachers are likely to follow their own 
repertoires and convictions. They will teach what they have taught before, what they 
feel comfortable with, and/or what they deem appropriate for their students. It is 
apparent these teachers believed it was appropriate to restructure their math 
curriculum offerings in order to introduce a variety of math topics into the math 
curriculum by the fourth grade. They preferred not to be tied to traditional 
curriculum dictates which limit the introduction of these topics to later elementary 
years. 
findings of Instructional Methodology Changes 
The following questions were written to analyze the instructional methodology 
changes implemented by the participants as they participated in the MCIP/88 training 
year. A goal of MCIP/88 was to improve how teachers taught mathematics to their 
students. The SIMS report states that the problem with mathematics instruction in 
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the U.S. is that the majority of student in-class time is spent listening to teacher talk 
or doing individual work with minimal interaction with the teacher. These two types 
of activities often occupy distinct phases of the class period. There has been little or 
no emphasis placed on guided, active discovery learning, in which students can 
generate high level questions and in which there is more of a balance between teacher 
and student subject-related talk. 
The 1986 NAEP report describes current mathematics instruction as dominated 
by teacher explanation, extensive use of the chalkboard, and lessons designed 
exclusively around textbooks and workbooks. Innovative forms of instruction which 
may include small group activities, laboratory work, and special projects are 
non-existent. 
Questions 4 & 6 
Did the frequency of manipulative activities increase in the participants' 
mathematics lessons after MCIP training? 
Did the participants change the frequency of use of instructional activities in the 
areas of classroom discussion, cooperative learning, home learning activities, 
worksheets, drilling activities, calculators, problem solving, use of textbooks, 
manipulatives, and use of learning center materials during the MCIP training year? 
The data clearly indicate that the participants increased their usage of 
manipulatives during the MCIP/88 training year. All of the participants who 
responded to the post-survey indicated they were using manipulative materials and 
activities in their math lessons. The usage remained constant for teachers who elected 
to use manipulatives 1-2 days per week (62.5%) and 5 days per week (6.3%). 
There was an increase of usage in the 3-4 day range by 8.6% (31.3%). It is apparent 
more workshop training is necessary in the future to teach participants how to 
incorporate manipulative materials and activities into their lessons on a daily basis. 
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The data for Question 7 demonstrate that a majority of the participants changed 
their instructional activities as they taught mathematics during the MCIP/88 training 
year. In summary of the findings: 58% decreased the use of textbooks in their 
lessons; 48% decreased the use of worksheets; 57% used the same amount of learning 
center materials in their math lessons; 54% continued to use the same amount of 
drilling activities; 87% increased their use of cooperative learning; 83% increased 
their use of manipulatives; 80% increased problem solving in their lessons; 70% 
used more calculators; and 64% provided more home learning activities throughout 
the year. 
The summary of this post-survey data provides strong evidence that the 
participants restructured their presentation and pedagogic styles to meet the needs of 
their students in a variety of ways. The SIMS report suggests professional 
development programs should provide teachers with a repertoire of strategies and 
knowledge that will enable them to more effectively respond to the increasing 
challenges of the contemporary school mathematics classroom. MCIP/88 appears to 
have successfully addressed this issue for all of the participants. 
findings of Math Curriculum Changes 
The following questions were written to analyze changes made by the participants 
in their math curriculum offerings during the MCIP/88 training year. A goal of 
MCIP/88 was to train teachers to not rely exclusively on their textbook to provide all 
of the curriculum for their math lessons. To begin this process, participants were 
encouraged not to follow the sequential order of their text and to skip around as they 
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used the text in their planning and teaching mathematics. The SIMS report found in 
most U.S. schools' commercially published textbooks serve as the primary guides for 
curriculum and instruction. Any significant reform would need to take this fact into 
account. The textbook, as reported in the SIMS study, defines "boundaries" for 
mathematics taught by U.S. teachers. Limited use is made of resources beyond the 
textbook for either content or teaching methods. 
Questions 3 & Z 
Did the participants change their opinion regarding the importance of following 
the sequential order of their textbook topics when planning for and teaching 
mathematics as they participated in MCIP/88? 
Did the participants change their opinion regarding what mathematics topics 
they plan to introduce the next school year as measured by a pre-and post-assess-
ment? 
The data addressing the question of following the sequential order of the text 
indicate that the participants did change their opinion of the importance of following 
the sequential order of textbook topics as they planned for and taught mathematics to 
their students. On the first day of the workshop training, 48% agreed it was not at all 
important to follow the sequence of the math text closely. One year later 64% agreed 
it was not important. This was a gain of 15% of participants who appeared 
comfortable changing the order in which they use the textbook in their mathematics 
lessons. 
Participants' use of alternate order in following the text was another factor by 
which to measure if they could deviate from rote usage of their math text. On the first 
day of the workshop, 89% of the participants indicated they skipped around as they 
used their math text. On the post-survey one year later, 93% indicated that they 
skipped around as they used their mathematics textbook. 
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The data from these two questions indicate that MCIP training freed these 
participants to deviate and use their math textbook in a creative fashion. This was the 
first step for these participants to be weaned from rote usage of their text and to begin 
using other resources and materials in their lessons. 
The question addressing if the participants changed their opinion regarding what 
math topics they planned to introduce the next school year was designed to measure if 
the participants followed through with the plans they made at the end of the workshop 
training and began to implement a revised math curriculum for their students. The 
post-survey data suggest that the participants did increase their plans to include more 
coverage of math topics in their math lessons. The topics of probability, data 
collection, use of learning center activities/materials, statistics, coordinate 
geometry, graphing, math games, and use of math computer software had the largest 
gains of participants who indicated that they planned to incorporate these topics into 
their math classroom offerings one year after MCIP training. The response to these 
two questions makes it apparent that the MCIP participants altered their use of their 
textbooks when planning for and teaching mathematics. They followed through with 
plans made after the workshop training to revise their math curriculum offerings and 
began to restructure their math curriculum. 
The 1986 NAEP study addresses the issue of revising math curriculum in our 
schools with the following recommendation: 
... to retain a prominent place in today's technological world, our nation clearly 
needs to increase the percentage of secondary school students taking advanced 
mathematics classes. However, care should be taken to implement reforms at all 
grades, not just at the high school level. Increased course requirements at the 
upper grade levels will ensure that fewer students reject the opportunity to take 
more mathematics, but it will not address the fact that students in elementary 
and middle schools, also need more challenging curricula. (p. 120) 
findings of the Participants' Bole as Staff Developers 
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The following questions were written to analyze how the participants performed 
as mathematics staff developers at their home school sites and in other settings during 
the MCIP/88 training year. Berman and Mclaughlin (1978) find that successful 
educational change requires the serious and active participation of the classroom 
teacher. Fullan (1982) states that if change is to happen, it will require that 
teachers understand themselves and be understood by others. He also believes that the 
notion of change is a highly personal experience in which each teacher who is affected 
by the change must be given the opportunity to work through the experience so that 
the rewards at least equal the cost. Stallings (1980) suggests when teachers are 
trained as staff developers, they can very effectively work with other teachers. 
Fullan (1982) believes that successful staff development programs combine concrete 
teacher specific training activities, ongoing continuous assistance and support during 
the process of implementation, and regular meetings with peers and others. 
The change process is influenced and supported by peer relationships which 
emerge in the school (Fullan, 1982). With change defined as a process of 
resocialization, interaction is the primary basis for social learning. New meanings, 
new behaviors, new skills depend significantly on whether teachers are working as 
isolated individuals (Lortie, 1975; Sarason, 1971) or exchanging ideas, support, and 
positive feelings about their work (little, 1981; Rutter et al., 1979). Fullan 
(1982) has found in his research that the quality of working relationships among 
teachers is strongly related to implementation (Berman & Mclaughlin 1979; 
Rosenblum & Louis, 1979; Miles et al., 1978). 
Questions a & 9 
Did the participants show evidence of wanting to participate differently in 
curriculum decision making after MCIP/88 training? 
Were the participants active as staff developers in their home schools as they 
participated in MCIP during the 1988-89 school year? 
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The post-survey data regarding the question of participants wanting to make 
curriculum decisions differently reveal the following: before the MCIP/88 training, 
89% of the participants wanted to participate more actively in curriculum decision 
making. After the training and during the 1988-89 school year the figure rose to 
97%. Only 3% of the participants did not want to participate more actively in 
decision making after the training year. The participants were evenly divided in their 
choice of wanting to make decisions in the classroom, at their grade level, and 
schoolwide. Only six teachers indicated they were interested in making curriculum 
decisions that would impact their school district. 
The post-survey results which measured if participants were active as staff 
developers at their home school site reveals 97% of the participants provided 
inservice training to other teachers in their grade level. Eighty-four percent stated 
they provided MCIP inservice to the entire school faculty. Forty-five percent worked 
with parent groups. Thirty-six percent provided inservice training to teachers 
outside of their home schools. Sixty percent continued professional development in 
mathematics education by attending other math inservice programs and workshops. 
Thirty-three percent continued professional training by attending university 
mathematics courses. Twenty percent of the participants indicated other math related 
activities that they pursued to continue professional growth and development. 
The response to these questions indicates that the participants overwhelmingly 
performed as staff developers at their home school sites and began the process of 
institutionalizing the components of MCIP into their school culture to begin the 
challenge of restructuring elementary mathematics curriculum. 
The next portion of this chapter contains a conclusion of the findings, 
implications, limitations of the study and recommendations. 
Conclusion of the findings 
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By reviewing the summary of findings, several conclusions are drawn from this 
study: 
1. The vision of MCIP/88 was achieved. The research data presented in chapter 
four support: 
- the mathematics competencies of classroom teachers in the program were 
improved; 
- the trained MCIP teachers implemented more of an activities-oriented 
curriculum based upon the recommendations of the Archdiocesan 
Education Office Curriculum Committee, the Illinois State Board of 
Education, and the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics; and 
- a group of teacher-leaders who could provide mathematics inservice at 
local school sites were trained and did implement training to interested 
colleagues, parents, and administrators. 
2. MCIP/88 provided technical assistance to remedy four concerns identified by 
the Chicago Archdiocesan Education Office that needed to be addressed in order to 
improve mathematics curriculum at the elementary school level namely; 
- the provision of workshops and institutes for professional development 
of classroom teachers and subject area specialists; 
- the provision of consultation services for curriculum and/or 
instructional problems at individual school sites; 
- the provision of consultation services for short and long range planning 
and research for innovative program development; and 
- the provision of resources to develop an innovative program. 
3. MCIP/88 met its three major goals for the summer workshop training, 
specifically, 
- to improve the mathematics competence of the participants; 
- to train teachers to become staff developers to provide math inservice at 
their home school site; and 
- to acquaint all of the participants with the most effective and successful 
mathematics materials available as identified by current mathematics 
research. 
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4. MCIP/88 accomplished five of the six following objectives developed for the 
training project: 
- Twenty-five participants from the 1987 summer workshop will have 
expanded their leadership skills by extending the MCI P project to a total 
school effort. 
- Twenty-five new participants will be selected for the summer training. 
These participants will increase their competencies in teaching 
mathematics. 
- Participants will learn staff development skills so they may become 
mathematics leaders at their home school site, and within their school 
system. They will work towards institutionalizing major components of 
MCIP. 
- Participants will implement the MCIP project at their home school site 
and train at least three colleagues with MCIP materials and activities. 
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- Participants will continue to implement MCIP in their schools during the 
remaining academic year. 
Conclusion of the Research Problem 
The results of this evaluation study of MCIP/88 support the fact that 
participants did change their attitudes about when to introduce new mathematical 
concepts into the elementary school curriculum. An analysis of the data provides 
strong evidence that the participants began to restructure and improve their 
mathematics curriculum by introducing the featured MCIP math topics earlier into 
their curriculum offerings. During the training year the participants also used less 
of their mathematics textbooks and worksheets and increased their usage of 
manipulatives, calculators, and hands-on activities. They reported using more 
cooperative learning in their classrooms and facilitating more student discussions in 
their lessons. Many of their lessons during the training year focused on problem 
solving activities and applications of math to real life situations. Over half of the 
participants reported that they provided home learning activities which promoted the 
cooperation of students and their parents working to apply math to everyday life 
situations. 
The MCIP/88 participants also performed as mathematics staff developers at 
their home school sites and trained colleagues at their grade level as well as in their 
schools-at-large with MCIP materials and activities. Thus, the staff development 
activities began the process of institutionalizing the components of MCIP into local 
school cultures and began to address the challenge of restructuring and improving 
elementary mathematics curriculum. 
lmpncatjons 
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This research study provides evidence that the MCIP staff development project 
was successful in its third year of implementation. To better understand how the 
MCIP/88 project successfully influenced teachers to change their attitudes, improve 
upon their teaching behaviors, and increase their staff development leadership skills 
at their home school sites, this researcher will turn to four educational researchers 
who have identified factors that lead to or hinder change and effective innovations by 
teachers. The factors identified by Stallings, Miles, Fullan, and Pink will act as a 
screening device to allow this researcher to identify the strengths and weakness of the 
MCIP project. 
Stallings (1989) states that teachers are more likely to change their behavior 
and continue to use new ideas under the following conditions: 
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Egure 2. Stallings' nine factors that affect teacher change 
1. they become aware of need to improve through self analysis; 
2. they have a written commitment to try new ideas in their classroom the next 
day; 
3. they modify workshop ideas to work in their classrooms and school; 
4. they try the ideas and evaluate the effect; 
5. they observe in each others's classrooms and analyze their own data; 
6. they report their success or failures to their group; 
7. they discuss problems and solutions regarding individual students and or 
teaching subject matter; 
8. they need a wide variety of approaches: modeling, simulations, observations, 
critiquing video tapes, presenting at professional meetings; 
9. they learn in their own way continuity to set new goals for professional 
growth (Stallings, 1989). 
The cornerstones of the model, according to Stallings, are: 
- Learn by doing-try, evaluate, modify, try again. 
- Link prior knowledge to new information. 
- Learn by reflecting and solving problems. 
- Learn in a supportive environment-share problems and successes. 
(p. 4) 
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Miles (1986) has identified 14 key factors that are necessary for successful 
change projects: 
figure 3. Miles' fourteen factors for successful change projects 
Initiation Implementation Institutionalization 
Linked to high profile Coordination - Embedding 
need Shared control - Linked to instruction 
Clear model of Pressure and support - Widespread use 
implementation Ongoing technical - Removal of competing 
- One or more strong assistance priorities 
advocates Early rewards for - Continuing assistance 
- Active initiation teachers 
Miles (1986) states these factors and processes of implementation can be used 
to analyze staff development projects and to guide implementation planning and 
monitoring. Stallings and Miles have identified that teachers are the key to successful 
change at the school level. Teachers must be actively involved in identifying major 
issues and concerns, and they must be willing to make a personal commitment to assist 
in solving problem situations. To assist these teachers, effective staff development 
programs are needed to provide ongoing technical assistance and initiate a network to 
allow teachers to articulate their concerns, brain storm solutions, and support each 
other as they attempt to implement new ideas and strategies in their classroom. 
Stallings and Miles agree that effective staff development programs must link 
prior knowledge to new concepts teaching, provide ongoing technical assistance, and 
allow teachers to share in the ownership of the training and the implementation. 
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Miles addresses the issue of institutionalization and believes teachers need to be 
trained to perform as staff development leaders to implement widespread use of new 
curriculum and teaching concepts within their school setting. 
Fullan (1982) found that staff development is typically unsuccessful due to a 
lack of understanding that implementation, whether voluntary or imposed, is really a 
process of resocialization. Resocialization is interaction. Learning by doing, concrete 
role models, meetings with resource consultants and fellow implementors, practice of 
behavior, ambivalence and gradual self-confidence all constitute a process directed 
toward the meaning of change more clearly. He further states that successful staff 
development programs combine concrete teacher specific training activities, ongoing 
continuous assistance and support during the process of implementation, and regular 
meetings with peers and others. 
Pink has identified 12 barriers to change and innovative effectiveness. Pink 
(1989) states that staff development, implementation of innovation, and student 
outcomes are closely interrelated, but they are unlikely to succeed in many situations 
because they require such sophisticated, persistent effort to coordinate. Any success 
that does occur is unlikely to be sustained beyond the tenure or energy of the main 
initiators of the project. 
fjgure 4. Pink's twelve factors identified as barriers to innovative effectiveness 
1 . An inadequate theory of implementation, including too little time for 
teachers to plan for and learn new skills and practices. 
2. District tendencies toward faddism and quick-fix solutions. 
3. Lack of sustained central office support and follow-through. 
4. Underfunding the project, or trying to do too much with too little support. 
5. Attempting to manage the projects from the central office instead of 
developing school leadership and capacity. 
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6. Lack of technical assistance and other forms of intensive staff development. 
7. Lack of awareness of the limitations of teacher and school administrator 
knowledge about how to implement the project. 
8. The turnover of teachers in each school. 
9. Too many competing demands or overload. 
1 O. Failure to address the incompatibility between project requirements and 
existing organizational policies and structures. 
11 . Failure to understand and take into account site-specific differences among 
schools. 
1 2. Failure to clarify and negotiate the role relationships and partnerships 
involving the district and the local university - who in each case had a role, 
albeit unclarified, in the project. (Pink 1989, pp. 22-24) 
Using the factors identified by Stallings, Miles, Fullan and Pink as a screening 
device, this researcher considers the following as the strengths of the MCIP/88 
project: 
Strengths of MCIP/88 
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1 . Participants who were selected for training were interested in curriculum 
development and felt they worked well with their colleagues. 
2. Each participant made a personal commitment to the project and received a 
stipend for their participation. 
3. Participating schools made a commitment to support their newly trained 
MCIP staff developers as they trained others at the school site with MCIP materials 
and activities. 
4. Participants were trained with hands-on, activity based math materials and 
resources developed jointly by classroom teachers and university instructors. 
5. Participants were trained to use a wide variety of instructional strategies as 
they implemented MCIP activities in their classrooms. 
6. Participants formed small group networks and utilized them during the first 
semester of implementation to solve problems, brainstorm, share ideas, and report 
personal successes and failures. 
7. Participants were encouraged to adapt, extend and creatively use all of the 
MCIP materials and activities to meet the needs in their own classroom. 
8. Participants received a budget to purchase resources, materials, books, and 
provide a stipend to teachers they trained with MCIP activities. 
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9. Participants were invited to participate in ongoing workshops and training 
sessions. Many of the experienced participants took leadership roles in these training 
sessions by sharing their experiences and modeling teaching strategies for new 
participants. 
1 O. The MCIP project has received on going funding from the State of Illinois and 
the Archdiocese of Chicago to continue to develop math resource materials and 
implement ongoing staff development training for experienced and new teachers who 
join the project. 
Using the factors identified by Stallings, Miles, Fullan and Pink as a screening 
device, this researcher considers the following as the weaknesses of the MCIP/88 
project. 
Weaknesses of MCIP/88 
1 . Fourteen MCIP/88 participants did not follow-through and return their 
post-surveys which may indicate they did not follow through with MCIP/88 for the 
entire academic year. Better communication is needed to follow all of the participants 
closely after training has been completed and implementation is started. 
2. Participants indicated that the materials used during the workshop and later 
at the home school sites lacked a professional appearance. Some of the grant monies 
should be dedicated to professionally designing and printing the M.A.T.H. handbook and 
other materials and handouts. 
3. Participants indicated the need for more training in the area of evaluation to 
measure student learning outcomes as they incorporated MCIP components into their 
math curriculum. 
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4. Participants wanted more training throughout the academic year as they 
began to implement MCIP into their mathematics lessons. The summer workshop 
training and the follow-up meetings during the first semester of the 1988-89 school 
year did not provide enough technical assistance to complete the entire cycle of MCIP 
for the length of the school year. 
5. Permanent multi-year funding is needed to allow MCIP to expand and 
improve upon its successes and strengths. The need to annually pursue a funding 
source limits the quality and, potentially, the life span of the project. This annual 
process also depletes energy and time that could be devoted to enhancing the quality of 
the projects activities. 
Limitations of the Study 
There were three limitations in this evaluation study of the MCIP/88 staff 
development training that will not allow the findings to be generalized to other 
educational situations: 
1 . The findings of this study are limited to the performance and attitudes of 
teachers who participated in MCIP/88. The results cannot be generalized to other 
MCIP workshop training sessions, or to other staff development math training 
situations. 
2. The majority of the participants were from the Chicago Archdiocese Schools. 
The archdiocese is limited in staff development funds and resources, and, therefore, 
the norm for Archdiocesan classroom teachers has been to take a very active role in 
curriculum decision-making and promoting grass root staff development projects. 
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3. All of the participants received a stipend and optional course credit for their 
participation in the workshop training and for their role as staff developer at their 
home school site. 
Recommendations 
The following recommendations are based upon the findings of this study, the 
literature review, and input from the directors of this project. 
1. Future evaluations to measure the successes and failures of MCIP should be 
done minimally over a one to two year span of time. The research on change and 
implementation done by Fullan and others supports the notion that initiation of a 
project like MCIP can be done in a short period of time but implementation takes one 
to two years and institutionalization can take three to five years. 
2. The MCIP workshop training session should not be held exclusively during 
summer months when teachers do not have an opportunity to implement and adapt new 
concepts and teaching strategies immediately in their classroom. The workshop 
training should occur during the school year allowing for participants to practice use 
of new materials and ideas with the opportunity to return to the ongoing workshop for 
continued technical assistance and support. 
3. The process of MCIP training has been found to be effective and professional 
but the teaching/resource products (materials, M.A.T.H. Resource Guide, etc.) lack 
professional appearance. Money needs to be used to develop and print materials 
professionally and offer them for sale to interested teachers and administrators. 
4. Permanent funding needs to be secured for the MCI P project from the 
Archdiocese of Chicago to allow MCIP to become a permanent, ongoing staff 
development training program for all of the classroom teachers in the school system. 
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Impact of MCIP on This Researcher's School 
As a primary building principal, this researcher had the opportunity to 
involve some of my teachers in the MCIP/88 training process and begin to implement 
the components of MCIP into the mathematics curriculum from grades K-3. The 
district had just completed a NCA year-long study to review and improve mathematics 
curriculum. A review and study of mathematics textbooks had just been completed and 
it was decided we would continue to use the Addison-Wesley mathematics textbook 
because it had been revised and contained a lot of hands-on math activities and 
promoted lessons using cooperative learning and teacher facilitation. Math Their Way 
activities were also featured in the revised edition and the teachers agreed this text 
would provide a fresh approach to teaching elementary mathematics. To complement 
the new textbook adoption the teachers involved with MCIP/88 provided inservice to 
our staff sharing graphing activities, use of manipulations, problem-solving 
activities, estimation and probability. Card games were introduced to provide an 
alternative approach to drill and practice of basic facts. Math games were also 
introduced to provide a creative and motivating approach to address teaching basic 
facts in the math curriculum. 
As I observed in classrooms during the 1988-89 school year it was immediately 
apparent that mathematics lessons had become a very enjoyable time not only for the 
students but for the teachers. The teachers shared with me on many occasions that 
their students did not realize they were having a math lesson and requested more 
activities from the M.A.T.H. handbook. On days the students worked in the traditional 
mode of using the text and working through math problems they remarked they missed 
working in cooperative groups and doing hands-on problem solving activities dealing 
with real life situations. 
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During the 1988-89 school year I observed many of my teachers working in 
informal collegial groups sharing new ideas, brain-storming and developing a plan to 
use less of their textbook and more of the MCIP materials. Many of my teachers 
shared with me they previously had not enjoyed teaching math in their classroom and 
were quite surprised how well cooperative learning enhanced their lessons and 
increased better student learning outcomes. They also shared they enjoyed deviating 
from their math textbook and had not done so in the past because they did not have any 
other resources or quality math materials available to them. 
MCIP has made a very positive impact upon my primary building and has been 
institutionalized within our elementary math curriculum since 1988. The teachers I 
supervise strongly believe MCIP provides an improved and much more effective means 
to teach mathematics. As a school we have observed better student learning outcomes 
in math for a majority of our students. Many of my veteran teachers have candidly 
expressed the fact they now enjoy teaching mathematics to their students. This had not 
always been the case. 
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APPENDIX A 
STATE: OF lll!NOIS 
BOARD OF HIGHER. EDUCATION 
500 Reisch Building 
4 West Old Capitol Square 
Springfield, Illinois 62701 
Request for Proposals 
l'ederal Grants Fer the Improvement cf Instruction in !1athematics, 
Science, Computer Lear::.!ng, and foreigp Language 
Policy Objectives 
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The Illinois Board of Higher Education in recent years has approved pcl!cy 
objectives and priorities that are designed to assist .-1th e!forts to ioprove 
elementary/secondary education in the state. Such policy object!ves e~pb.a-
size cooperation betveen institutions of higher education and elementary/ 
secondary education to achieve the follo-"ing: 
improve high school preparation for baccalaureate degree progr=s; 
prepare more minority high school students for baccalaureate degree 
programs; 
"~A~-~~p·~" ~~ ~o~~ ~~~~~--~• ,--,------- -- --~ ------·-, 
improve school curricula and instruction; 
assist with district-defined teacher training, retraining, and 
in-service training. 
Many of these objectives will be met through State-funded programs. In addi-
tion, the following Federal program vill provide funds to improve elementary/ 
secondary education. 
Federal Grants for Pro~rams 
Financial assistance will be provided Wlder the authority of the Federal 
Education for Economic Security Act-Title II for programs that: 
improve elementary/secondary teacher skills and student learning in 
math, science, computer learning, and foreign languages; 
will be implemented cooperatively among the higher education 
community and the elementary/secondary education community. 
Last year, fiscal year 1988 (FY1988), the Illinois board of Higher Education 
(IBHE) and the State Board of Education (SB!) jointly applied for and 
received a total of $3,395,374, of which $1,663,734 ~aR distributed by the 
State 8oard of Education to local school districts and $il3,028 was desig-
nated.by che SBE for e.xemplary progrlllllS and other purpo•••• 
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Tbe Illinois Board of Higher Education received $50,931 for assessment and 
administration and allocated $967,681 to higher educat!on programs in two 
grant categories: (A) teacher training programs and (B) cooperat!ve devel-
op,i,ental programs for student learning and performance projects. lo the 
selection of proposals, high priority ~as given to proposals ai:ed at meet!=-i 
the federal objectives and the Illinois Board of Higher Educat!on policy 
objectives listed above. A total of 52 proposals were submitted, of ~h!ch 24 
were selected and funded. 
Tbe IBBE and SBE have received a fourth year of funds under th!s program 
totaling $5,018,536, which is a total of $1,623,162 more than last year. rhe 
SBE vill distribute $2,4!9,083 to local school districts and allocate 
$1,053,892 to exemplary programs and other purposes. The IBHE received 
$1 1 505,561 of which $1,430,282 is for grants to projects in the sa..ce :wo 
categories as last year: (A) teacher training programs and (B) cooperative 
developmental programs for student !earning and performance projects, 
Further information about these categories follows. 
Projects previously funded must demonstrate successful results and outcomes 
achieved. Nev proposals vill also be accepted. Tbe following schedule 'Jill 
be followed for the nl989 proposals and gx-ants: 
November 18 1 1988 
January 10 1 1989 
September 30, 1989 
Higher Education Grant Categories 
A. Teacher Training Grants 
Postmark date for proposals to be 
submitted to the Board of Higher 
:C:..ucation office 
Board of Higher Education approval of 
grants 
Final date to ~end funds 
Public and private higher education institutions may submit proposals for 
one or • ore of the folloving types of programs: 
l) a traineeship program for nev teachers vbo will specialize in 
teaching mathematics and science at the secondary level; 
2) a retraining progx-am for secondary school teachers vho currently 
specialize in disciplines ot~er than the teaching of mathematics and 
science to bec0111e specialized in the teaching of aathematics, 
acienca, or computer learuing; 
3) an in-service training program for elementary, secondary, or voca-
tional school teachers to improve their teaching skills in the fields 
of mathematics, science, and computer leaning, 
To be eligible for considera~on, the prograa deacribed above must be 
developed and implemented in cooperatioa with local achool iistricts to •••t acbool d1atr1ct-dafinad needs, Since the Sl:nc 1Sbard of Education 
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vill distribute grants to local school districts to support teacher 
participation in retrailling and io-service traii::ing progra::.s, the higher 
education program proposals should seek ways to pool resources vith local 
school district resources for this purpose. 
B. Cooperative Developmental Grants 
Public and private higher education institutions may submit proposals for 
projects designed to improve elecentary/secondary school students' under-
standing and performance in mathematics, science, computer lear:iing, and 
foreign languages. Proposals submitted within this category must be 
based upon cooperative agreements among one or more higher education 
institutions, local school districts, state or reaional education agen-
cies, private industry and private nonprofit orsanizatious. 
Approval of Grants: 
!be IBHE staff ~~11 recommend that the IBHE approve proposals selected 
for grants at the Board's January 10, 1989 meeting, Following approval, 
grant funds will be distributed to the applicant institutions pursua~t to 
a grant agreement between the IBHE and the applicant institution which, 
among other things, will include a program completion date, the grace 
amount, assurance of compliance with federal regulations, and require-
ments for evaluation and audit reports. 
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FEDE?....\L EOUCATlC:-1 F:R ::c::10iHC Sc':Ct.'iUTY Ac:-!itle II 
(Public ~aw 98-377) 
Program !itl•: Xathematics Curriculum !~provement Project 
Ia st i tutioa: Loyola University of Chicago 
Address: ____ _,;;8~2~0'--'--~~--~~chigan Avenu_·e ___ c_h_i_c_a_2_0~,_I_l_l_i_n_o_i_s_6_C_6_l_l ___ _ 
Graac Catea~ry: A, 
(check one) 
lL 
X Teacher traiaina proaram 
Cooperative Developmeatal Program 
Graat .\!lount ReGuested !~r Curreat Year: 
Signatures: 
Campus President/Chancellor: 
Diane Schiller Kay ~onroe Smith 
Name (Please l'RlNI or EPE) !lame (Pleue l'Rl:H or TYPE) 




Attach signature, name, addr••~, and telephone for the Chi•! Administrative 
Officer of each cooperating entity. 
(PI.USE SUBMIT ORlGISAI. A.'(!) FOUR COPI!S OF THE PROPOSAL) 
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ST~7E CF !LL[~OIS 
DCA~D 0F' H:~:1:l ;;:.;·· .. rCAT::~; 
FEOE?...\L :.01,;Ct,rrc:; :'CR ::cc:;C~'.lC SSCt.:iUTY ,\ct-I1tl~ II 
(PC3LIC L~~ 3~-377) 
ASSUR,\:,CES 
1:; sr 1 r:.; r r cN 
hereby assures: 
1. thac it shall enter into an ag::-eemeot wi:h a local school distric:(s) co 
provide training for elemeotary/s~c:oodary school teachers; 
2. thac federal funds received under this ,:ant will supple!Hnt ratner than 
supplant other sources of fuods; 
3. that this program will meet the objectives of the Educatioo for Econo~c 
Security Act Title II; 
4. that this pro,ram will take into account the need for students from 
historically underrepresented and underserved ~roup~ aod students who are 
&ifted and talented to havft &reater access to and participation in 
mathematics, scieoce, aod computer learning; 
5. that the program management and fiscal adl'lini'ltratioo shall be in 
accordance with Educ:at'ion for F.:conomic Security Act Title :.I objectives 
and accounting procedures which will assure arlequate accounting and 
record• of funds. 
Signature,: 
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Pre sideot: Program Director:_ ., f __ f . a~ Silvtl 1~:f: ¼/JrcP1/Jnl,✓~// 
Signature 
Diane Schiller Kay Monroe s~i:h 
Name (Please PRl:,r or In>£) Na- (Please PR.HI! or I'i?E) 
December 28, 1987 
Date Date 
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ABSTRACT 
TI:e .\1.4.THE.\fAT!CS Cl:RFJc.;c_;,1.,11.HP?..O'vE.\fE.VT PRO;EC-;" (\'.CP) co:::::::-:es 
t::e resources of excellent teachers from t:ie Ccck, Dl.lPage, a:-.d Lake Cc·.;:::y 2.~!::. 
schools, Loyc:a Cniversity, :he Chicago A:chdiocesa:i School sys:e::1 a:id ot::e: ::::e:~s:e: 
private and public school dimic:s, and the lllicois Board of H:g::er Ec~ca:ion :o: 
1) improve the ma:h competeccies of existir.g teachers; 
2) expand the group of teachers usi.,g an ac:iV1ty foc.ised ::iath c'.m:C'.;!u::i; 
3) capitalize on the skills developed by veteran MCIP teachers to :ielp ::::.:..:. 
new mathematics teacher leaders and institutionalize r::a:he:::a:ics C'.::-
riculum improvement; and 
4) develop an internship program for excellent elementary edi.;ca:.ion sruden:s. 
Veteran participants from 25 schools 'Nill exte::d and expand t::e ~.fC!P ::: :::e:: sc:c:::. 
New participants from 25 schools will improve their own knowledge base in mathema::cs 
to prepare t.'lem for mathematics curriculum leadership roles in t.ieir schools. I:, addi• 
tion, they each will train three teachers from their school who will help them institutior.al• 
ize the improved mathematics curriculum. Twenty-five excellent undergraduate education 
students are also included in the project to enhance their own professional training and to 
find role models to emulate. 
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i\EEDS IDE\TIFICATIO\ 
E1idence from 19S7 :'\!athem:itics Curriculum lmpro1ement P:o~ect 
Program Conte/It a!ld S:aff De.e!opment 
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Evaluation of t:ie .'.1ATHE.\fAT:CS cr..:P .. PJCr..:u.:.\f !Jf?RO'vZ.' . .'EST ??::Ee-: 
(MCIP) sponsored by :he r:'.inois BoJ.rd of H:g:1e: Educa:ion in :9S7 i:-.:::ca:e::! :::a: ::::s 
type of teacher-leader rr:odel of staff deve!opment :or irnplemen:i::g an ac::·,~:y or:e:-.:ed 
approach to mathe::nat:cs C'Jrr:cu!u::1 and ir.st:-J":on is needed across ':o:::i pu·:::c a:-.::! 
private school systems in the Cook, DuPage, a.:ic! Lake County areas. Six pr:g:a.:::s, :o:::. 
local and national, were brought to the attention of the education co::r....-::ur.i:y ::::o•..:;=i :::e 
MCIP. This section describes the most pertinent findings about program ccn:en: ar.d s:a:f 
development drawn from the 1987 program. 
The Mailtematics Ac:iviry Teachers Handbook (MA T.H.) is the fJ::carr.ental :=o:::-
ponent of the program. Teachers report high st'.ldent interest in the activities. T.1is l:ig:1 
student interest has helped attract other teachers in :he school to the Y.CIP ;;rcg:a:::. 
Teachers report about 75% success rate with the home learning activities sectio:1 of t::e 
handbook. Some parent training is necessary, especially in the lower SES sctools. As a 
result, a proposal, Partners in Education, has been subrrjtted to the Illinois Sta:e Board of 
Education Educational Improvement competitive funding awards. 
MA T.H. also meets 95% of the mathematics Yiodel uarr.ir.g Objec:ives for :::e 
end of grades 3, 6, and S developed by the· state. Teachers reported that :he sa:-.-:?:e 
ev:ilu:ition questions in :\LA.TH. have been hel?f'J! in developing an assess:r.ent i::s::'J• 
ment !or the learning outcomes for m:i:ter.:a:ics. 
During the fall, :in addicion:il S3 Chicago A.!chdiocesan :e:ichers h:i,e worked ,.,:t:-i 
the h:indbook and trained one colleague in their school in the use of :ictivi:ies to hel;i s:'J• 
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dents und.:rst.1nd fr.1ctions, ,1 hoie numoers. cecirr:.1'.s, and :n:egers. This t~ree sess;c:: 
workshop was so success:ul :::a: :::e C.1thoiic School Office will not on1y re?e.1: :: Wi:~ 
additional c::apters and appendices, out identify !cad :eachers who wi:1 be assts:e::: :o -:c 
some staff ceve!opment work with ~f.A.T.H. in the local councils. 
M.A T.H. has been ex;,anced to inc!ude short chapters on ~a:h and A.rt, ~fa::: a:::J 
Music, and Math Games. Two publishers, Gorsuch Scarisbrick and Merri!!, have :::c:-
cated interest in publishing the manuscript. 
The Mathematics Pentathlon was anot.'ler MCIP success. In addition to :t:e 9"' 
Archdiocesan participantS, administrators, teachers, and parentS representing Distric:s 36, 
51, 63, 65, n, 74, 90, and 97, and DistrictS 1 and 8 of the Chicago School District at• 
tended tbe programs. The instructional content of the games is excellent for c!assroor:1 
use. However, the administration at Loyola University felt that the S27 tournament er.::-:1 
fee per student might exclude too many children and declined to be a tournament site. 
Although Loyola University will not sponsor the Mathematics Pentathlon Tourna-
ment, the notion of a mathematics tournament to improve basic skills through games ts 
still interesting to the MCIP participants. Twelve tournament games (grades 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 
and 7-8) dealing with whole numbers/decimals, statistics, and integers have been 
developed. All of the games can be ;,layed with regular decks of playing cards, making 
them inexpensive as well as excellent oppor:unities for parent/child interaction. It is ex-
pected that tournament costS should not ·exceed 52.00 per student. The Chicago 
Archdiocese and Loyola University will pilot this program during the spring of 1988. It 
will be refined and opened to ;ill schools i:1 the Chicago metropolitan area as part of the 
MCIP program ior the next ac:idemic year. 
The 1987 :'>fCIP summer institute also sponsored a speci:il session with David P:ige, 
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a nationally known expert on the use of the calculator in the c!Jssroom. A ..s a ~es:.i:: of 
the MCIP participants' enthusiastic respor..se, 3 additional workshop r1rogra:-:1s 11 e~e of-
fered to S 1 teachers. Another workshop is scheduled for spr:ng, l 9SS. Dr. Pa~e . .,ill .1:so 
work with interested MCIP teachers to develop calculator activities for :he \LA.TH. 
At a cost of nearly S 1000, the Activities Integrating Math and Science (AI\fS) 
program was brought in from Fresno, California. This SSF dissemi:1ated progra.:n was 
received most enthusiastically by the MCIP panicipantS. As a result of their uni;:.ia::::ed 
recommendations, six workshops for 103 teachers were scheduled during the :all by :~e 
Catholic School Office and at least 2 more will be held in the spring. 
MCIP assisted with additional staff development programs for the Archdiocese. 
They included: Reading in Science and ~fathematics--101 teachers and Compu:e~s--69 
teachers. In accordance with (esearch findings and MCIP philosophy, all workshops bad 
multiple sessions (2-9). In addition to the 50 summer MCIP participantS, 467 teachers in 
82 schools have become part ·of tbe MCIP. 7he indirect impact of MCIP is even greater 
since all workshop ·participantS were required to work ~th at least one other coi!eag,.;e :n 
their school. 
Through the Center for the Study of Private Education at Loyola University and 
dedicated and committed faculty, MCIP effortS continue. MCIP spring seminars for 
Archdiocesan teachers include repetitions of Reading in Science and Math, Al\fS, 
M.A. T.H., Calculators, and Computers. Additional spring seminars include ~fath Their 
Way, the Library as a Resource for :'vfathematics rnstruction, ar.d How to Build a Rocket. 
Inservices are scheduled for Council II (Dislrict) in the Archdiocese, Districts 86 and 118 
in Cook County, and the Lake County Region3l Service Center. 
Communication is impo113nt. MCIP h:15 m3de our p:micip:ints 3w:1re of the the 
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Loyola Literacy Lifelines conference, the De?au! Cniversity/Chic:igo T;;bu:-:e s:oci-
market program, the \fathCounts compe:ition, and special programs frorn the Shec::! 
Aquarium, the Museum of Science and Industry, the Fieid \.-fuseum, a;;d Ex;:,ress.,~ ays .¼: 
Program. The MCIP staff is C'.J~rently reV1e.,..ing Se\'eral projectS for ;:,ossib!e ;:,;cg:.:i::-: 
content: t.":e Corridor Partnership for E."tce!lence in Education; Project SITE; Resou;=e 
Problems to Enhance the Teaching of \.-fathematics; Hands On Science Ou:reach; a::c 
problem solving computer software. 
There were three significant outcomes of this project in regard to staff develop-
ment. One of the most potentially powerful findings deals with the professional develop-
ment of the participants. Written reports indicate that working with their colleagues has 
had an empowerin1 effect on these veteran teachers. Eight MCIP par.icipantS have been 
hired by the Catholic: School Q!fice to assist with the district wide inservices. Five MCIP 
participants have been designated as Joyce Scholars and will be employed by the 
Archdiocese to develop model summer school magnet programs. Ot.'ier opporT.ir.ities :or 
professional development furnished by :,..fCIP include: ,the Foundation for face!!ence in 
Teaching's Golden Apple Awards, the A.ASA exemplary Staff Development Awards, the 
Tandy Educational Grants Proifam. and our own Partners in Education program. Eigh-
teen MCIP participants have entered an administration certification program; two have 
entered a Ph.D. program. Six participantS have taken the pre ;:ram for university credit 
and are still undecided about a program. 
The short-term cost effectiveness of the program !und( ! by the Illinois Board of 
Higher Education for 19S6 was S230/teacher trained or S7.70/$ 1c!ent served. The short• 
term cost effectiveness for the 1987 program was S46/teacher t; ':1ed or Sl.50 per student 
served. This represents a five fold improvement in the \,fCIF ,ort•term cost effective• 
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ness. Long-term consider~tions inc!ude school curriculum improvemenr, developme::, of 
district personnel a.s inser,ice leaders, continl.!ed cont~ct with university education 
faculty, practical e~-perience for graduate students, and training of undergradua:e st:i• 
dents for an even greater cost effective base. Kot only has the teacher-leader mode! ..:sed 
in the MCIP proved cost effective, it has produced a group of confident. in,eremd 
professionals who have been energized by the experience, something no a.'1lount of mor.ey 
can buy. 
The MCIP proiram bas acted as a vehicle to keep participants informed of iir.por-
tant new research findings in mathematics education. MCIP participanu have read and 
discussed the following articles: "How the Experu Teach Math", U.S. Office of Education; 
•solvin& the Arithmetic Problem•, Harvard Educational Letter; • A Japanese Educator's 
Perspective on Teacbina Mathematics in the Elementary School" and "How Much of t::e 
Content in Mathematics Textbooks Is New?", Arithmetic Teacher. The MCIP will also 
print a newsletter to keep participants informed of events. highlight participants' ef!or,s, 
and summarize important research in!onnation. Few teachers belong to professional 
organizations and even fewer to the National Council· of Teachers of Mathematics 
(NCTM). The MCIP has kept uiem informed of such things as regional math meetings, 
"Square One TV", a Children's Television Workshop series about mathematics, materials 
provided by NCTM such u pamphlets to help parents work with their children at home, 
and a pamphlet givin1 ideas on techniques to increase instructional time in mathematics. 
Eight undergraduate students participated. They reported th.it the most valuable 
experiences were 1) the small group school problem solving discussions and 2) the work 
they did in the p:irticip:ints' c:l:issrooms. Students rated their ~tCIP p:irticipation as one of 
the most significant pro(ession.il e:cperienc:es in their te:icber education proaram. A5 a 
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result of the progr:im, s~x of :he eight underg~:id?J:::es have ceciced to 
course work necessary to become a m:ithe:natics speci:i!ist. 
.. 
I 
The undergraduates worked an average of 10 hours in the schools of ci::e~e::t ;::2.:-
ticipants. Several teacher participants indicated that this was an essential co:::;,or.e::t :: 
their successful implementation of the program since it gave them some r:-:uc:i ::ee::!e::! 
additional time. Scores on the final examination for the undergraduates ::a::ged f:om S-:' • 
96%. Oral reports indicated insight into teaching beyond the typical u::de::g:-ad,.;a:e 
education experience. 
Evidence from Processional ColleaiUes 
Independent verification of the quality of the MCIP comes from mathematics 
educators in the Illinois Network of Pre-College Mathematics Programs. MCIP was one 
of two projects requested to present a formal update at the annual meeti.,g on December 
1, 1987. One of the -principal investigators of this project has been appointed to the 
network's board of directors. A subcommittee on staff development has been for:ned by 
the network to find successful methods to increase the impact of good programs. Both 
principal investigators of this project are members of the subcommittee. 
MCIP was presented at the Illinois Council of Teachers of Mathematics, October. 
1987. It will be presented at the aMual Association of Supervision and Curriculum 
Development meeting. March, 19S8. Proposals have been or will be submitted for the fol-
lowing annual meetinp: National Council ofTeachers of ~fathematics; American Educ:i• 
tional Research Association; and National Council of Staff Development. 
MCIP related articles have appeared in the Illinois ~bthematics Teacher, The 
Arithmetic Teacher and StafT OtYelopmcnt. Public relations material h:is app~:ired in the 
Chicago Catholic, the Loyola Alumni News, The ~orwood R::view, The Brighton Park 
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and McKinley Park Lfe. and The Southwest ~ews Herald, as well as nu:-:ie~ows c:1,.;:c, 
and school bulletins. 
Eridence from the Cooperating School System 
Much o{ the impetus for this cooperative effort has come from the C;;icap 
Catholic School Office; however, work INith teachers from other districts :ndica:es t::at :::e 
need for interesting, motivationa~ mathematics activities is communi:y INide. The C~:• 
riculum Committee of the Archdiocesan Education Office has revised their rr.a:he:::a::cs 
objectives according to guidelines from the National Council of Teachers of ~fatl::e:na::cs, 
results from the National A.S5essment of Educational Progress, and their own local ::eeds. 
The committee realizes that setting goals is merely the beginning and that classroom ap-
plication is the real heart of curriculum change. Therefore, the committee has requested 
the assistance of the School of Education at Loyola t:niversity to help ¼ith the implemen-
tation of the revised mathematics curriculum. 
The development of the Archdiocesan curriculum goals is the result of extensive 
feedback from administrators 'Nlthin the system. The. Chapter U Principals' Advisory 
Committee of the Chicago Archdiocese identified the improvement of teachers in science 
and mathematics as one of two primary needs in their schools. Principals are also eager 
to move from a textbook-based curriculum to an activities and problem solving oriented 
mathematics curriculum. Over 225 school evaluation visitations in the Chic;.i.go 
Archdiocesan schools document the need for ieacher training in delivery of mat!'leIT;atics 
instruction. 
Bec.iuse of scant resources, staff development in the Chi 1go Archdiocesan schools 
is more problematic than in other school systems. Each schoc' is org:inized as a district 
but without resources for curriculum or staff de,·elopment pers• 1nel. Therefore. teachers 
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need to be trained to :ict with the principal :is curricu!um !e:iders. The princi;:,:i!s ~!:ci;-
n:ze th:ll te:ichers have great powers as decision-m:ikers in their c!assroo:r.s. TI-.e:~ 
responsibility as le:iders is to insure that expertise. A method to t:ain existing ;,e:sor.ne: 
is urgently needed. 
Additional evidence for teacher training is found in a needs assess~ent i..~stn;~e::t 
designed by the Chicago Archdiocesan Education Office corn.r..ittee assigned to ex;,lc:: 
the needs of the elementary schools. The assessment took the form of a priority si.:r1:y 
and was distributed to 360 elementary school principals. The Mathematics •J.r::-iC'.i:i.:::i 
Improvement Project will touch on four needs identified by over half of the ;:,r.ncipals as 
having highest priority. 1) workshops and institutes for professional development of 
teachers; 2) provision of consultation servi~s for curriculum and/or instructional 
problems at individual schools; 3) provision of consultation services for short and lor:g• 
range planning and research at individual schools; and 4) provision of resources for ir.• 
novative programs. More detailed analysis of this data shows that three of these four 
needs have highest priority among Black and Hispanic schools; have shown little change 
in priority ratings since 1976; and have been viewed u ineffectively dealt \\ith by over 
75% of the principals in the system. 
TARGET POPULATION 
The target population includes 25 schools from both th~ public and priv:l!e schoc! 
systems in the Cook. DuPage, and Lake County areas who h:i,·~ ~:irticipated in \KIP ar.d 
have signed the agreement to mue a school-wide effort to irr :::nent MCIP (See Objec-
tive #1). An addition:il 25 new te:ichers from other private :i public school Jimicts i:i 
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Cook. Lake, and DuP:ige counties will be recruited. Si:ice adcitior.:il ::.::-.di:,g :or r:-:e 
development and piloting of the :\ICIP project has ccme :hroi.;gh T.-:e C:it::o!ic Sc:-:ooi Of-
fice, 30 (60~) of t!':e :ivail:ible slots will be allocated to teachers \\Orkir.g ,n :!-::it sys:e:::. 
The Archdiocese of C::icago ser,,es the Ciry of Chicago and t:ie commu:i.ities of Cooi,; a:-:d 
Lake County. Currently, 2.4 million Catholics ( 40% of the total population) live i:i :::is 
area. Of these, approxirr.ately 550,000 are Hispanic; 100,000 are Black; and the rerr.ai::-
ing 1.75 million represent a great ethnic diversity. 
The Education Office serves the planning, curriculum, and administrative needs of 
416 elementary and high schools with an enrollment of nearly 175,000 students. This is 
the largest private school system in the United States, and the seventh largest of all sys-
tems iJl the nation. There are over 57,000 mioority students. and over 38,000 non-
Catholic students attending th~e schools. Just over 35% of the elementary schoois \~ithi:i 
the system are participating in the MCIP program, an increase of 20% since 1986. The 
MCIP III summer institute program will train teachers in an additional 15% of t::e 
elementary schools by October 1, 1988. 
No organized or systematic program for the gifted student exists in the 
Archdiocesan system. The MATHEMATICS CURRICULU~ I~PROVE~E:-.T 
PROJECT will address the needs of gifted students by expanding the mathematics cur• 
riculum to include such traditionally advanced topics as probability, statistics, coordinate 
geometry, and abstract algebra. All children °will be exposed to these topics at each grade 
level. A long term mathematics curriculum goal is to graduate 50-80% of eighth grace 
students \\ith a high school algebra credit. 
MCTP is evidence that talented and dedicated teachers can reform their cur-
riculum. t-.1CIP is further evidence that children can be excited about mathematics. 
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I.MPLEME:'-iTATION OF ILLI~OIS BOARD OF HIGHER EDCC..\TIO:--,' 
POLICY OBJECTIVES 
11 
The MA THE¼li. TICS CCRRICt:U::-.t I:v!PROVEMENT PROJECT atte::ds :o 
tbree of the five policy objectives of the Illinois Board of Higher Educa:ion desig:1ed :o 
assist witb efforts to improve elementary education in tbe state: 
to improve preparation of new teacher; 
to improve school curricula and instruction in mathematics; and 
to assist witb district-defined teacher training, retraining. and 
in.service training. 
The vision of tbis program -is to combine the resources of Loyola University, t::e 
Archdiocesan School Sy,tem and otber interested public and private school districtS, 
talented veteran MCIP teachers, and the Illinois Board of Higher Education to: 
improve tbe matb competencies of teachers; 
implement a mathematics activities oriented curriculum faithful to the ob-
jectives outlined by the Archdiocesan Education Office Curriculum Com-
mittee. tbe Illinois State Board of Education, and the National Council of 
Teachers of Mathematics; 
develop a group of teacher-leaders; and 
develop an internship program for excellent elementary education s,uc!ents. 
The Objectives. Activities. and Evaluations which follow operationalize these ai:-::s 
according to the guidelines of the Request for Proposals. The j)receding narrative :ittests 
to the collaborative nature of this project; a brief review of the literature guiding this 
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proposal will provide evidence of its research b.1se. 
LITERATURE RE\1EW 
It is essential that continued funding be made available io successf!.;l ;,~c,ec:s. 
Professor Ralph Tyler, r.ational and international expert on c:irric.Jlum ::::;,:err:er:tatic::. 
points out that "it takes six or seven yean to get a refor.n really worki::g as i:-.ter.de:. 
Most implementation plans greatly underestimate the amount of time required" (1987). 
From the perspective of over SO years in educational reform, he notes that 
Proposals for education reform o~en meet an early demise because they lack 
focus, they are not accompanied by a feasible plan for implementation, and 
they are not accompanied by the requisite resources for effective implemen-
tation. A.s a result, !ew individuals can remember the reforn-..s t.':at were 
adopted in an earlier period (1987). 
MCIP has three major goals. improving the mathematics curriculum and instruc-
tion, assisting with district staff development efforts, and improving the pre?aration of 
new teachers. 
Improvln1 School Curriculum :ind Instruction 
At least nine different national commissions have endorsed an improved rr:at!-:e-
matics curriculum to provide the human resources for high technology and growth in-
dustries that will be increasingly important to the Midwest economy. Research on 
economic growth (Walberg, 1983) suggests that improving instruction in mathematics ar.d 
science is in our nation:il interest. 
The r-.'ational Council of Teachers of Mathematics (r-.'cr.-.f) issued .1n "Agenda for 
Action: Recommendations for School ~fathematics of the 19S0s" (19S0). The recommen-
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dations represent Jc:ion to be t.:i.ken in this dec:de to improve r.i.:i.t:iernai:cs e::~c::;cr. fc: 
our youth. Studies funded by the ~Jtional Science FoundJtion, two :-r.at:-ie:r:a::cs ;m~ss-
ments by the :-,: ational . .\ssessme:u of Educational Pros:ess. and extensive sur,eys of ::ie 
opinions of both lay and profession.:i.l sectors of the society were used :o Ce\'e:o? :::ese 
recommendations. 
A curriculum \l.ithout impleme:nation plans is destined to do !f::le rr.ore :::an 
gather dust. The concerr.s and needs of teachers must be addressed in every school 
program. ~any curriculum reforms have failed because they did not attend :o the m·..:c-
tural and instirutional factors constraining teachers (Westbury, 1971; Czajki'NSki and 
Peterson, 1980). Several successful school-based projects have utilized an interactive re-
search and development approach that involves collaboration among program planners, 
researchers, and teachers (Florjo and Walsh, l9i8; Klausmeier, 1982; TiJ...1.lnoff. Ward a::d 
Griffin. 19S0; Schiiler,.Carroll and Pankake, 198~)- Another component of any suc:essful 
school-based program is principal support and leadership (Hall, 1979; Edmonds, 1979; 
Berman and ~,Laughlin, 1979; Brookover and Lazotte, 1979; Liberman and ~iller, 1981; 
and Parish and Aquila, 1982). 
A.ssistin1 \\ith District-defined Staff Development 
Meta-analyses of studies on staff development have found significant componen:s 
which have been associated with significant gains for teachers and/or students. Among 
these are semester-long programs, written materials, on-site training, classroom assis:ance, 
teacher identified needs, and feedback to participants (Joslin, 1980; Harrison, 1980). 
An organizational commitment from teachers, along with their cooperative efforts 
and active engagement is also needed if the school program is going to be successful 
(Czajkowski :ind P:ittersoo, 19S0; Libermln and ~iller, 1981; Shal:iway, 1981). Attention 
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must also be ;,:iid to te:ichers :is profession:il learners: "It is not e.,o:..;gh :r.:ir :e.:ic::e:-s 
work wouid be studied, they need to study it themselves." (Stenhouse, 1975). 
One of the requirements of a profession is :hat us me:ncers com::11.ie !J '.ea:n, 
grow, and :e:,ew themselves so that their interactions with clients are re::ec:ive of :::e :es: 
knowledge a:,d skill available to them (Griffin, 1978). Veteran teachers need :o ::::d ::ew 
challenges to keep them from becoming routinized (Tyler, 19S5). Various caree:-
development programs are now being tested: Charlotte-Mecklenburg Career Deve'.cp• 
ment Plan (19S0); Toe California Mentor Teacher Program (1983); Toe Teac::er Adviso:-
Project of tbe \.farin (Ca.) County Office of Education (1981); and the Ter.nessee Career 
Ladder Program (1984) are some models. The Council for Basic Education (:986) bas 
posed a new initiative for the 3Rs--a challenge to recognize that the recruitment, renewal, 
and retention of excellent teadters should be bound together. 
·Impro\'ina the Preparation or New Teachers 
Toe recommendations from the dearu of 24 leading research universi:ies •·the 
Holmes Group (Education Week. June 12, 1985)•· to improve the content base of 
prospective teachers by delaying clinical experience is not in keeping with what we ve 
learned from major studies of tucher education. Both the Commonwe:ilth Teacher 
Educ:ition Study (Chaners and Waples, 1929) and the Commission on Teacher Education 
(Tyler, 1938-1944) showed th:u the action of te:iching is more than presenting seiec:ed 
subject matter. Prospective teachers were involved in teaching/learning experiences f:or:: 
their freshmen year. Seminars with education professors helped them use what they were 
learning in college courses to gain an understanding of the situ:itions they encounte:-ed in 
classrooms. Thus, they were able to make the necess3ry coMe ctions between theory :ir:d 
pr3ctice. This en:ibled them 1) to underst:ind r:ither th:in simi: !y memorize m:iteri:il and 
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:) to tind role mod~ls to emul:lte (Tyler, 1985). 
Invest:gators a!so found significant contributions of school pe:s0:1.:el to t::e 
guidance, educ:nion, a:id development of prospective teachers. Without !.:ir;e. :iddi:ior.;il 
expenditures. teacher education institutions and school systems worked toge:her ,o :de:-.• 
tify and solve educational ;,roblems. The e.>..7er:eoce of the principal invest:gators of 
MCIP support the f:ndings from these two classic studies. 
OBJECID'ES, ACTIVITIES, AND EVALUATION 
Objecti\'e #1 
Twenty-five participantS from the 1987 summer workshop will expand their leader-
ship skills developed in the proaram by extending the MC!P program to a total school ef-
fort. The selected schools have agreed to the following: 
Analysis of the school mathematics curriculum to provide for 
a) schoolwide use of M.A T.H. chap ten on a monthly basis; 
b) parent training in home learning strategies for math at monthly PTA or 
Home/School meetings; 
c) at least 2 community math events; 
d) a school display of students' M.A. T.H.; 
e) timely neW! releases; 
f) weekly sharing sessions for teachers; 
g) a math focus !or the 19SS-S9 academic year inservice effort; 
h) a summer math take-home activities booklet; and 
i) de\'elopment of a plan to have algebra as the standard 8th grade curricu!um 
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within Z years. 
Classroom mathem:itics instruction will be characterized by: 
a) extensive use of problem solving; 
b) use of calculators; 
c) reading instrUction in mathematics; 
d) library activities in mathematics; 
e) use of insuuctional games; 
t) use of manipulatives; 
&) use of computers; a.nd 
h) integration of math in other content areas (see M.A. T .H. appendices). 
Trainin1 for this objective will be completed by September 30, 1988 with funding 
from the Illinois Board of Hi&her Education. It is expected that each school will conti.,ue 
to develop its rnathematia curriculum alona the MCIP iWdelines. 
Acthity 1.1 
Participa.nts will attend workshop prosrams at Loyola during the spring of 1988 ac• 
cording to the followin& timetable: 
March community math events; 
April summer activity parent handbook; 
May trainina program for parents; and 
June mathematics curriculum m'odification to include algebra as the 
standard ei&bth grade content by fall, 19S9. 
The progr:im v.'ill consist of large group lecture/discussion sessions and small group shar• 
ing and support sessions. uch small group will be led by a graduate student who is a 
Iona term veter:an of th, ~CIP proer:a,n. 
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Acthity 1.2 
Participants will work with their principals to budget the S1000 alloca:ed for :he 
MCIP program implementation. 
Acth·ity 1.3 
Participants v.ill work v.ith their principals to develop a school team to irr:;:de~e:1t 
the MCIP program. 
Activity 1.4 
The school team will hold on-site workshops each month to plan and ir::.plement 
the activity listed in Acthity 1.1. 
Evaluation 
Formative evaluation of the MCIP school plan will be provided by Loyola fac.ilty, 
graduate students, and Ralph Tyler, a national education leader in curriculum. ir.struct:on. 
and evaluation. Both quantitative and qualitative summative evaluations will be provided. 
Participants_ v.ill report the number of people attending the community math 
events; the number of parents trained to use the summer activity handbook; and tl'le per-
cent of studenu scoring 80% or more on various grade level algebra activities. Graduate 
students in consultation with Loyola (aculry, will rate the community math event plans, tl'le 
summer activity booklet, the parent training plans, and the acceleration of the mat11 cur-
riculum according to the following scale: 
S • outstanding. creative, includes more than required; 
4 • impressive, creative plan !or accomplishing the required task; 
3 • satisfactory pl:in for accomplishing the required t:isk; 
2 • fair pl:in, some of the required content missing; :ind 
1 • poor plan, 25~ or more of the required content missing. 
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Gr:idu:ite studen:s will collect anecdotes during :he sm:ill group sh:i~:nf ,essior.s. 
These anecdotes \\ill be c:i:egorized and reported. Participants wiil also :,e req,.;;:ed :o 
provide some type of evaluative feedback for their comrr.un.i:y rr::i:h ;,ro;ec:s. s':.:::-_-::e: ac-
tivity handbooks, parent training, and math curriculum acceleration. Tius wiil be col-
lected and reported. 
Objective #2 
In addition to the 2.S veteran participants mentioned in Objecth·e #1, 25 new ;,a:-
ticipants will be selected for the summer institute. All participants will increase :~eir own 
competencies in mathematics. The summer institute will focus on problem solving, c:ass• 
room application of historical mathematics ideas, classroom applications of calculators 
and computers, and integration of mathematics instruction with science and other subject 
areas. 
This objective '4-ill be completed by August 15, 1988 with funding from the Illinois 
Board of Higher Education. 
ActMty 2.1 
Teacher participants and undergraduate inttrns will attend a summer 
institute/course (Curr 309) which will extend their mathematics competencies in the areas 
descnoed in Objecth·t #2. Teachers may elect to receive course credit; undergraduate in-
terns must take the institute for crediL The institute ""·ill meet part of the requirements 
for the new state 6th-8th grade math cenifica'te program. 
E,·aluation 
All teacher participants and undergraduate interns will complete 100% of the as-
signmentS :ind have :u lust a 90% attend:ince rate. P:micip:intS will be asked to com-
plete 3 survey which "ill indic:ue if they pl:in to use the m:iterial in their own cl:issroor;is 
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and/or in tr:iining. Any m:iteri:il which receives less th:in :i 40':'c r:itir:g will be ~=-
evaluated. 
Objective #3 
Kew participants will learn staff development skills so that they may become mat::• 
ematics leaders, first, in their own school, and second, within their school system. TI:ey 
will work towards institutionalizing the improved mathematics curriC'..tlum. 
This objective will be completed by October, 1988 with funding from the Illi:~ois 
Board of Higher Education. 
Acthity 3.1 
Veteran participants, graduate students, iUeSts lecturers, and faculty from L:lyo!a 
UDivenity will lead afternoon workshops on staff development. Topics will include incor• 
poratin1 M.A. T .H. chapters imo the existin& mathematics curriculum, working with col• 
leagues, principals, and parents, utilizinl the llbrary for mathematics instruction, a sum• 
mer activities parent handbook, community math events, and acceleration of an existing 
mathematics curriculum to include algebra as the standard eighth grade curriculum. 
Activity 3.l 
Professor Ralph Tyler, author of "Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruction·, 
will address the whole sroup on school improvement. He will then meet with the small 
groups to help teachers respond to specific needs at their school. 
Activity 3.3 
Professor Herbert J. Walberg, national expert on school productivity, will address 
the whole 1roup on research. This will jive participants an empirical framework for their 
efforts 10 increase their school's mathematics curriculum productivity. He will then meet 
with the small a,oups to help teachers respond 10 specific needs at their own school. 
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Aclh'ity 3.4 
Dr. Anit:i. Pank:i.ke is an assistant professor of educatior:al ad::-1i:-:isr:a:ion at Ka.'1-
sas State Ur.iversity. She has been an elementary school ?rinci?al for 5 :,ears .ir:d \~orkec 
on a successful staff development project with the principal investigators. S~e w::; add:ess 
the whole group on instructional leadership and working \I.1th the principal. She w'iil ,hen 
meet with the small groups to help teachers respond to speciCc needs at their ow:1 
schools. 
Evaluation 
Small group discussion sessions have been evaluated as one of t.'1e most usefai 
techniques of professional development in five different inservice programs conduc:ed ':,y 
this Loyola faculty team. Graduate students will report on t.'1e progress of the:r g:-ou~s 
and its responses to problems as well as the presentations of the guest speakers and 
veteran participants at weelcly staff meetings. This information will be used as formative 
evaluations and necessary revisions for the next week's program will be ::iade. It will also 
be used as summative information and included in the final report. 
Objecth·e #4 
New participants will implement the MCIP program in their own school and :rain 
at least three additional colleagues. 
This objective will be completed by December, 1988 with funding from the l!linois 
Board of Higher Education. 
Activity 4.1 
Each participant will develop an outline to describe his/her work in the MCIP III 
summer institute at the first faculty meeting of the 19S8-S9 school year. Principals \olo1ll 
also be requested to allow the participanu 5 • 10 minutes on each monthly meetir:g 
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Each participant will work 1,1,ith three or more volunteers from his/her school :or a 
minimum of 10 hours during the beginning of the 19S8-89 academic: school year to intro• 
duce tbem to some of the ide:i.s from the MCIP summer institute. 
Activity 4.3 
The school team will work with tbe principal to develop a draft math inservice pla:i 
for the school for the academic: year. 
Activity 4.4 
lbe school team will work with the principal to develop an outline for a three-year 
effort to improve mathematics instruction in the school 
Activity 4.5 
Small, geoaraphic support groups will be formed. Each sroup will schedule a 
meeting in September, October, and November to share their progress, problems, and in• 
sights. 
Evaluation 
Small group leaders will rate participants on a S point scale (S • full implementa• 
tion with additional ideas; 4 • full implementation; 3 • partial implementation; 2 .. un• 
successful implementation; and 1 • no implementation). Group leaders will also rec:om• 
mend participants as leaders for MCIP inservice programs witb other schools in their dis• 
triCL 
Participanu will rate each of their colleague's ability to · · 1nslate the selected con• 
tents oC the summer institute. They will use the same scale ; described in the above 
paragraph. Partic:ipantS will develop and implement an evalu:. n procedure for his/her 
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staff development efforts \\·ith the volunteer colleagues. 
Faculty from Loyola University will review and comment on the outlines :or 
school-site faculty meeting presentations, the three ye:ir mathematics curriculu:n i~-
provement programs, and the evaluation procedure. Suggestions for improvement w:ll be 
offered when appropriate. 
Objective #5 
The MATHE~TICS CURRICULUM IMPLEME!'ITATION PROGRA .. \1 will 
prepare twenty-five under&raduate education majors (both incomiJlg freshmen and ad-
vanced standing srudenu) for leadership roles u mathematics teachers. <:;andidates mu.st 
be elementary education majors who are minorin1 in mathematics and have a minimum 
B + overall &rade point averace. These interns will anend the same sessions as the par-
ticipanu and work with them in their schools. 
This objective will be completed by September, 1988 with funding from the Illinois 
Board of Higher Education. 
Acthity 5.1 
The interns will participate in the same sessions as the teachers In addition. they 
will attend a special seminar every week to discuss their experiences in the schools and 
how they mi&ht apply their learnin1 from college courses to gain an understanding of the 
processes of education. 
Activity 5.l 
Each intern ,.;u work \\ith two of the panicipants at their school sites. Interns will 
be expected to help with the work associated with MCIP. The exact narure of their duties 
will be determined by the teacher participants. 
Evaluation 
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Interns will be expected to exhibit the same cognitive corr.;:,e:encies :1s :he :ea::-:e~ 
participants :ind score at le:i.st 90% on a final examination. TI:ey wiil also be re;:.i:~ec :c 
keep a log of their activities and to pre?are a re;,ort on their learning experience. 
Teacher participants will be expected to give continual oral feedback to :::cir s::.-
dent intern and to complete a formal student-teacher evaluation form. 
Objective #6 
Participants will continue to implement the MCIP in their schools during tbe 
remaining academic year. 
Tbis will be an ongoina effort, supported by funds from the individual districts and 
personnel from Loyola University. 
ActMty 6.1 
MCIP penonnel will make regular contactS with participating schools. 
Activity 6.l 
The principal investigators will continue to build contacts with schools and school 
districu which may be interested in the MCIP. These contacts will be built up through in-
formal communication with Loyola University administration graduate students a.'ld other 
informal netw0rlcin1 such as the Winois Network of Pre-Qlllege Programs. MCrP ;,ar-
tic:ipants from both the 1986 and 1987 summer programs will be matched to schools 
requesting traininl-
Actlnty 6.J 
A quarterly newsletter will be sent to ~-fCIP schools. The newsletter will highlight 
effective MCIP practices, summarize important rcsurch in mat~em:itics education, in-
form readers of activities within the mathem:nia education community, and describe 
developmentS and materials in mathem:itics curriculum and instruction. 
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Evaluation 
Graduate students will re;,ort on progress of t::e par::c:pants :i.: ~on::.ly s:.::·: :-:-.ee:-
ings. This formative evaluation will aliow the team to help solve proble:-:1s :::a't ::::i.y a::se 
as well as continue to assure the quality of the program. 
Information on the progress of each new participating school 'Nill be kept. Pr,n-
cipals and lead teachers from these schools '>I.ill be contacted regularly by Loyola L":-.ive:-
sity personnel. The oumber of schools taking advantage of this inservice trair.ing v.nll :ie 
an important quantitative measure. 
Participanu will be asked to fill out a simple survey about the mate:-ials t=ey 
receive. They will be asked if they used each item i:i their own classroom and/or for con-
tinued school-wide training. Teacher attendance, satisfaction, and implementation of co-
sponsored MCIP programs will be monitored. 
PROGRA.\I EVALUATION 
In addition to the evaluations for each objective, questionnaires 'Nill be deve!op,ed 
to determine the de1fee of satisfaction with this program for veteran participants, prin-
cipals, teacher-leader trainees, teachers, and interns. Another questionnaire will be 
developed to determine the de1fee of implementation of activities from ~-A T.H. Stu-
dent interest and achievement will be measU'fed. Five &roups will be randomly se!ec:ed: 
MCIP veteran participants. MCIP new participants, MCIP participanu' trainees, non-
participating teachers in MCIP schools, and non MCIP schools. Data '-'111 be analyzed by 
school and by SES. Achievement will be me:uured by the C.1lifornia Achievement Test 
(CATI; attitude "'ill by musured by a loc::illy d~veloped instrument. 
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Jt.:STIFICA.TIO:"i A:\"D BACKGRQC:',;O I\fOR.\UTIO~ 
There is no present ailoca:ion in the Loyola L'niversity bucget for ?rogf:::::s :J e:-.• 
hance the training skills of :1on-e:uoiled teachers. However, Loyola L':1iversi:y :-:as a 
commitment to the professional development of teachers in the C:icago r:1e:~c?oI:ta:: 
area. Some examples include the Ralph Tyler Lec:ure Series (Spring, 1983); :::e ~u:::-::.;:. 
rural Issues Seminar Series ( 1984-1985); the Quest for Educational Exceilence Syrr:posit.:..--:: 
(1985); meetings of the Loyola Cbapter of Phi Delta Kappa, and regular offerings of spe• 
cial seminars and lectures. All Loyola events are widely advertised and open to :be 
public. 
Loyola University offers a variety of facilities for meeting project objec:.ives. 
During the course of this project, meeting rooms, access to the library, media supper: 
services, electronic data processing services, and office services (clerical support, docu-
ment copying, etc.) will be available to participants in this project. 
Both of the principal investigators have been involved in prior collaborative work 
with the Chicago Archdiocesan Office of Catholic Education as well as local public school 
districts. Two major projects, The Master Teacher Training Project in ~ath and Science 
and Improving Content Area Reading Ef!ectiveness, were funded through ECIA money. 
A measure of their success can be found in three other projects, funded by the OWce of 
Catholic Education as a result of teacher ime'rest in the state funded projem--The School 
Productivity Training Project. The Science Primer Implementation Workshops, and the 
Strategies for Improving Reading Comprehension Workshop Series. Evalu:itions from 
completed projects indicate over 90% s:itisfaction and usefulness. Both projects resulted 
in training materi:il th:it is currently being used in school S)'1tems as well as university 
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graduate and u:idergraduate ir.strJction. 
Graduate assistants who will work on t.'ie project are veteran :eache:-s who :r:r.g :o 
it special skills in mathematics, science, a.'ld special education. These grad:.;a:e s:::de:::s 
have been involved in all phases of :he ~CIP project. 
APPENDIXB 
OFFICE OF CA THOL!C EDUCA TlON 
ARC.-iDIOCESE OF CHICAGO 
December 15, 1987 
J ... • C. Forscall, Ph.D . 
.uaoc1ac1 Director 
Crane Proaraa Ada1n11cr1c1on 
Ill1no11 loard of H11h1r Educac1on 
500 l111ch lu1ld1n& 
4 W11c Old Cap1col Square 
Spr1n1ti1ld, Illinoi• 62701 
Dear Dr. Forstall: 
Pl1an coa11d1r ch1• l1tc1r a• a •cat-at of our coop1r1civ1 
11r11Hnt vith Loyola Oniv1r1icy, School of Education. We have been 
ao1c pl1a11d vith cha proJr••• of the Kach ... c1c• Curricula Improvuenc 
Project (MCIP) and loot forward co coat1nu1n1 tile proaru. 
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NC1:'ES1 Al:ECDC;.::::S CN MCIP AC::v~::::s 
SAMPLE H<l'1E/SCHCOL CCMMUNTCAT!CN 
NEEDS ASSES:51".~"!' S:.11MARY S7 ATEl-1~ 
BlTGE!' otrr:n.'E 
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STAFF DE".'ELCPMEm' otr.:::NE PI.AN ( 3E s:.:RE :-o ::NIJICATE HOW AT I...SAST 7 CCMPC~,"EN':'S ?:R 
SUCCESSF!Jl. :XS ERV ICE r.A VE BEEN ::NCL:..'DED. ) 
OCTOBER 
PRESS RELEASE 
CARD GAME F'EEDBACX SHEET 
APPENDIX F'EEDBACX SHEET 
NCYrES/ AHECOO:ES ON MCIP ACTIVITIES 
DEC&EER 
FEEDBACK SHEEI' F'RC'-1 !'!ATH CHAFI'E:R 
PICTURES OF MCIP STUDENT :mYOLVEMENT 
EVALUATION OF TRA:NEES t:SING THE FO!.LOWING SC.Al.Es 
5 - SUPERIOR, BE'!OND EXPEC'l'ATTONS 
4 - !MPRESSrv~, Cu'iF~ED A1~ ,w3r.~!~-!~:T!: tt:71-t ~:R::' 
J - GOOD, CCMPLEI'ED ALL ASSIGNMENTS 
2 - FAIR, CCMPLEI'ED MOST OF THE ASSIGNMENTS 
1 - 'iEAX 
SUMM~ STATEMENTS/TRAINEES' EVALUATION OF YOU 
NCYrES/ ANECDOl'ES ON MCIP ACTIVITUS 
_. FULL SCHOOLS MUST ALSO TURN IN EACH MONI'H (SEPI'DGE:R, OCTOBER, DECEMBER): 
FEEDBACK SHml' FRCM EACH TEACHER FOR DESIGNATED CHAPI'E:R 
EVIDENCE OF HCME/SCHOOL OR 1'1'.A MEE:l'ING ACTIVITY 
CALENDAR FEED!ACK SHEEl'S 
._ Dal'T FORGEl' TO PLAN YOUR 2 CC11MIJNP"{ MATH EVOOS! 
APPENDIXC 
ICIP SLltVE T NO. l 
1. H•ve you pirtfcfpited fn the MCIP progra• before? 
Tes, -[ hive bftn involved wfth the fltCIP pr09r111 before thfs wortshop. 
No, thts ts ~ ffnt experience with the fltCIP prograa. 
2. Wll•t grade level do you teach? 
3. lll•t grade levels have you tu'9ht 1n previous YHM7 _______ _ 
4. Wll•t type of teaching asstgrant dO you have tn the •re• of 1111the1111t1cs? 
Self•cont•tned eleaantary cl1ssrooa teachtr 
Mlthelattcs subJect 1re1 teacher 
Other ______________________ _ 
s. How •ny yHrs of tNChf ng expert e11Ct dO you llaYe? 
5. [n your profnstOMl tuchtr tratntng ntt•tt !tow •ny •thtatfcs classes 
you MYt Uken to date: __________________ _ 
7. Plus• check the highest degree you have tamed •s of thts date: 
Bichel ors Degree 
Masten DetrN 
( CAS 
( ) PN.Dl[D.D 
Please ct~le tN appropriate raponse to tN fo11ow1nt questions: 
a. How c•ftdat are you tn tetehtng •thealttcs to your students? 
Very Collf1dlllt Collft...c llot Sure Soaffllt UflCOftffdtnt Very Unconffdtnt 
1 2 3 4 5 
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9. How f11porunt ts ft to follow tN order of the •th .. ttcs textboot 1n planning 
ind tetehtng •tllealttcs7 
Very I•rtlfft I•rt1fft Undecided Not I•rtant Not At 111 [~runt 
1 2 3 4 5 
- 1 -
190 
10. •• Oo you sk1p 1round 1nd not follow tl'te order of the Ntll te.ttboolt .tien planning 
and teac~ing your lessons? 
Yes No 
b. When? ___________________________ _ 
11. Do you use •nfpul1tfve 1ctfv1tfes 1n your 111th lessons? 
Yes No 
How often per week? 
1 dl.1 2 dl.1S 3 d1ys 4 days S d11s 
12. Would you like to be able to hive gr.1ter pirtfcfp1tfon 1n •kfng dec1s1ons 
1bout tl'te •th curr1culu• 7 
Yes NO 
13. Where would you lfh to •ke those dec1s1ons7 
(Check IS •ny IS you wish) 
CllSSl'OCM level 
_ gr1de level 
schoolw1de 
di str1ctw1de 
14. •• How 1.,runt 1s ft to tHCII 11getlrl7 
Very 1__,rt1nt I•rt1nt Undeefded Not I•rt1nt Not At All [aporunt 
1 2 3 









Like A Lot Like Ulldefded 01s11ke D1s11ke I Lot 
1 2 3 4 5 
15. •• How 1.,rt1nt 1s ft to ta.ell 1ntege"1 
5 
Very Iaport1nt I•rt•nt Undecided Not [aportlnt Not At 111 [aportant 
1 2 3 4 5 
- 2 -
b. How difficult is 1t to teach integers? 
Very Easy Easy Undecided Hard Very Hard 
1 2 3 4 5 
c. How 111.1ch do you like teachincJ int19ers? 
Like A Lot Like Undecided D1sl ike Dislike A Lot 
1 2 3 4 5 
16. a. How itlll)Ortant 1s it to teach probability? 
Very IIIIJQrtant Important Undecided Not I-,ortant Not At All I~ortant 
1 2 3 4 







c. How 111th do you like teaching protlability? 








17. a. How 111POrtant is it to teach statistics? 
Very Hard 
5 
Dis 11 ke A Lot 
5 
5 
Very IIIPOrtlnt IIIPOrtlnt Und.cided Not IIIPOrtlnt Not At Al 1 Iq,ortant 
1 2 3 4 











c. How .n do ,- 11u tNChint statistics? 






Dislike Dislike A Lot 
4 5 
18. •• How i11POrt1nt 1s 1t to tuch coordinate geoatry? 
5 
Very laportant lllPOrtlnt Undeeided Not lllPOrtlnt Not At all I11POrtlnt 
1 z 3 4 













1 9 1 
c, How IIIJCh do you like teaching coora1nate geolTl!try? 








D1 s11k.e A Lot 
5 
19, a, How i~rtant is It to teach data collection? 
Very Important lq,ortant Undecided Not l~ortant 1'4ot At Al 1 I~ortant 
l 2 3 4 









c, How au:h do you like teaching data collection? 
Very Hard 
5 






01s111te Dislike A Lot 
4 5 
20. •· How important is it to teach whole numbers? 
5 
Very Important Ia.,ortant Undec:1 ded Not Important Not At Al 1 I~rtant 
1 2 3 4 5 







c. How a,c:h do you 1 ilte teachincJ .tiole nUllbers? 
Very Hard 
s 
Lfke A Lot Like Undecided Dfslikl Dislike A Lot 
1 z 3 4 s 
21. a. How illPOl't&nt is it to teach ratios and percents? 
Very l111110rtlnt l111110rtant Undecided Not Important Not At Al 1 Important 
1 Z 3 4 S 
b, How difficult is it to tNch ratios and percents? 
Very Easy Easy Undecided Hard Very Hard 
1 z 3 4 s 
c, How a,c:h do you like tNChing ratios and percents? 









01sl Ike A Lot 
s 
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22, a, How i~ortant is 1t to teach fractions? 
Very lllll)Ortant Iq,ortant Undecided Not l~ortant Not At Al 1 l~ortant 
1 2 J 



















Dislike Dislike A Lot 
4 5 
23. a. How illll)Ortant is it to teach graphing? 
5 
Very Important lllll)Ortlnt Undecided Not Important Not ~ Al 1 lq,crtant 
1 2 3 









c. How a,c:h do you like teaching graphing? 
4 








24. 1. How lllll)Ort1nt 1s It to use Nth gaas? 
Very Hird 
5 
Dislike A Lot 
5 
5 
Very Important Important Undecided Not lllPOl'tant Not At Al 1 lllll)Ortlnt 
1 2 3 4 5 
b. How d1ff1C111t 11 tt to teach •th gaas? 
Very Elsy Easy Undecided Hird Very Hird 
1 2 3 4 5 
c. How IIICh dO you like teaching •th gaas? 
Like A Lot Like Undecided Dislike D1s11ka A Lot 
1 2 3 4 5 
- 5 -
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25, 1. How 1-.,ortint 1s 1t to use c011PUt1r •th soft .. re? 
Very !q)Ortant l~ortant Undec1ded Not I~ortant Not At All Important 
2 3 4 











c, How BACh do you like teaching with •th coaputer software> 








Dislike A Lot 
5 
5 
26, a, How important fs ft to use the learning center to integr1te reading 
•ter1als with .. th11111t1cs7 
Very Iaportant Important Undecided Hot I•r·unt llot At All Iq)Ortant 
1 z 3 4 s 











c. How 111c:h do you lfke usfng le1rnfng center •terials with mathematics> 











27. At what grade level would you reco-nd the following 1111th topics be 
1 nt rocluc e<I 7 
Algebra IC( l ( 2( 3( 4( 5( 6( 7( I( 
Integers IC( l( 2( 3( 4( 5( 6( 7( I( 
Probability K( 1( 2( 3( 4( 5( 6( 7( 8( 
Statistics IC( l( 2( 3( 4( 5( 6( 7( 8( 
Coordinate ~o•try IC( 1 ( 2( 3( 4( 5( 6( 7( 8( 
Dau Collection IC ( 1( 2( 3( 4( 5( 6( 7( 8( 
Whole Nuacers IC( l( Z( 3( ) 4( ) 5( 6( 7( 8( 
Rattos and Percents ~( l( 2( 3( ) 4( ) 5( 6( 7( 8( 
Fractions ~( 1( 2( 3( 4( 5( 6( 7( 8( 
Graptltng IC( 1( 2( 3( 4( 5( ) 6( 7( 8( 
Math G.l•s IC( ) 1( 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 6( 7( 8( 
CollpVter SoftWlf'9 IC( ) 1( 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( 6( 7( 8( 
Use of Learnt ng Center, IC( 1( 2( ) 3( 4( ) 5( 6( 7( I( 
to integr1te re1d1ng 
Ntaril ls w1 th 
•th .. ttcs 
28. Indtc1te which toptcs you have introduced to your students last year with a 
(~ •rt and which topics you plln to 1ntrocluce during the coatng school year 
with an (*) •rt. 
(✓) whtch toptcs (*) wtltch top1cs 
j nt,roducld to your you plan to 
students 11st year introduce this 
new schoo 1 year 
Algebra 
Intqers ) 
Probutl 1 ty 
Stattsttcs 
Coordt nate Geoatry ) 
Data Collection ) ) 
Whole Nuars ) ) 






Use of learning center to integrate 
reading ffllter1als w1th mathe1111tics 
(✓) wnich topics 
introduced to your 
students last yeer 
- 8 -
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(•) wtiich topics 
you plan to 
introduce this 
new schOol year 
SURVEY NO. 2 
~ave you ~articipated in the MCIP program before? 
'es, I ~ave been involved with the MCIP program 
( ) No, this is my first experience with the 14C!P program. 
At what grade level -.ould you reconnend the following 1111th topics be 
1 ntroduced7 
Algebra ~( 1( 2( 3( ) 4( ) 5( 6( 
Integers K( 1( 2( J( ) 4( ) S( ) 6{ 
Prob1b111ty K( 1( 2( 3( 4( ) 5( ) 6( 
Stat 1st 1cs K( ) 1( 2( 3( 4( ) 5( 6( 
Coordin1te ~o .. try l( ) 1( 2( 3( 4( 5( 6( 
D1t1 Collection IC( 1( 2( 3( 4( 5( 6( 
Whole Nunt>ers IC{ 1( 2( 3( 4( 5( 6( 
Ratios and Percents ~( 1( 2( 3( 4( 5( 6( 
Frictions l( 1( 2( 3( 4( 5( 6( 
Graphing IC{ 1( ) 2( 3( 4( 5( 6( 
~th Ga•s IC{ 1( ) 2( 3( 4( 5( 6( 
Coq,uter Soft .. re IC( 1( ) 2( 3( 4( 5( 6( 
Use of Learning Center IC ( 1( ) 2( 3( 4( 5( 6( 





} 7{ 8( 
) ]( 3( } 
) 7( 8( 
7( 8( 
} 7( 8( 
) 7( ) 8( 







Indicate which topics you have 1ntl"'Oduc ed to your students last year with a 
(✓) man; and wnich topics you plan to introduce during the coming school year 







Who 1 e Nuncers 





Use of 1e1rn1ng center to 1nte9r1te 
reading •ter1a1s with athe1111ttcs 
(✓) which topics 
introduced to your 






(•) which topics 
you pl an to 
introduce this 






MC!P POSi SURVEY 
NAME __________________ _ 
ID __________________ _ 
Please c1rc1e me appropriate response to toe ro11ow1ng auest100s; 
How conf1dent are you 1n teaching rrati"'errat'cs to your stude!"lts? 
Very Confident Confident Not Sure Somewn1t Confident Very i.Jnconfioent 
1 2 3 4 S 
2 How imoortant 1s 1t to follow toe order Jf tM matr;er,at1cs tex~t:coK 
in planning arc teaching mat;iemat1cs? 
Very ,moortanl ,moorunt un<1ec1dt(! Nol 1moortJnl Not at 111 lmoortanl 
1 2 3 4 S 
3 a. Do you sk 1p around ana not follow the order or tM rnath textoook 
•tvnen planning and teaching your lessons? YES NO 
b. WHEN? 
4. Co you use manJputatJye actMtles in your math lessons? YES NO 
How ~-:er Nee1<.? 
1 oay 2 oa-,s 3 ctavs 4 days 5 ctavs 
5. Would you like to be able to nave greater partJctpatton 1n maK1ng 
dec1s1ons acout tM math curriculum? YES NO 





7 a. How Important 1s tt to teac;:- ALGEBRA? 
Very lmo,rtw lmoorlJlll i.NtClaed Nol lmoot'tall Not at Ill lmoortant 
1 2 3 4 S 
b. How dl([lcy)t 'Sitt? ~eac~ ALGEBRA? 
Ver, EJsy Eny IJl\4tCldeG '1llt'd Vary Hrd 
~ 3 4 5 
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c Hew ..,...,f" ~" 'lc',J ltk:e •c~.-~-~~ ALGEBRA,, 
Like A 1.0l clkt UMec1oea 01sl1ke 
1 2 3 4 
8 a. 1-'ow Important 1" ,t :- '"Y"' INTEGERS? 
Dislike A '.ol 
s 
Very ,mporunt ,mport.anL 1.;Mec1oea Not 1mport1nl ,-,ot At All lmoortant 
1 2 3 4 5 







c. How l]L;::'1 do '✓ Ou ltke •oa,:r":-ic INTEGERS 7 
Like A lot L:1.1 undtc1Qe4 D1s11ke 
1 2 3 4 
9 a. How i[DIHlCtant 1s 1t iO •0 ;cn PROBABLITY 7 
Vtry 1moorunt importllll Unoec1"'11 i-.ot 1moorunt 
1 2 3 4 
b. How d![!lc1,1)t ts 1t t? :eacr PAOBABLITY ? 
Vtry Easy Easy Undecided Hrd 
1 2 3 4 
Dislli.1 AL~ 
5 




C, How muco do you )tke '"Y"~"O PROBABLITY ? 
Like A Lot Like Ull<ltclded Dislike 
l 2 J 4 
10.a. How imooctant !S 1t tQ teach STATISTICS? 
Very 1moort.ant 1moorwt Unlltc1de4 Net 1moorunt 
l 2 J 4 
tl. How dl[[IC1.1lt is ft :o teacn STATISTICS 7 
VeryEny Eny 1.:naec1Clld Hard 
1 2 3 4 
Dislike A Lot 
5 




C, How myc!'\ co VQ\J )tk.e teac"·no STATISTICS? 
Like A LoL L1kt \Jndf('Oed o,sl1k1 Dislike A Lot 
1 2 3 4 P 
11 a. How 1mooctant 'S :: ;q teac"1 COORDINATE GEOMETRY? 
Very tmoortn 1moort111t Undec10fd Nol 1moort111l Nol It 111 lmc,ortant 
l 2 J 4 5 
200 









C. How rrucn ~o you )Ike '";C"''!"~ COORDINATE GEOMETRV? 
Like II Lol 1.«e 1.,noec,oed 0,,1,ke D1sI1ke II Lot 
1 2 3 4 5 
12 a. How 1mcoctant :s ,. 'Q '"~C'"! DATA COLLECTION':' 
Very lmoor:.anl ,moorunL ...,naeciae<J ~ol 1moortanl ,ol al 111 lmoorLanl 
1 2 3 4 s 
b. How di[[lcu)t 15 ;t tQ to>acc DATA COLLECTION? 
Very Easy Easy Unote1dt4 hard Very Hrd 
1 2 3 4 s 
C. How muca :o F'Y Hf<e t 0 ar!'1tr1~ OAT A COLLECT/ON? 
L1lr.1 A Lot Like Unaec1Qld 01sllk1 Otsliie A Lot 
1 2 3 4 S 
13 a, How Jmoortant tt 1t tQ • 11 art1 WHOLE NUMBERS? 
Very 1moorunl 1moorunl Unaec:1014 Nol lmocrt111l Nol at all l~lrll 
1 2 3 4 5 
b. How g1[[1cy)t IS )t to t"3Ch WHOLE NUMBERS? 
Vtf'Y Easy Easy Undtc10'4 1'1ard Vtf'y Hard 
1 2 3 4 5 
C. How much Clo you )Ike teacn1og WHOLE NUMBERS? 
Llil A Loi. Like UNlec!dld D1sl1k1 Dislike A Lot 
1 2 3 4 S 
14 a. How Important 1s 1t to teacn RATIOS and PERCENTS? 
Very lrnoorta,l lmc,ortllll Unotelded Nol lmoOl"tllll Hoe. II\ Ill imc,orUlll 
I 2 3 4 S 
b. How Clt[[1cytt 1$ Jt tQ teach RATIOS and PERCENTS? 
Very Easy Easy UMIClded Hrd Very Hard 
I 2 3 . 4 S 
C. How II)UCt1 ao you like te3COil"g RATIOS and PERCENTS? 
Lill A Lol Like LJndec1dtd D1s1,1r., D1shke A Lol 
1 2 3 4 S 
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1s a rcw irrcortaot ·c: ,. ·; '->;r'." rqACTIONS"' 
Very ,moortJnt ,moJr'.J~t JnaecIaeo ~l :moortant Not Jt all imoort.Jnt 
1 2 3 4 5 







c. How myc!'\ do you like :e~r.., 1r~ FRACTIONS? 
Like ,. Lot Lilt 1..noec,oea u:si1kt 
I 2 3 4 
16 a. How Jmportant 1; •t •o :ear'"' GRAPHING? 
Very rlard 
5 
D1sl1ke A Lot 
s 
Very 1moortant !moor.Ml\ :.,l'lcec:~ed "jOl •IT'cor'.Jllt Not at au lmoortant 
1 2 3 4 5 
o. How atmcult ic: H to 'P3C!"I GRAPHING' 
Ver-y Env EHv uncec10td rlra Very Hr~ 
1 2 3 4 S 
C. How rruch '.lo voy like teach 1r11J GRAPHING? 
Ltkt A Lot Ltll Un4tcIat<1 D1,likt Dislike A Lot 
1 2 3 4 5 
17 a. How tmcortant 1s 1t to use MATH GAMES? 
Vtry 1mwt111t lmoortant Un<1ec1ded i'lot lmoortarit Not at all lmoortant 
1 2 3 4 5 
0. How dt[[JcyJt ts )t to yse MATH GAMES? 
Very Easy Easy unoec1aea ;,;n VW-V Har<J 
I 2 3 4 5 
c. How muco go you like teacl'!1 11g MATH GAMES? 
L1kt /4 Lot 1.1kt Undtc1iltd D1sl1kt D1slikt /4 Lot 
I 2 3 4 5 
18 a. How jmportant iS It iO yse COMPUTER MATH SOFTWARE? 
Vtf'Y 1moortant 1moortant "'1Cec ,aea Not :moortant Not et all 1moorta1t 
1 2 3 4 5 
0. How atmcult •c; •t ~o use COMPUTER MATH SOFTWARE? 
Very Easy Easy uncec:~ed Hrd Vtry Hard 
1 2 3 4 5 
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c How ~,_;C"' ;ax?',. ··~ 0 • 0 ;:;r-~·"'; N'"' COMPUTER MATH SOFTWAnE., 
Like "1.ol L:ke unQtci~e~ D,,1,u D15l1ke • i.Ot 
I 2 3 4 5 
19 a. How tmoortant ,s 1t ':o use the learning center to tntegrate 
readtng materials with mathemattcs7 
Very 1m0ortant 1moort.ant vnoec,ced Not :moor•~nt Not at all ,moortant 
I 2 3 4 5 
b. How dtff1cult 1s 1t to use learning center matertals with 
matl'lemattc ? 
Very Easy Eny Undecided Hard Very Hard 
I 2 3 4 5 
c. How muc~ do you ltke using tearntng center materials wttl'l 
mathematics ? 
L1k1 -' Lot L1kt Undtc1dtd 01slikt Dislike;,. Lot 
I 2 3 4 5 
20 AT WHAT GRADE LEVEL WOULD YOU RECOMMEND THE FOLLOWING 
MATM TnP1rs AE INTRODUCED? 
ALGEBRA K( I ( 2( ) 3( ) 4( S( ) 6( ) 7( ) 8( 
INTEGERS K( ) l( 2( ) 3( ) 4( S( ) 6( ) 7( ) 8( ) 
PR08ABLITY K( ) 1 ( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4{ ) S( ) 6( ) 7( ) 8( ) 
STATISTICS K( ) 1 ( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4{ ) S( ) 6( ) 7( ) 8( ) 
COOADINATE K( ) I ( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) S( ) 6( ) 7( ) 8( ) 
GEOMETRY 
DATA K( ) 1 ( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( l S( l 6( ) 7( ) 8( ) 
COLLECTION 
WHOLE NUMBERS K( ) 1( ) 2( ) 3\ ) 4( ) S( ) 6( l 7( ) 8( ) 
RATIOS AND I(( ) 1( ) 2( l 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 6( ) 7( ) 8( 
PERCENTS 
FRACTIONS I(( ) I ( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) S( ) 6( ) 7( ) 8( ) 
GAAPHING K( ) 1( ) 2( ) 3( l 4( S( ) 6( ) 7( ) 8( ) 
..... ,.11 "•Mr'~ 
l!l"lll\,,if"\111.,.., ~, ) !{ ) 2( ) ~( ) 4( \ ',( ) fi( ) 7( ) 8( ) 
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s 
C0t""P 1JER K( ) 1( ) .,( "' 
) 3( ) 4( S( ) 6( ) 7( ) S( ) 
WlES 
USE OF LEA.RN- '(( ) I( ) ~( ) 3( ) 4( S( ) 6( ) 7( ) 9( ' I 
1NGCE"JTEP ·o 
1NTE=c=;,TE ::•D1•,G 
MATE;MLS v'i!Tf; MATH 
21 INDICATE WHICH TOPICS YOU INTRODUCED TO YOUR STUDENTS 
LAST YEAR WITH A (./} MARK ANO WHICH TOPICS YOU PLAN TO 
INTRODUCE DURING THE COMING SCHOOL YEAR WITH AN (*} marl<. 
ALGEBRA 
INi~GEPS 










USE OF LEARNING CENTER 
TO !NTEAGRATE READING 
MATERIALS WITH MATH 
( ✓} which topics 
1ntroduceo to your 















you plen to intro 















22. As a result of MCIP Clo you use more, tt'le same, or less or tt'le ro11ow1ng: 
CLASSROOM DISCV5Sletf MORE SAME LESS 
COOPERATIVE LEAANIN8 MORE SAME LESS 
HOME LEARNING ACTIVITIES MORE SAME LESS 
WORK SHEETS MORE SAME LESS 
DRILLING ACTIVITIES MORE SA,"1E LESS 
CAI.CULA TORS MORE SAME LESS 














23 As a result of MCP, my matn classes :eek mere or less like 
IOOK more I 1ke mv Lal'lguage Arts classes 
less like my Lar,guaoe Arts c!~ 
24. As a result or ~CIP, 1n aadtt:on to my classroom resiions10111t:es: nave 
(CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY) 
given 1nserv1c:e to otl'ler teachers ,n my gr~ level 
given inserv1c:e to mv sc.~001 fac:..ltv 
workell wlll'l parent grou~s 1n mv scnool community 
given 1nserv1c:e to tedeners outs,~ my sc~ool 
attended math conferences our 1ng t11e cast scnool ye.,r 
to keeo current 
att81'1dl!lll un1vllf"Slty math classes to o;,1n new sk1lls/uP(late 






Funds a:-e available this year 
;:e would like to take this 
p:-ogram in our school system 
across the country. 
May, 1986 
for mathematics curricclum improvement. 
opportunity to improve the mathematics 
and rr.ake it a model for other systems 
The first phase of THE MATHEMATICS CUlUUCULUM IMPROVEMENT PROJECT 
will be completed in early summer. Thirty teachers worked with faculty 
and graduate ~tudents from Loyola University to develop ~nd pilot 
an activities handbook that ,..ill enable all i;:-ade level teachers a 
chance to expose our students to important mathematics concepts such 
as data collection and display, coordinate geometry, statistics, abst:-acc 
algebra, and probability through appropriate class:-00111 activities 
and home lea:-ning acti'Vities. This is not a mastery progum.Ract-,er, 
it is our intent to give all of our scudents an opportunity to study 
mathematics as well as arithmetic. The activities are designed to 
reinforce tasic skills while introducing higher level mathematics 
concepts. 
Our program design applies the latest research findings to staff develop-
ment and curriculum implementation. The research suggests that the 
most effective approach is to train existing school personnel as instruc-
tional leaders. we will choose 40 teachers fn:,m our schools to ~erve 
as mathe:utics curriculum leaders. Research also tells us that prin-
cipals are essential links to curriculum implementation. ~e will 
hold th:-ee seminars throughout the year to get feedback and advice 
from you. 
\:e would like your school to serve as a 
and implementation of "The Mathematics 
eligible to participate, you would 
pilot for further development 
Activities H.indbook". To be 
-select a teacher from your school who is intet"ested in cuT"ri"culum 
development and enjoys the ~onfidence of his/her colleagues; 
-support this teacher's efforts to vork vith one ocher teacher 
in your school and tvo or three other teachers in •nother school; 
-reserve 10-15 minutes of each monthly faculty meeting to a dis-
cussion of the progress of this program; and 
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~~che~arics Curriculum lmprovement Project 
!".a y, l 986 
Fage 2 
-share information about your school's progress at your mon:hly 
council meetings. 
The MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM IMPROVEMENT PROJECT is a three stage effort. 
During the second phase of the proJect, emphasis will focus on improving 
the teachers' mathematics background in algebra, statistics, probability, 
geometry and Cata collection so that they may develop their leadership 
poetntial beyond implementation of the handbook. Participants ~111 
attend a workshop/class that will meet from 9:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m. 
for four consecutive Tuesdays, July 29, August 5, 12 and 19 at Loyola 
University, 820 No. Rush, Room 312 (Xarquette Center). Follo~ing 
this workshop, they will schedule 10 hours of training with one teacher 
from their own school and t'-·o or three teachers from another school 
between August 19 and September 30. TheJc teachcrs/lr.ider~ will h:.vc 
up to 10 hours of assistance from talented, preservicc undergradu..tc 
students enrolled at Loyola Univer~ity. 
Participants will receive a stipend of S225.00 for their work during 
this phase. They will also have the option of receiving up to 4 hours 
of graduate credit at reduced tuition from Loyola University. Teacher 
trainees will receive a stipend of $50.00 for their participation 
and implementation of one chapter from the handbook. 
The third phase of the program will focus on continued tra1n1ng and 
implementation of "The Mathematics Activities Handbook." This phase has 
not yet been funded but we hope that the Illinois Board of Higher 
Education will award us funds to continue the MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM 
IMPROVEMENT PROJECT from September 30, 1986 to September 30, 1987. 
We would like to emphasize that the nominees need not be experts in 
matherutics, just teachers who like mathematics and would like to 
take a leadership role in curriculum development. 
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H C p 
li'ITHB-'ATICS CURRlCULl.1'1 IHPR~81ENT PROJECT - - YEAR 2 
W• hav• rPCeivtd fund,ng frOffl th, Illinois Board of Higtr Education to 
continu• our tHorts toward 1mprov1n9 \ht rr..thtrT,at,cs curriculum 1n tht 
tlementary schools in \ht Chicago mttropol I tan u·ta. Sine• :-ou havt don, such 
an imprt!sivt _;ob in \ht ~a!t, wt would ld'.t to 1nv1\t :-ou to part,c,pa\t ,n 
the IQ87 program. w, do havt a l im1 ttd numbtr of pos, t ions so wt urg• you to 
r,turn this application ilS soon u poss,bl•. 
WfJAT 
Tht program will bt similar to lut nar's tHort. You will improve :-c-ur 
own math skills, invtstig,.tt ntw classroom r111ttrials, and ltarn how to apply 
staH dtvtlopmtnt ttchniquts in your Hhool situation. Enclc-s,d ,s a 
prtliminary pro9r1111, 
WHEN 
August 4' 6' 11, 13, and I B 9:98 - 3:09 
S,pt,mbtr Loe al mtt ti n9 TBA 
OctobPr 21 :: ;(l:) - 5;:i;; 
Novtmbtr I B 3:81 - 5:89 
WHERE 
Loyola Univtrsity of 111 inois - Lakt Short Cll'bpus 
6525 North Shtridan Road 
Chic a 90 1 l 1 l in o i s 
Auditorium Crown Ctnttr for tht Humanitits 
BENEFITS 
UH stlptnd 
Cl usrocn ruttr i 111 
Continutd proftssional dtvtlopm,nt 
Htmb,rshlp In tht mathtmatics tducation cmunity 
II hours of assistanct fr011 Loyola prtstrv,ct ttachtr 
Dtvtlopmtnt of collt9ial ;tlationships with othtr t,achers 
Opportunity to dt1i9n and impltmtnt a 1158 bvd9tt for staff dtvtlopmtnt 
Optional courst crtdit, rtductd tuition for tithtr a graduatt courst or an 
undtr9r1duat1 courst l•ading to tht ntw 9rad11 6 ·B math tndorstmtnt 
Opportunity to dtvtlop a ltadtrship rolt in I dyn111ic, dtvtloping math pro9r111 
RESPCNSIBJLlTIES 
lmprovt your ca.,,n knowltdgt bast In mat~tmatics 
Dtvtlop I prtstntation about HCI 0 for r,ur scho~I 
Ltarn to uu diHtrtnt m11tri1ls for your ruthtn" tics instruction 
Dtslgn, impltmtnt, and ,valuatt a 14 hour staff c ~,lopmtnt pro9r111 
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H C p A p p L C A T 0 N 
: :i::,f ----------------------------------:. •, ••• -------------------------
~-~-,,: ________________________________ _ 
:~--~ --------------------------- ------------------
: :,,: !. 1 ; f: •.:,. '. ~ .~· " --------------------: • I., : ., :, 1 ----------------------
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M.C.I.P PROJECT 
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY OF CHICACJ 
820 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60611 
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II :,.(.. II 
.. ·e !"\ave :-e::elve:: !un::!ng !:-cm the lll!nols 3caro c! ~:gr.er C:::ucatlcn 
:o con::nue our et!or:s :oward !mprov:ng ir.e mathematics ::urr,cu'um ,n 
the elemenu,ry scncc 1 s In the Ch!caoo :r,etro;:,olltan area. s;n::e you 
have done such an imoresslve .100 In tl"le past. we would l;,:e :c invite 
you to ;:,art!clpa:e In tl"le 1°88 program. we oo have a limited n1.moer 
of posltlons so we urge you to return thls application oy Apri I 29. 
1989. 
WHAT: 
The program will ::,e similar to last year's et!ort. You 1,:ill :mpro1·e 
your ovn matl"I s1<:!lls, '.nvest\gate nev c!assroom ma-teria,s. ar.c 'earn 
hov to apply staff cevelopment techniques :o your s::l"lool situat:cn. 
WHEN: 
7he ;:,ro_;ect l.llll consist of 6 meeting during tl"le month cf Aug,..s:. 
There l.llll also oe large and small gro"'p !ollol.l-up meetings. once a 
month !rem Septem::,er 1 °98 througt'I May 1 °89·. 
The summer meetJng Oates are: ;..ugust l, 3, 8, 10, 15, 17. 
We viii meet !rem 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Small group meetings: Septem:,er, Octooer, Decemoer, :anuary, 
March. Apr I l 
Large group meet J n;s: l~ovemoer. Fe:iruary; May. 
WHERE: 
The AuQUst meetings and the large group meetings l.llll oe he!d at: 
Loyola Unlverslty's Lake Shore Campus 
Cr~n Center for the Humanities - Auditorium 
6525 North Sheridan ~cad 
Chicago, Illinois 
Smal I group meetlnQ'S 1.1111 ve held at a location oeteri.rJ·nea oy the 
Qroup. 
BENEFITS: 
There are many benefits in participating In !1CIP •. Some are: 
S400 Stipend 
Classroom materlals 
Continued pro!esslonal development 
Mem.oershlp In the mathematics education community 
18 hours of asslsta.nce trom Loyola preservlce teachers 
::~v~'.(:j:•r71~r1~ .:,: :::·:•l -~9l !'l r~l ~t ~::in~n!~~- "-·: :~ -::7~.~~ :":":i-:~~=-! 
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~~:!onal :o~~~~ cr~c!~. ~edu=~~ :uJt!on :o~ el:~e~ a g~a=~c:e 
:ourse er 1n uncergraoua:e :curse leac!ng :c :he ne~ ~raoes 6-8 
ma:n encorsement 
RESPONSIBILITIES: 
:o oe a mem~er o! :nJs ~ro~ect you ut 11: 
Im;:,rove yc'.JC" 01-1n kno,.:leoge oase in ma:hemat;:s 
Jeve!op a ;:,resentat!cn a::,out MC!? !or- your- s:hoc! 
~earn :o use differ-ent materials for yo'.Jr ~a:hema:ics 
ir:s:ructlon 
work 1-1!:h 3 additionai :eachers to implement :he MC:? progra~ 
HOW TO APPLY: 
!f you are ln:eres:ed In ::iecomlnq a memoer of !1CI? V. please till out 
and return the enclosea appll:atlon cy April 29, 1988. 
Dr. ~!ane -Sehl I '.er 
Associate ?rofessor 
~;~ 
v ~r. Joanne ?lar:!k 
Of!lce of Cathc!lc ~cucatlon 
/~ ff.J-,,JA,{, ~..,, 
-.J . . 





~CIP V ~PPLIC~TION 
:,A!".!'.: ___________________________ _ 
SOCIA!. SECt.:?.ITY l{t.:!".3E?: _________________ _ 
s:HOOL: __________________________ _ 
SCHOO: ADD?.ESS: ___________________ _ 
SCHOOL. ?HONE: ___________________ _ 
?RINCI?AL. : _____________________ _ 
HOME ADDRESS: ____________________ _ 
HOHE PHONE: _____________________ _ 
As a mem!:>er of MCIP you 1,1111 :ie asked to train 3 additional 
teachers. Please check one cf the follo1,1lng: 
___ I 1,10uld prefer to find at least three teachers 1,1lth 
1,1hom to work. 
?lease find me at least three teachers with 1,1hom I 
can 1,10rk. 
___ I am not sure If I can find at least three teachers 
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Summary of Means and Standard Deviations tor Algebra Recommendations 
Algebra Standard 
N Meatl Deviation 
Day One 30 3.00 2.59 
Day Six 30 1.97 2.28 
One Year Later 30 2.63 2.50 
First Time 
Day One 1 4 4.14 2.71 
Day Six 1 4 2.71 2.97 
One Year Later 1 4 2.64 2.87 
Repeat Participants 
Day One 1 6 2.00 2.07 
Day Six 1 6 1 .31 1.20 
One Year Later 1 6 2.63 2.22 
Table F-2 
Summary Table - MANOVA tor Algebra Recommendations and Respective Univariate 
ANOVA For Each Effect 
Group Membership Effect 
* * E(1, 28) = 2.46 Prob > E = 0 . 1 2 8 3 
Iime Effect 
* * E(2, 27) = 3.21 Prob> E = 0.0561 
Day 1 - Day 6 Day 1 - Year 1 Day 6 - Year 1 
QE 1 1 1 
fil 142.86 79.25 128 .36 
MS 5.10 2.83 4.58 
E 6.55 2.02 2.51 
Prob> E 0.0162* 0.1663 0.1245 
Interaction of Time and Group Membership Effects 
* * E(2, 27) = 5.98 Prob> E = 0.0071 * 
Day 1 - Day 6 Day 1 - Year 1 Day 6 - Year 1 
QE 1 1 1 
fil 142.86 79.25 128 .36 
MS 5.10 2.83 4.58 
E .080 11. 91 3.12 
Prob> E 0.3776 0.0018* 0.0883 




Summary of Means and Standard Deviations tor Integer Recommendations 
Integers Standard 
N Mean Deviation 
Day One 29 3.17 2.44 
Day Six 29 1.59 1. 76 
One Year Later 29 2.38 2.03 
First Time 
Day One 1 4 3.71 2.55 
Day Six 1 4 2.14 1.99 
One Year Later 1 4 2.17 2.09 
Repeat Participants 
Day One 1 6 2.67 2.29 
Day Six 1 6 1.07 1.39 
One Year Later 1 6 2.07 1.98 
Table F-4 
Summary Table - MANOVA tor Integer Recommendations and Respective Univariate 
ANOVA For Each Effect 
Group Membership Effect 
* * E( 1 , 27) = 2. 1 3 
Iime Effect 
* * E(2, 26) = 6.28 
Day 1 - Day 6 Day 1 - Year 1 
QE 1 1 
~ 151.02 91.60 
MS 5.59 3.39 
E 13.02 5.46 
Prob> E 0.0012* 0.0271 * 
Interaction of Time and Group Membership Effects 
* * E(2, 26) = o.28 
Day 1 - Day 6 Day 1 - Year 1 
QE 1 1 
~ 151.02 91.60 
MS 5.59 3.39 
E 0.00 0.34 
Prob> E 0.9743 0.5638 
**(Hotelling-Lawley Trace Results) 
Prob>E = 0.1562 
Prob> E = 0.0060* 






Prob> E = 0.7546 









Summary of Means and Standard Deviations for Probability Recommendations 
Probability Standard 
t:l ~ Deviation 
Day One 30 3.93 2.50 
Day Six 30 2.10 1.99 
One Year Later 30 2.47 2.24 
first Time 
Day One 1 4 5.00 2.25 
Day Six 1 4 2.43 2.24 
One Year Later 1 4 2.64 2.44 
Repeat Participants 
Day One 1 6 3.00 2.39 
Day Six 1 6 1 .81 1. 76 
One Year Later 1 6 2.31 2.12 
Table F-6 
Summary Table - MANOYA for Probability Recommendations and Respective 
Univariate 
ANOYA For Each Effect 
Group Membership Effect 
* * E(1, 28) = 2.25 
Time Effect 
* * E(2, 27) = 10.42 





Prob> E 0.0001 * 






Interaction of Time and Group Membership Effects 
* * E(2, 27) = 2.01 
Day 1 - Day 6 Day 1 - Year 1 
.QE 1 1 
ss 143.86 154 .65 
MS 5.13 5.52 
E 2.78 3.77 
Prob> E 0.1064 0.0623 
**(Hotelling-Lawley Trace Results) 
Prob>E = 0.1448 
Prob> E = 0.0004* 






Prob> E = 0 .1534 









Summary of Means and Standard Deviations tor Statistics Recommendations 
Statistics Standard 
tl Me.an. Deviation 
Day One 29 4.59 2.29 
Day Six 29 2.90 2.30 
One Year Later 29 2.93 2.37 
first Iime 
Day One 1 4 5.36 2.02 
Day Six 1 4 3.21 2.75 
One Year Later 1 4 3.21 2.61 
Repeat Participants 
Day One 1 5 3.87 2.36 
Day Six 1 6 2.60 1.84 
One Year Later 1 6 2.67 2.19 
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Table F-8 
Summary Table - MANOYA for Statistics Recommendations and Respective Univariate 
ANOYA For Each Effect 
Group Membership Effect 
* * E(1, 27) = 1.65 Prob> E = 0.2100 
Time Effect 
* * E (2, 26) = 12 .11 Prob> E = 0.0002* 
Day 1 - Day 6 Day 1 - Year 1 Day 6 - Year 1 
QE 1 1 1 
~ 134.64 138.11 190.93 
MS 4.98 5.11 7.07 
E 16.88 15.82 0.00 
Prob> E 0.0003* 0.0005* 0.9467 
Interaction of Time and Group Membership Effects 
* * E(2, 26) = 0.88 Prob> E = 0.4269 
Day 1 - Day 6 Day 1 - Year 1 Day 6 - Year 1 
QE 1 1 1 
~ 134.64 138.11 190.93 
MS 4.98 5.11 7.07 
E 1 . 11 1.26 0.00 
Prob> E 0.3004 0.2718 0.9467 
**(Hotelling-Lawley Trace Results) 
Table F-9 















































Summary Table - MANOYA for Coordinating Geometry Recommendations and 
Respective 
Univariate ANOYA for Each Effect 
Group Membership Effect 
* * E( 1 , 2 9) = 4 . 8 6 
Time Effect 
* * E(2, 28) = 11 .57 
Day 1 - Day 6 
DE 1 
~ 177 .09 
MS 6.10 
E 22.64 
Prob> E 0.0001 * 






Interaction of Time and Group Membership Effects 
* * E(2, 28) = 3.05 
Day 1 - Day 6 Day 1 - Year 1 
DE 1 1 
~ 177.09 135.66 
MS 6.10 4.67 
E 1. 77 6.29 
Prob> E 0.1944 0.0180* 
**(Hotelling-Lawley Trace Results) 
Prob > E = 0 . 0 3 5 5 * 
Prob> E = 0.0002* 
Day 6 - Year 1 
1 




Prob> E = 0.0633 
Day 6 - Year 1 
1 







Summary of Means and Standard Deviations tor Data Collection Recommendations 
Data Collection Standard 
t::l Mean Deviation 
Day One 31 2.71 2.55 
Day Six 31 0.77 1 .23 
One Year Later 3 1 1.06 1 .97 
first Time 
Day One 1 4 3.79 2.75 
Day Six 1 4 1.07 1.59 
One Year Later 1 4 1.57 2.38 
Repeat Participants 
Day One 1 7 1.82 2.04 
Day Six 1 7 0.53 0.80 
One Year Later 1 7 0.65 1.50 
Table F-12 
Summary Table - MANOYA tor Data Collection Recommendations and Respective 
Univariate ANOYA For Each Effect 
Group Membership Effect 
* * E(1, 29) = 4.38 Prob> E = 0.0452* 
Iime Effect 
* * E(2, 28) = 12.90 Prob> E = 0.0001* 
Day 1 - Day 6 Day 1 - Year 1 Day 6 - Year 1 
.PE 1 1 1 
~ 162.38 1 08 .82 83.26 
MS 5.59 3.75 2.87 
E 22.03 23.52 1.02 
Prob> E 0.0001 * 0.0001 * 0.3207 
Interaction of Iime and Group Membership Effects 
* * E(2, 28) = 1.43 Prob> E = 0.2569 
Day 1 - Day 6 Day 1 - Year 1 Day 6 - Year 1 
.PE 1 1 1 
~ 162.38 108.12 83.26 
MS 5.59 3.75 2.87 
E 2.77 2.20 0.39 
Prob> E 0.1071 0.1485 0.5367 




Summary of Means and Standard Deviations for Whole Number Recommendations 
Whole Number Standard 
.t'.:l Mean Deviation 
Day One 31 0.35 1 .1 7 
Day Six 31 0.29 1.10 
One Year Later 31 0.29 1.04 
First Time 
Day One 1 4 0.43 1.60 
Day Six 1 4 0.43 1.60 
One Year Later 1 4 0.43 1.34 
Repeat Participants 
Day One 1 6 0.29 0.69 
Day Six 1 6 0.18 0.39 
One Year Later 1 6 0.18 0.73 
Table F-14 
Summary Table - MANOYA tor Whole Number Recommendations and Respective 
Univariate ANOYA For Each Effect 
Group Membership Effect 
* * E(1, 289 = 0.30 Prob > E = o . 5 8 8 1 
Time Effect 
* * E(2, 29) = 1.18 Prob> E = 0.3232 
Day 1 - Day 6 Day 1 - Year 1 Day 6 - Year 1 
QE 1 1 1 
~ 1. 76 13.76 8.00 
MS .060 0.474 0.275 
E 1. 75 0.22 0.00 
Prob> E 0.0967 0.6392 1.0000 
Interaction of Time and Group Membership Effects 
* * E(2, 28) = 1 .18 Prob> E = 0.3232 
Day 1 - Day 6 Day 1 - Year 1 Day 6 - Year 1 
QE 1 1 1 
~ 1. 76 13. 76 8.00 
MS 0.060 0.474 0.275 
E 1. 75 0.22 0.00 
Prob> E 0.1967 0.6396 1.0000 




Summary of Means and Standard Deviations tor Ratio and Percent Recommendations 
Ratio and Percent Standard 
~ Me.an Deviation 
Day One 31 3.90 2.02 
Day Six 31 2.77 1.84 
One Year Later 31 3.32 2.07 
first Time 
Day One 1 4 4.50 2.18 
Day Six 1 4 3.21 1. 81 
One Year Later 1 4 3.29 2.33 
Repeat Participants 
Day One 1 7 3.41 1.80 
Day Six 1 7 2.41 1.84 
One Year Later 1 7 3.35 1.90 
Table F-16 
Summary Table - MANOYA tor Ratio and Percent Recommendations and Respective 
Univariate ANOYA for Each Effect 
Group Membership Effect 
* * E(1, 29) = 1.05 Prob > E = 0 . 3 1 3 1 
Time Effect 
* * E(2, 28) = 4.98 Prob> E = 0.0142* 
Day 1 - Day 6 Day 1 - Year 1 Day 6 - Year 1 
Qf 1 1 1 
~ 112 .85 1 07 .29 93.86 
MS 3.89 3.69 3.23 
E 10.31 3.36 2.43 
Prob> E 0.0032* 0.0770 0. 1297 
Interaction of Time and Group Membership Effects 
* * E(2, 28) = 1.56 Prob> E = 0.2282 
Day 1 - Day 6 Day 1 - Year 1 Day 6 - Year 1 
QE 1 1 1 
~ 112.85 107 .29 93.86 
MS 3.89 3.69 3.23 
E 0.16 2.77 1. 79 
Prob> E 0.6911 0.1068 0.1908 




Summary of Means and Standard Deviations tor Fraction Recommendations 
Fraction Standard 
tl Me.an Deviation 
Day One 31 2.03 1.80 
Day Six 31 1.00 1.55 
One Year Later 31 1.35 1.52 
first Time 
Day One 1 4 2.57 1.95 
Day Six 1 4 1.36 1.86 
One Year Later 1 4 1.50 1.56 
Repeat Participants 
Day One 1 7 1.59 1.58 
Day Six 1 7 0.71 1 .21 
One Year Later 1 7 1.24 1.52 
Table F-18 
Summary Table - MANOYA tor Fraction Recommendations and Respective Univariate 
ANOYA For Each Effect 
Group Membership Effect 
* * E(1, 29) = 1.75 Prob > £ = 0 . 1 9 6 6 
Time Effect 
* * E(2, 28) = 5.69 Prob>£ = 0.0085* 
Day 1 - Day 6 Day 1 - Year 1 Day 6 - Year 1 
OE 1 1 1 
~ 86.12 70.81 63.94 
MS 2.96 2.44 2.20 
E 11 .36 6.38 1.57 
Prob>£ 0.0021 * 0.0173* 0.2197 
Interaction of Time and Group Membership Effects 
* * E(2, 28) = 0.82 Prob>£ = 0.4502 
Day 1 - Day 6 Day 1 - Year 1 Day 6 - Year 1 
OE 1 1 1 
~ 86.12 70.81 63.94 
MS 2.96 2.44 2.20 
E 0.28 1 .62 0.52 
Prob>£ 0.5976 0.2128 0.4765 




Summary of Means and Standard Deviations tor Graphing Recommendations 
Graphing Standard 
~ ~ Deviation 
Day One 31 2.16 1.86 
Day Six 31 0.97 1.47 
One Year Later 31 1.23 1. 75 
first Time 
Day One 1 4 2.43 1. 91 
Day Six 1 4 1.36 1. 74 
One Year Later 1 4 1.36 1. 91 
Repeat Participants 
Day One 1 7 1.94 1.85 
Day Six 1 7 0.65 1 .17 
One Year Later 1 7 1 .12 1.65 
Table F-20 
Summacy Table - MANOYA tor Graphing Recommendations and Respective Univariate 
ANOYA for Each Effect 







* * E(1, 29) = 0.88 
* * F(2, 28) = 9.23 












Interaction of Time and Group Membership Effects 
* * E(2, 28) = 0.28 
Day 1 - Day 6 Day 1 - Year 1 
.QE 1 1 
~ 84.45 65.39 
MS 2.91 2.25 
E 0.13 0.21 
Prob> E 0.7203 0.6508 
**(Hotelling-Lawley Trace Results) 
Prob> E = 0.3572 
Prob > E = 0 . 0 o o 8 * 







= 0. 7593 









Summary of Means and Standard Deviations tor Math Games Recommendations 
Math Games Standard 
.N Mean Deviation 
Day One 31 0.29 0.82 
Day Six 31 0.31 0.75 
One Year Later 31 0.00 0.00 
first Time 
Day One 1 4 0.07 0.27 
Day Six 1 4 0.29 0.83 
One Year Later 1 4 0.00 0.00 
Repeat Participants 
Day One 1 7 0.47 1.07 
Day Six 1 7 0.35 0.70 
One Year Later 1 7 0.00 0.00 
Table F-22 
Summary Table - MANOVA tor Math Games Recommendations and Respective 
Univariate 
ANOVA For Each Effect 
Group Membership Effect 
* * E(1, 29) = 1.29 
Time Effect 
* * E(2, 28) = 4.07 
Day 1 - Day 6 
.QE 1 
~ 34.12 
MS 1 .17 
E 0.06 
Prob> E 0.8060 






Interaction of Time and Group Membership Effects 
* * E(2, 28) = 0.91 
Day 1 - Day 6 Day 1 - Year 1 
.QE 1 1 
~ 34.12 19.16 
MS 1 .17 0.66 
E 0.72 1.85 
Prob> E 0.4034 0.1841 
**(Hotelling-Lawley Trace Results) 
Prob > E = 0 . 2 6 6 2 
Prob> E = 0.0281* 






Prob> E = 0.4245 






















































Summary Table - MANOYA for Computer Software Recommendations and Respective 
Univariate ANOYA for Each Effect 
Group Membership Effect 
* * E(1, 29) = o.oo Prob > E = 0 . 9 6 0 3 
Time Effect 
* * E(2, 28) = 4.56 Prob> E = 0.0192* 
Day 1 - Day 6 Day 1 - Year 1 Day 6 - Year 1 
QE 1 1 1 
~ 27.31 69.88 39.09 
MS 0.94 2.40 1.34 
E 9.43 3.71 0.00 
Prob> E 0.0046* 0.0638 0.9921 
Interaction of Time and Group Membership Effects 
* * E(2, 28) = 1.63 Prob> E = 0.2134 
Day 1 - Day 6 Day 1 - Year 1 Day 6 - Year 1 
QE 1 1 1 
~ 27.31 69.88 39.09 
MS 0.941 2.40 1.34 
E 0.39 0.77 2.87 
Prob> E 0.5376 0.3875 0.1009 




Summary of Means and Standard Deviations tor Learning Center Materials 
Recommendations 
Learning Center Materials Standard 
I::l ~ Deviation 
Day One 27 1 .15 1 .43 
Day Six 27 0.67 1.04 
One Year Later 27 0.37 0.79 
first Time 
Day One 1 3 0.85 1 .21 
Day Six 1 3 0.62 1.04 
One Year Later 1 3 0.15 0.38 
Repeat Participants 
Day One 1 4 1.43 1 .60 
Day Six 1 4 0.71 1.07 
One Year Later 1 4 0.57 1.02 
Table F-26 
Summary Table - MANOYA tor Learning Center Materials Recommendations and 
Respective Univariate ANOYA for Each Effect 
Group Membership Effect 
* * E(1, 25) = 1.26 Prob> E = 0.2729 
Time Effect 
* * E(2, 24) = 4.75 Prob> E = 0.0182* 
Day 1 - Day 6 Day 1 - Year 1 Day 6 - Year 1 
QE 1 1 1 
~ 27.16 48.48 44.94 
MS 1.08 1.93 1. 79 
E 5.54 8.34 1.37 
Prob> E 0.0267* 0.0079* 0.2529* 
Interaction of Time and Group Membership Effects 
* * E(2, 24) = 0.72 Prob>£ = 0.4970 
Day 1 - Day 6 Day 1 - Year 1 Day 6 - Year 1 
QE 1 1 1 
~ 27.16 48.48 44.94 
MS 1.08 1.93 1. 79 
E 1.45 0.09 0.38 
Prob>£ 0.2398 0. 7612 0.5428 
**(Hotelling-Lawley Trace Results) 
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